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E C H O  O N 
6  C O N T I N E N T S
berghoff is setting the tone in the international housekeeping industry in more than 50 
countries on 6 continents. headquarters are located in belgium (heusden-Zolder) but a perfect 
communication between all locations and departments is maintained.

A  c o m p l e t e  r a n g e  o f 
k i t c h e n  a n d  t a b l e  w a r e

international presence

Albania, Algeria, Armenia, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, China, Croatia, Czech 

Republic, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, 

Jordan, Kazakhstan, State of Kuwait, Kyrgystan, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Macedonia, Malta, 

Mexico, Mongolia, Moldova, Montenegro, Morocco, Sultanate of Oman, Poland, Portugal, State of Qatar, 

Romania, Russia, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Singapore, Slovakia, South Korea, Senegal, Slovenia, 

South-Africa, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, The Netherlands, The Philippines, Taiwan, Turkey, Turkmenistan, 

Ukraine, The United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, USA, Uzbekistan, Vietnam
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pots & pans 
ovenware & bakeware 

tools & accessories 
knives 

flatware 
tableware 
glassware 

outdoor 
small electrical appliances

at berghoff, we believe in quality. for professionals, for cooking fanatics as well 
as for households. we inspire the users of our cookware and kitchenware through 
innovative and award-winning designs. with our tagline “yes, you’re right”, we bring 
a clear message to our customers that they can rest assured that berghoff is the 
best choice for quality, design and for their budget.

complete portfolio in 9 categories 
strong identity, unique award-winning products 
in-house designed products: original and award winning 
flexible in thinking and acting 
worldwide network of 3000 points of sales, 60 warehouses in more 
than 50 countries 
working with local partners who know what their own market needs 
complete workflow is internally managed from initial design sketch to 
quality control and manufacturing 
fast delivery of any volume, all over the world 
social and ecological initiatives: supporting local sustainability projects, 
use of natural resources in a responsible way, …

A  c o m p l e t e  r a n g e  o f 
k i t c h e n  a n d  t a b l e  w a r e

t h e 
b r a n d

b r a n d 
o v e r v i e w
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1994
creation of the brand berghoff. first step in 
the market with cookware sets and cutlery which 
became an instant success in germany. a fair in 
moscow triggered the penetration of the russian 
market. ukraine and poland continued the rise. 

1997
the portfolio expands to all categories of kitchen 
and tableware. adding knives, accessories and 
tableware convinced customers from all over the 
world: berghoff becomes available in all east-
european countries, france, spain and the u.s. 

1998 
opening of berghoff flagship stores all over the 
world

2000
establishment of the in-house design and 
development department, making design an 
essential  factor within the company. moving to new 
headquarters
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R E A D Y  F O R 
T H E  F U T U R E 

thanks to a solid structure, strong 
partners and state-of-the-art products, 
the conditions have been created for a 

further worldwide growth which will establish 
the brand “berghoff” even more. 

to partners as well as to customers 
berghoff is, and stays, a strong brand.

2004
10th anniversary of the brand. best performer “lion of 
the export” an award from the flemish governement to 
recognize the strong export achievements.

2008
parallel to the growth of the brand, the number 
of personnel rises. new headquarters are built to 
accommodate all staff.
the first design award is won! 
earthchef is launched

2010
berghoff provides all cook and tableware to the 
belgian pavilion of the world expo in shanghai. 
the canadian eterne award is granted to the 
earthchef line for “environmental” leadership. 

2011
red dot design award for the neo horizontal peeler.  
re-branding: makeover of the packaging and 
introduction of the new logo and tagline

2012
3 products from in-house designer frederik aerts 
were awarded with an if award.
entering the best customer market with a dedicated 
range of products

2013
steady growth in the best customer market with 
campaigns in internationally renowned retailchains 

2014
20th anniversary of the brand. good design award 
for the Zeno fruitbowl and the eclipse ceramic knives. 



A F F O R D A B L E  D E S I G N
a team of specialists takes care of all production stages. from initial study to completed product, no detail 
is spared. by working in this way ensures that each article bearing the berghoff label meets 
the stringent quality demands. since design as well as production are internally managed, trends can be 
anticipated quickly and special customer requests are easily met.
 
working with renowned designers adds extra emphasis to the unique character of the berghoff 
products. numerous designs have been rewarded with several international design awards. 

this synergy, combined with cost-efficient production methods, allows berghoff worldwide to offer 
affordable design articles to all. close communication with international agents and an open ear and eye 
for signals from the market lead to a continuous refinement of the berghoff products.
 
Quality control during the integral process warrants an optimal end result.

from first 
sketch to 
final product
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A F F O R D A B L E  D E S I G N

pieter roexraf vanthoor
with the aim to offer affordable design and 
quality for all, raf vanthoor established an 
in-house design and development dept. and 
made it the core of the company. overlooking 
the complete production chain from initial idea 
to product on the shelf, no detail escapes his 
attention. his vision focuses on looking beyond 
the “now” to develop products and concepts 
that encompass strategies for future success.

pieter’s broad knowledge and interest in 
interior design, architecture and design objects 
are great resources for designing berghoff’s 
cookware and kitchen items. his personal style 
is the expression of a modern interpretation 
of traditional objects which are given a playful 
twist. his designs can be described as ‘clean, 
clear, functional’ while elements of nature are 
his inspirational triggers.

versatile belgian design talent praised by 
numerous international design juries. his 
solid technical knowledge strengthened with 
a feeling for shape, allows him to use his 
creativity to the fullest. 
 
he’s involved in the creation of his products 
from initial sketch to final production stage, 
and even beyond, which guarantees unique 
products with high quality. frederik’s designs 
are characterised by an intense innovative 
approach in the field of form and function. 
in 2009 voted as one of the 40 best designers 
under 40. other distinctions were the design 
preis deutschland, the henry van de velde 
awards, the i.f. product design award, the 
good design award and the red dot award. 

frederik aerts
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We work with renowned designers for their 
extensive knowledge in specific materials or 
disciplines.
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the international red dot design award is the 
largest and most renowned design competition 
in the world. each year an international jury 
reviews and evaluates the submitted products 
according to criteria such as degree of 
innovation, functionality and formal quality. 
in 2010 1,636 companies from 57 countries 
with a total of 4,252 products took part in the 
“red dot award: product design”, the category 
in which the neo cookware was announced 
as “winner” and the cubo knives set was 
distinguished with the “honourable mention”. 
the neo horizontal peeler was a winner in 
2011.

the henry van de velde awards are the most 
important belgian design awards. they honour 
authenticity, innovative thrust, creativity 
and added value. during an exhibition of 
the products awarded with a henry van de 
velde award visitors are invited to vote for 
their favourite object. the winner of the poll 
receives the henry van de velde award 
public.

the chicago athenaeum’s good design award 
was established in 1950 and is one of the 
world’s oldest awards programs. the program 
honours designers and manufacturers for 
visionary and innovative product concepts that 
go beyond what is considered basic product 
and consumer design.

the if product design award, with over 
1,000 participants from more than 35 different 
countries, is one of the world’s key design 
competitions. an international jury of experts 
selects the winning products from about 
2,800 entries submitted, taking criteria such 
as design quality, functionality, ergonomics 
and workmanship into consideration. the 
winning products are then presented at the 
if exhibition attracting 300,000 visitors in 7 
months. in 2012, 3 designs were awarded: the 
neo 5-ply cookware, the neo cuttingboard and 
the Zeno fruitbowl.

A
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the german design council is one of the 
world’s leading centres of expertise on design. 
each year they grant the german design award 
as recognition of outstanding design quality. 
only proven experts and selected members 
are authorized to suggest nominations for this 
prestigious award.

the neo cooking pot was chosen to participate 
in the ‘100 most beautiful objects in the world’ 
competition. the nominees were selected by a 
prestigious jury and the contest is an initiative 
taken by international design magazines. 
the website www.pulchra.org invites each 
visitor to pick 10 favourite objects from the 
selection of 100. the 10 objects collecting 
the most votes will be stored in a waterproof 
capsule and buried in a designer park as a 
“messenger of the culture of our time” for future 
archaeologists.

in 2008, berghoff launched the earthchef 
product line promoting energy efficient 
and natural non-stick cooking, as well as 
renewable resource materials and recycled 
packaging. berghoff made the additional 
commitment to support local sustainability 
programs. in canada, for instance 30,000 
trees were planted across the country in areas 
affected by mountain pine beetle, drought 
and other natural disasters. for this commitment 
berghoff has won tree canada’s eterne 
award, recognising leadership in environmental 
corporate leadership.

table&cadeau is a french magazine dedicated 
to the art of the table and kitchen and 
decorations. at the fair maison et objet, each 
year they search for remarkable designs in 
categories such as textiles, decoration, kitchen 
accessories and vases. a professional jury 
then awards the winners with the grand prix. 
in 2010, the neo chopping board was granted 
the grand prix.

the european centre for architecture art 
design and urban studies and the chicago 
athenaeum: museum of architecture and 
design each year select the most promising 
and emerging design talents under 40. their 
projects were judged on the merit of design 
innovation with the emphasis on exploring new 
approaches and ideas in contemporary design. 
in 2009 frederik aerts was selected as one of 
the 40 best designers under 40.

as a pavilion partner, berghoff provided all 
cookware and bakeware, porcelain, cutlery, 
… to the belgian pavilion at the world expo 
of 2010 in shanghai, china. all visitors of 
the restaurant, tavern and vip-center and 
participants to congresses or seminars 
used berghoff’s catering and culinary 
equipment. in addition, the chefs preparing 
and showcasing belgian specialties cooked, 
baked, chopped, cut and stirred with tools 
from the company’s hotel line. berghoff 
also exhibited award-winning designs as an 
example of craftsmanship and creativity.
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18/10 stainless steel induction

aluminium vitro-ceramic

cast aluminium halogen

cast zinc alloy gas

cast iron electric

stainless steel

carbon steel 3-layer capsule base

5-ply

CE norm

4-layer capsule base

double wall

GS norm

4-layer sandwich base

bamboo

RoHS

6-layer sandwich base

copper base

dishwasher safe

handwash recommended

maintenance material sources of Heat

base

iso

Keeping these products out of the dishwasher with 

its high temperatures and harsh detergents will 

prolong their lifecycle, preserve the visual lustre 

(glasses) and original shape (bamboo items and 

synthetic covers). Of course, electrical items can 

never be submerged in water - a slightly damp cloth 

will do.

Pressure cooker lids should certainly be kept out 

of the dishwasher and even while handwashing, 

special attention is needed.

IC
O

N
S
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cold grip system

energy-saving

thermo knob

oven-proof

microwave-proof

forged

hand-sharpened knives

patent pending

patented

perfect environment

features

due to the heating process materials in the cook ware’s base expand during cooking. the heat 
causes a flat bottom to deform into a convex-shaped surface. for that reason the bottom of 
traditional cook ware is designed with a slightly concave surface. now, with this shape, the surface 
will expand and flatten while being heated on the cooking surface. the biggest disadvantage of this 
solution is that the base needs to be heated for a while before it flattens and fully benefits from the 
heating process. this directly relates to a loss of energy and to burning and sticking of the food.

the 6-layer berghoff sandwich base on the other hand, doesn’t have those disadvantages. 
the base is almost completely straight. the aluminium which covers the complete surface 
makes sure the expansion also takes places at the edges, so the base is evenly heated. 
another advantage of this 6-layer base is the quick heat transfer. the heat spreads in no time 
over the whole surface without any hot spots thanks to the layers made of different metals. each 
material has its particular qualities: aluminium and copper are fast conductive materials while 
the ferro is responsible for spreading the heat. the heat enters through the copper and hits the 
ferro layer. so the sides of the base heat up as fast as the centre using a minimum amount of 
energy. in addition, the edge of the bottom is tightly sealed, preventing voids in which food could  
accumulate.

aluminium

aluminium

ferro
18/0 protector

18/0 stainless 
steel

copper
practical rim for pouring 
without mess

6-layer base for fast 
and energy efficient Heat transfer
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The cute French bull dog, Lover, is the signature character for this 
exclusive range consisting of contemporary cookware, tableware 
and accessories.
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Lover by Lover

Stay-cool handles with a playful twist

The cover locks in the moisture and small bumps on the interior make sure 

the evaporated juices are directed onto the food for extra tasty results

Cast aluminium body with cream-coloured non-stick coating.

With Fernoceramic non-stick coating for a healthier way of frying: no release 

of PTFE, produced without PFOA, free from lead and cadmium 

C O L L E C T I O N

C O L L E C T I O N

Pots & Pans

ïpecdbahgO

LOvEr by LOvEr    
Covered saucepan
3800008 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,4 l |   1.5 QT

LOvEr by LOvEr    
Covered casserole
3800005 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,4 l |   1.5 QT

3800006 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

LOvEr by LOvEr    
Covered stockpot
3800007 24,00 cm | 10“ 5,0 l |   5.3 QT

LOvEr by LOvEr    
Frying pan
3800015 20,00 cm | 8“

3800016 24,00 cm | 10“



Lover by Lover
accessories

LOvEr by LOvEr  
7-pc kitchen utensil set
3800000
20,00 x 39,00 cm (8 x 15 1/4“)

ïqO

Satin-finished 18/10 stainless steel tools and black polypropylene head. 

Rack with stainless steel center pole and black PP handle - Tools are 

dishwasher safe, rack is handwash only.

C O L L E C T I O N
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LOvEr by LOvEr  
2-tiered stand
3800017
20,00 x 29,00 cm (8 x 11 1/2“)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
Coffee spoon set
3800001
14,00 x 25,50 cm (5 1/2 x 10“)

ïO
ïqO

LOvEr by LOvEr  
oven glove
3800020
32,50 x 17,50 cm (12 3/4 x 7“)

Black

LOvEr by LOvEr  
oven glove
3800018
32,50 x 17,50 cm (12 3/4 x 7“)

Purple

LOvEr by LOvEr  
Apron
3800019
90,00 x 70,00 cm (35 2/4 x 27 1/2“)

Satin-finished stainless steel spoon 

with black polypropylene head. Rack 

with stainless steel center pole and 

black PP handle.

Black polypropylene tiers and handle 

with stainless steel centre pole.

100% cotton

100% cotton 100% cotton



Lover by Lover
tableware

LOvEr by LOvEr  
2x tea cup
3800004
10,00 x 5,00 cm (4 x 2“)

0,22 l (0.23 QT)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
2x coffee mug
3800003
8,00 x 10,00 cm (3 1/4 x 4“)

0,25 l (0.26 QT)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
2x cereal bowl
3800014
15,00 x 15,00 x 7,00 cm (5 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

0,75 l (0.79 QT)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
Teapot
3800011
24,00 x 15,00 x 16,50 cm (9 1/2 x 6 x 6 1/2“)

1,2 l (1.3 QT)

C O L L E C T I O N

xzO

This adorable range in high-quality 

vitreous porcelain features our unique 

Lover by Lover design to enjoy a cup 

of tea or coffee, breakfast or dinner in 

a most charming way.  
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LOvEr by LOvEr  
2x coffee mug
3800012
7,50 x 10,00 cm (3 x 4“)

0,30 l (0.32 QT)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
2x coffee mug
3800002
7,50 x 10,00 cm (3 x 4“)

0,30 l (0.32 QT)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
2x cereal bowl
3800010
15,00 x 15,00 x 7,00 cm (5 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

0,75 l (0.79 QT)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
4x round plate
3800009
21,50 cm (8 1/2“)

LOvEr by LOvEr  
4x round plate
3800013
21,50 cm (8 1/2“)

lo
ve

r 
by

 l
o

ve
r
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more than quality baking pans!

PERFECT 
SLiCE



PFOA y

Perfect Slice
ovenware

Unique custom 
slicer

patented grid line for 
easy portion control

+

heavy gauge steel: 
no warping, no bending

handles designed for safe 
& easy lifting (even with 
oven mitts)

bergHOFF’s FernoGreen non-stick coating: 
- efficient easy food release
- contains no toxic PFOA’s, no cadmium, no lead

patents US8146469; CA2712328 & patents pending

we still recommend cleaning by hand: a 
quick hand wash is sufficient thanks to the 
non-stick qualities of the pan and will pre-
serve its properties

C O L L E C T I O N

ïYy;
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decide on the portions

slice perfect!

line up

ïYy;



Perfect preparation

Perfect 
slice

Perfect 
portion control

Perfect 
uniformity

Perfect Slice
ovenware

C O L L E C T I O N

Create any portion desired. Easy 

portion control for specific diets such 

as diabetics and slimmers. Beautiful 

uniformity for professional looking party 

platters.
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STUdIO PErFECT SLICE
Covered roasting pan with slicing tool
1100052

1x roasting pan   36,5 x 27 x 5 cm (14 1/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x cover   36 x 28 x 2 cm (11 1/4” x 11” x 3/4”) 

1x slicing tool   22 x 12,5 x 1 cm (8 3/4” x 5” x 1/2”)

STUdIO PErFECT SLICE
3-pc baking set with slicing tool
1100057

1x roasting pan   36,5 x 27 x 5 cm (14 1/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x square cake pan   30 x 27 x 5 cm (11 3/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x round cake pan   30 x 27 x 5 cm (11 3/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x slicing tool   22 x 12,5 x 1 cm (8 3/4” x 5” x 1/2”)

STUdIO PErFECT SLICE
round cake pan with slicing tool
1100054

1x round cake pan   30 x 27 x 5 cm (11 3/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x slicing tool   22,5 x 12,5 x 1 cm (8 3/4” x 5” x 1/2”)

STUdIO PErFECT SLICE
square cake pan with slicing tool
1100053

1x square cake pan   30 x 27 x 5 cm (11 3/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x slicing tool   22 x 12,5 x 1 cm (8 3/4” x 5” x 1/2”)

STUdIO PErFECT SLICE
pie pan with slicing tool
1100055

1x pie pan   34 x 30 x 4,5 cm (13 1/2” x 11 3/4” x 1 3/4”) 

1x slicing tool   25 x 14 x 1 cm (9 3/4” x 5 1/2” x 1/2”)

STUdIO PErFECT SLICE
roasting pan with slicing tool
1100051

1x roasting pan   36,5 x 27 x 5 cm (14 1/4” x 10 3/4” x 2”) 

1x slicing tool   22 x 12,5 x 1 cm (8 3/4” x 5” x 1/2”)

ïYy;



Cookware in a variety of sizes and shapes. For the adventurous 
cook and for the more traditional one, all our cookware is designed 
for efficient use of energy and constructed for years of cooking 
pleasure. 
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EARTHCHEF   38

NEO   44

AURIGA   62

ORION   66

STRAIGHT   72

GEMINIS   78

ZENO   86

STUDIO   92

VIRGO   106

HOTEL   114

ECLIPSE   120

Pots 
& Pans



E A R T H C H E F
M O N T A N E
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Earthchef Montane
Pots & Pans

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast and even heat distribution

special rim allows pouring without dripping

With Fernoceramic non-stick coating for a healthier way of frying: no release of PtFE, 

produced without PFoa, free from lead and cadmium

Perfect for frying with a minimum need for added fats - or even use without.

Double riveted handle for extra durability

From the Earthchef range, awarded the Canadian “Eterne award”

Handwashing is recommended: easy to clean thanks to the non-stick coating 

C O L L E C T I O N
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EARTHCHEF   MONTANE
frying pan
3600374 20,00 cm | 8“

3600572 24,00 cm | 10“

3600381 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

3600589 28,00 cm | 11“

3600398 30,00 cm | 12“

EARTHCHEF   MONTANE
frying pan
3600411 30,00 cm | 12“

EARTHCHEF   MONTANE
Pancake pan
3600004 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

EARTHCHEF   MONTANE
frying pan with helper
3600404 36,00 cm | 14“

EARTHCHEF MONTANE
11-pc cookware set
3600442

1x covered milk warmer   14 cm (5 1/4”)   1 l (1.1 Qt) 

1x covered saucepan   18 cm (7”)   2 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered saucepan   20 cm (8”)   3 l (3.1 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   24 cm (10”)   6,3 l (6.7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   26 cm (10 1/4”)   2,5 l (2.6 Qt) 

1x frying pan   26 cm (10 1/4”)

ïrecdbahgOR

ïruecdbahgO



Earthchef Boreal

The same design but a different finishing touch: 

sets with a non-stick coating and sets in stainless steel.  the 

FernoGreen coating is PFoa-free, lead free and cadmium 

free and allows for low-fat cooking. 

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and 

even heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

Made from high-quality stainless steel: hygienic and durable

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  

no need to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and loss 

of flavour

From the Earthchef range, awarded the Canadian 

“Eterne award” 

tIP
the Boreal collection comes in either aluminium 

with our FernoGreen non-stick coating or in 

stainless steel. It’s easy then to compile your 

own versatile set for every cooking task. 

Pots & Pans

C O L L E C T I O N
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EARTHCHEF BOREAL
2-pc aluminium frying pans
3600001

1x frying pan   20 cm (8”) 

1x frying pan   26 cm (10 1/4”)

EARTHCHEF BOREAL
8-pc cookware set
3600002

1x covered stockpot   24cm (10”)   5,7 l (6 Qt) 

1x covered saucepan   18cm (7”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered saucepan   20cm (8”)   2,8 l (3 Qt) 

1x covered frying pan   26 cm (10 1/4”)

EARTHCHEF BOREAL
8-pc cookware set
3600000

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   5,7 l (6 Qt) 

1x covered saucepan   18 cm (7”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered saucepan   20 cm (8”)   2,8 l (3 Qt) 

1x covered frying pan   26 cm (10 1/4”)

EARTHCHEF BOREAL
2-pc cookware set
3600003

1x covered frying pan   20 cm (8”) 

1x covered frying pan   26 cm (10 1/4”)
ea
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With its extremely modern and functional design, 

the Neo cookware series is a real eye-catcher. 

All saucepans and casseroles have an exclusive 

draining function and the contemporary elegance 

of the wok makes this line stand out even more.
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Neo  

Highly functional and stunning design.

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout 

the complete surface.

this is where the neo range really comes in to its own; with the integrated handles lined up, 

the pouring rim opens, making it safe and easy to drain away liquids.

a pouring spout and lid with a special rim make draining cooking liquids easy

the 18/10 stainless steel lid seals the pot, preventing moisture and juices from escaping.

Use the cover as a trivet and safely place the pot on the dining table or worktop. 

Pots & Pans

C O L L E C T I O N
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tIP
agreed, asparagus can be cooked in a plain 

casserole. However, the high narrow asparagus 

pot with insert basket will keep the stalks straight 

up, this way the bottoms as well as the tips 

will be cooked to perfection. there’s also an 

asparaguspot in the neo glass line with a glass 

cover to monitor the cooking process.
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NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered saucepan
3500049 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,9 l |   2.0 Qt

NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered deep skillet
3500032 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered wok
3501398 36,00 cm | 14“ 6,8 l |   7.2 Qt

NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered casserole
3500018 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,9 l |   2.0 Qt

3501244 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

3500001 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,8 l |   4.0 Qt

NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered 2-handle deep skillet
3500780 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered stockpot
3501251 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,9 l |   5.2 Qt

3500025 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,3 l |   6.7 Qt

NEO   STAINLESS STEEL
covered asparagus pot
3501299 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 4,8 l |   5.1 Qt

xqoecdbaig;

NEO  
2-pc potholder set short
3501794
10,00 x 6,00 x 3,00 cm (4 x 2 1/4 x 1 1/4“)

NEO  
Potholder set long
3501800
15,00 x 4,00 x 2,00 cm (6 x 1 1/2 x 3/4“)



N E O 
G L A S S
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Neo Glass

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

this is where the neo range really comes in to its own; with the integrated handles lined up, 

the pouring rim opens, making it safe and easy to drain away liquids.

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the 

complete surface.

Handles with a finish that stays cool to the touch

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  

No need to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and loss of flavour

Use the cover as a trivet and safely place the pot on the dining table or worktop.

capacity markings inside

nominated for the German Design award

Winner of the Red Dot award 

Pots & Pans

xqecdbaihg;

C O L L E C T I O N
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NEO   GLASS
covered saucepan
3501503 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,9 l |   2.0 Qt

NEO   GLASS
covered 2-handle deep skillet
3501985 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   GLASS
covered casserole
3501473 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,9 l |   2.0 Qt

NEO   GLASS
covered deep skillet
3501510 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   GLASS
covered stockpot
3501497 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,3 l |   6.7 Qt

NEO   GLASS
covered asparagus pot
3501300 18,00 cm | 7“ 4,8 l |   5.1 Qt

NEO GLASS
8-pc cookware set
3500014

1x covered casserole   16 cm  (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2.0 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,7 l (3.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,3 l (6.7 Qt) 

1x covered 2-handle deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,5 l (2.6 Qt)

xqecdbaihg;



Just a click away from safe draining.

Just a click away from safe draining.

N E O 
C A S T

N E O 
C L I C K
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It’s cast and 
yet this light?

N E O 
C A S T



Neo Click

Highly functional and stunning design.

18/10 stainless steel body, lid and handles for maximum durability

Hassle-free draining thanks to the clever click system that locks the cover to the pot.

Handles with a finish that stays cool to the touch

Lid provides efficient closure: the heat is kept inside the pan which results in faster heat-up 

and venting holes prevent spillover

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the 

complete surface.

From the award-winning neo line 

Pots & Pans

xqecdbaihg;

C O L L E C T I O N
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NEO   CLICk
covered saucepan
3501367 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,7 l |   1.8 Qt

NEO   CLICk
covered 2-handle deep skillet
3501381 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   CLICk
covered casserole
3501343 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,7 l |   1.8 Qt 

3501046 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,6 l |   3.8 Qt

NEO   CLICk
covered deep skillet
3501374 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   CLICk
covered stockpot
3501350 24,00 cm | 10“ 5,8 l |   6.1 Qt



Neo Cast

sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast and even heat distribution

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the 

complete surface.

With Fernoceramic non-stick coating for a healthier way of frying: no release of PtFE, 

produced without PFoa, free from lead and cadmium

the ergonomic long handle stays cool on a stove top. With a simple twist, the handle can be 

detached to allow the pan to be used in the oven.

this is where the neo range really comes in to its own; with the integrated handles lined up, 

the pouring rim opens, making it safe and easy to drain away liquids.

striking combination of black matted body in cast aluminium with silicone coating and cover 

in brushed 18/10 stainless steel

Use the cover as a trivet and safely place the pot on the dining table or worktop. 

tIP
the unique shape of the neo cast grill pan makes 

grilling extra healthy: the pan’s base gently 

runs down from the center towards the edges. 

Parallel to the ridges, fats now are led to the side 

of the pan keeping food from simmering in its 

own fats. the pan’s base though is completely 

flat for optimal heat distribution.

Pots & Pans

ïpecdbag;

C O L L E C T I O N
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NEO   CAST
covered casserole
3500872 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,8 l |   1.9 Qt

3500889 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,6 l |   3.8 Qt

NEO   CAST
frying pan
3501558 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,0 l |   1.1 Qt

3501565 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,5 l |   1.6 Qt

3501589 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,2 l |   2.3 Qt

NEO   CAST
covered stockpot
3500896 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,8 l |   7.2 Qt

NEO   CAST
covered deep skillet
3500902 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,2 l |   2.3 Qt

NEO   CAST
square grill pan
3501954 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,9 l |   3.1 Qt

NEO   CAST
Pancake pan
3501923 24,00 cm | 10“

3501916 28,00 cm | 11“
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The perfect choice for slow 

cooking and hearty stews prepared 

in the oven or on the stovetop

N E O 
C A S T 
I R O N



Neo Cast Iron

Cast iron has great heat retaining abilities: it’s the perfect choice for slow cooking and 

for hearty stews prepared in the oven or on the stovetop

the cover locks in the moisture and small bumps on the interior make sure the 

evaporated juices are directed onto the food for extra tasty results

Wide handles for a safe grip, even when wearing oven mitts or using potholders.

With two interchangeable knobs: the cast iron one can go in the oven, the phenolic 

resin knob stays cool when the pot is used on a stove top

the glossy enamelled coating requires no extra seasoning and combines style with 

durability. 

supplied with 2 free potholders. 

tIP
the 8 cm sautépan in cast iron is a very 

charming way to serve individual portions of 

appetizers, hors d’oeuvres, desserts, ... during 

walking dinners or other occasions

Pots & Pans

C O L L E C T I O N
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NEO   CAST IRON
covered casserole
3502555 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,4 l |   2.5 Qt

NEO   CAST IRON
saucepan
3502586 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,0 l |   2.1 Qt

NEO   CAST IRON
covered stockpot
3502562 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,2 l |   4.4 Qt

3502579 28,00 cm | 11“ 6,9 l |   7.3 Qt

NEO   CAST IRON
frying pan
3502593 23,00 cm | 9“ 1,2 l |   1.3 Qt

NEO   CAST IRON
sauté pan
3502609 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,6 l |   3.8 Qt

NEO   CAST IRON
square grill pan
3502616 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

NEO   CAST IRON
tajine
3502635 24,00 cm | 10“

NEO   CAST IRON
sauté pan
3500003 8,00 cm | 3“

NEO   CAST IRON
covered wok
3502631 24,00 cm | 10“

3502632 32,00 cm | 12 1/2“

ïX;

NEO CAST IRON
Oval covered casserole
3502623
25,00 x 20,50 x 8,50 cm (10” x 8” x 3 1/2“)

3,2 l (3.4 Qt)

3502630
29,00 x 24,50 x 8,50 cm (9 1/2 x 11 1/2 x 3 1/2“)

4,5 l (4.8 Qt)

ïXecdba;



s t a y 
c o o l 
i n 
b l a c k 
o r  i n 
w h i t e
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A U R I G A



Auriga  

Revolutionary 6-layer sandwich base for fast and energy-saving cooking 

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

the 18/10 stainless steel lid seals the pot, preventing moisture and juices from escaping.

stay-cool handles for extra comfort and safety

special rim allows pouring without dripping

capacity markings inside

Clever design allows draining of liquids while the lid is still on the pot: convenient and safe

striking, yet ergonomic handles stay cool during cooking and a clever tab positions the lid 

on the body of the pan, keeping one hand free while cooking and serving. 

tIP
the stainless steel steamer turns the 24 cm 

stockpot into a steam cooker. simply add some 

water to the casserole, place the steamer in 

the pot (make sure the level of water is under 

the steamer’s base), add vegetables, poultry or 

fish and cover. Bring to the boil. The result? A 

healthy (no fats used) and tasty dish! also great 

to use as a strainer since the perforations in the 

stainless steel basket allow water to drain away 

quickly

Pots & Pans

xqecdbalmhg;

C O L L E C T I O N
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AURIGA    
covered saucepan
2303900 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 Qt

AURIGA    
covered saucepan
2303003 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 Qt

AURIGA    
covered 2-handle deep skillet
2303955 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,3 l |   2.4 Qt

AURIGA    
covered 2-handle deep skillet
2303007 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,3 l |   2.4 Qt

AURIGA    
covered casserole
2303917 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 Qt

2303924 18,00 cm | 7“ 1,8 l |   1.9 Qt

2303016 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,8 l |   1.9 Qt

AURIGA    
covered casserole
2303004 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 Qt

2303005 18,00 cm | 7“ 1,8 l |   1.9 Qt

2303000 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,0 l |   3.2 Qt

AURIGA    
covered stockpot
2303931 24,00 cm | 10“ 5,4 l |   5.7 Qt

AURIGA    
covered casserole
2303006 24,00 cm | 10“ 5,4 l |   5.7 Qt

AURIGA    
steamer insert
2303481 24,00 cm | 10“

AURIGA    
steamer insert
2303001 24,00 cm | 10“



O R I O N
Glass or stainless steel, 
that’s the question
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O R I O N
Glass or stainless steel, 
that’s the question



Orion Invico-vitrum
Pots & Pans

Revolutionary 6-layer sandwich base for fast and energy-saving cooking 

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

Lid provides efficient closure: the heat is kept inside the pan which results in faster heat-up and 

venting holes prevent spillover

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need to lift the cover and waste 

valuable energy and loss of flavour

The thermoknob helps you to save energy and preserves the nutritional quality of the food you’re 

preparing. The colours and numbers on the knob indicate the heat inside in the pot. 

The thermoknob is detachable since it can’t be cleaned in the dishwasher.

Stay-cool handles for extra comfort and safety

Special rim allows pouring without dripping 

TIP
The thermoknob helps you to save energy and 

preserves the nutritional quality of the food 

you’re preparing. Thanks to the thermoknob you 

don’t have to lift the lid to check the condition 

inside. The colours and numbers on the knob 

indicate the heat while the lid is still on the pot. 

Lifting the lid would cause the temperature to 

drop and the nutritional value of the ingredients 

diminishes. We’d recommend experimenting 

with the thermoknob readings because the 

indicators tend to differ depending on the type of 

heat source you’re using.

xqecdbalmhgf;

OrIOn    
Magnetic thermoknob
1109626 

ïqhgfO

C O l l e C t I O n
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OrIOn   InvICO-vItrum
Covered saucepan
1103389 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,6 l |   1.7 QT

OrIOn   InvICO-vItrum
Covered deep skillet
1103464 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

OrIOn   InvICO-vItrum
Covered casserole
1103396 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,6 l |   1.7 QT

1103433 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

1103440 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,8 l |   4.0 QT

OrIOn   InvICO-vItrum
Covered stockpot
1103457 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,8 l |   7.2 QT

OrIOn InvICO-vItrum
16-pc cookware set
1112374

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,6 l (1.7 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,6 l (1.7 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,8 l (4 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,8 l (7.2 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x bowl with vacuum lid   20 cm (8”)   2,2 l (2.3 Qt) 

1x steam basket   16/20 cm (6 1/4”/8”) 

1x magnetic knob 

2x trivet

ïqhgfO



Orion Invico-vitrum
Pots & Pans

These pans have all the great features as the ones on the previous page 

and they come with a stainless steel lid instead of glass. 

TIP
With its small diameter and base with gentle, 

even heat distribution throughout the complete 

surface the milk warmer is perfect to heat milk, 

melt cheese, chocolate and butter, prepare 

delicate sauces and many other tasks that need 

a more gentle approach. The high sides make it 

easier to prepare lump-free sauces.

xqecdbalmhgf;

OrIOn    
Covered casserole
1103754 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,6 l |   1.7 QT

1103778 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

OrIOn    
Covered stockpot
1103785 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,8 l |   7.2 QT

OrIOn    
Milk boiler
1110059 12,00 cm | 4 3/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

C O l l e C t I O n
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OrIOn    
Covered asparagus pot
1103709 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 4,8 l |   5.1 QT

OrIOn    
Covered deep skillet
1103624 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT



S T R A I G H T
How a tulip served as inspiration for pots and pans... 
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straight  

Graceful design inspired by the shape of a tulip

Revolutionary 6-layer sandwich base for fast and energy-saving cooking 

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

Lid provides efficient closure: the heat is kept inside the pan which results in faster 

heat-up and venting holes prevent spillover

The ergonomically shaped handle offers a safe grip and comfortable lifting

Special rim allows pouring without dripping 

Pots & Pans

C O l l e C t I O n
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straIGHt    
Covered saucepan
1102559 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

straIGHt    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
1102924 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

straIGHt    
Covered casserole
1102573 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

1102597 18,00 cm | 7“ 1,8 l |   1.9 QT

1102610 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

straIGHt    
Covered stockpot
1102634 24,00 cm | 10“ 5,4 l |   5.7 QT

1102795 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 7,8 l |   8.2 QT

ïqecdbalmhg;

straIGHt  
12-pc cookware set
1112282

1x saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,3 l (1.4 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,3 l (1.4 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   1,8 l (1.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3 l (3.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   5,4 l (5.7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,3 l (2.4 Qt) 

1x steam basket   20 cm (8”)



straight  

This essential pan is perfect for everyday frying. Its non-stick coating makes no or low fat frying 

possible for health-conscious cooking. Ideal high-performance pan for various cooking tasks and frying 

of meats, poultry, omelets, scrambled eggs and much more

Sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast and even heat distribution

Perfect for frying with a minimum need for added fats - or even use without.

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and effortless cleaning. 

Contains no lead and no cadmium.

Stay-cool handles for extra comfort and safety

With flameguard for additional heat protection 

Pots & Pans

C O l l e C t I O n
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TIP
The deep skillet performs all the typical tasks but 

with the added benefit of a non-stick pan and 

extra capacity. Perform a multitude of everyday 

cooking tasks or make one-dish meals with great 

food release and no need  for added fats.  
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ïrecdbahO

straIGHt  
3-pc frying pans
3400066

1x frying pan   20 cm (8”) 

1x frying pan   24 cm (10”) 

1x frying pan   28 cm (11”)

straIGHt    
Frying pan
3400004 20,00 cm | 8“

3400011 24,00 cm | 10“

3400028 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

3400035 28,00 cm | 11“

straIGHt  
Stir frying pan
3400042
28,00 x 8,00 cm (11 x 3 1/4“)



G E M I N I S

C O l l e C t I O n
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Geminis  

This essential pan is perfect for everyday frying. Its non-stick coating makes no or low fat frying possible 

for health-conscious cooking. Ideal high-performance pan for various cooking tasks and frying of meats, 

poultry, omelets, scrambled eggs and much more

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and effortless cleaning. 

Contains no lead and no cadmium.

Perfect for frying with a minimum need for added fats - or even use without.

This non-stick coating is perfect for healthy cooking: use as little oil or butter as you like

Cast iron can deal with very high temperatures which makes these pans great for searing and frying.  

Pots & Pans
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GemInIs    
Frying pan
1100500 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

1100517 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 1,9 l |   2.0 QT

1100524 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,5 l |   2.6 QT

GemInIs    
Wok
1100548 30,00 cm | 12“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT



G e m I n I s 
S C A L A

a  w h o l e 
s c a l e  o f 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s
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GemInIs   sCala
Covered saucepan
2307215 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,2 l |   1.3 QT

2307206 18,00 cm | 7“ 1,8 l |   1.9 QT

2307227 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Covered deep saucepan
2307216 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Covered casserole
2307217 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,4 l |   1.5 QT

2307207 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

2307209 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Covered deep skillet
2307203 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2307204 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

2307205 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,4 l |   4.6 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Covered stockpot
2307208 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,8 l |   5.1 QT

2307219 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,8 l |   7.2 QT

2307218 28,00 cm | 11“ 7 l |   7.3 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Covered wok
2307221 32,00 cm | 12 1/2“ 5,0 l |   5.3 QT

Geminis scala

Sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast and even heat distribution

The ergonomic long handle stays cool on a stove top. With a simple twist, the handle can be 

detached to allow the pan to be used in the oven.

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and effortless 

cleaning. Contains no lead and no cadmium.

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need to lift the cover and waste valuable 

energy and loss of flavour 

Pots & Pans

C O l l e C t I O n
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GemInIs   sCala
Frying pan
2307200 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,1 l |   1.2 QT

2307201 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,7 l |   1.8 QT

2307202 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 2,1 l |   2.2 QT

2307210 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,5 l |   2.6 QT

2307211 32,00 cm | 12 1/2“ 3,6 l |   3.8 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Square grill pan
2307212 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,6 l |   2.7 QT

2307213 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,8 l |   4.0 QT

2307214 32,00 cm | 12 1/2“ 4,9 l |   5.2 QT

GemInIs   sCala
Covered stir frying pan
2306500 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,7 l |   3.9 QT

TIP
The double roasting pan is a real multi-purpose 

tool: generously sized base with lid for use in the 

oven and on a stovetop. Or use the base and 

lid separately: they both come with an energy 

efficient base. The lid can be used as a grill pan 

too.

ïpecdbahgyO

GemInIs   sCala
Glass cover
2306277 20,00 cm | 8“

2306284 24,00 cm | 10“

2306291 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

2306307 28,00 cm | 11“

GemInIs sCala
Double roasting pan
2307223
42,00 x 25,00 x 12,50 cm (16 1/2 x 9 3/4 x 5“)

9 l (9.5 QT)

GemInIs sCala
Covered roasting pan
2307222
45,00 x 22,00 x 7,00 cm (17 3/4 x 8 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

3,8 l (4.0 QT)



TIP
Meat skewers can go on the grill or in the oven. 

But when cooked in a pan, they don’t always fit 

in. A pancake pan is a great solution: the meat 

is in constant contact with the hot surface thanks 

to the low rim.

GemInIs   sCala
Covered square deep skillet
2307250 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 4,7 l |   5.0 QT

Geminis scala
Pots & Pans

GemInIs sCala
5-pc cookware set
2307224

1x frying pan   20 cm (8”)   1,1 l 1.2( Qt) 

1x frying pan   24 cm (10”)   1,7 l (1.8 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   26 cm (10 1/4”)   3,2 l (3.3 Qt) 

1x grill pan   28 cm (11”)   3,8 l (4 Qt)

GemInIs   sCala
Pancake pan
2307225 24,00 cm | 10“

2307226 32,00 cm | 12 1/2“

ïpecdbahgyO

C O l l e C t I O n
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GemInIs sCala
5-pc cookware set
2307224

1x frying pan   20 cm (8”)   1,1 l 1.2( Qt) 

1x frying pan   24 cm (10”)   1,7 l (1.8 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   26 cm (10 1/4”)   3,2 l (3.3 Qt) 

1x grill pan   28 cm (11”)   3,8 l (4 Qt)



Z E N O 
C O s m O
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a pot  w i th  a  po tbe l l y?



Zeno  

A round belly, mirrored outside finish and 18/10 stainless steel are the distinguishing 

features of this line 

Revolutionary 6-layer sandwich base for fast and energy-saving cooking 

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

The 18/10 stainless steel lid seals the pot, preventing moisture and juices from escaping.

The ergonomically shaped handle offers a safe grip and comfortable lifting 

TIP
Article 1102160: a covered casserole and a 

strainer when used on their own. Or a steamer 

when combined for quickly preparing fresh and 

healthy meals. The large loop handles allow for 

comfortable use of all the elements. 

Pots & Pans

xqecdbalmhg;

ZenO  
12-pc cookware set
1112275

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   2,0 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   2,0 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,9 l (4.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,6 l (7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,9 l (3.1 Qt)

C O l l e C t I O n
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ZenO    
Covered saucepan
1102108 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

ZenO    
Covered steamer
1102160 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,9 l |   4.1 QT

ZenO    
Covered casserole
1102115 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

1102153 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

1102122 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,9 l |   4.1 QT

ZenO    
Covered deep skillet 
1102146 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,5 l |   2.6 QT

1103297 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,0 l |   4.2 QT

ZenO    
Covered stockpot
1102139 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

1102184 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 10,0 l |   10.6 QT

xqecdbalmhg;

xqh;

ZenO    
Steamer insert
1103280 28,00 cm | 11“

ZenO  
12-pc cookware set
1111002

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,9 l (4.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,6 l (7 Qt) 

1x covered 2-handle deepskillet   24 cm (10”)   2,5 l (2.6 Qt) 

1x covered mixing bowl   20 cm (8”)   2,0 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered mixing bowl   24 cm (10”)   3,6 l (3.8 Qt)



Zeno Cosmo
Pots & Pans

ZenO    
Pressure cooker
1104302 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,0 l |   6.3 QT

ZenO    
Pressure cooker
1104303 24,00 cm | 10“ 8,0 l |   8.4 QT

ïqecdbamhgOSU

C O l l e C t I O n
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ZenO   COsmO
Covered saucepan
1101101 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

ZenO   COsmO
Covered steamer
1102214 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,9 l |   4.1 QT

ZenO   COsmO
Covered casserole
1101118 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

1102207 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

1101125 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,9 l |   4.1 QT

ZenO   COsmO
Covered deep skillet 
1101149 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,5 l |   2.6 QT

ZenO   COsmO
Covered stockpot
1101132 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

ZenO COsmO
12-pc cookware set
1112268

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   2,0 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   2,0 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,9 l (4.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,6 l (7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,9 l (3.1 Qt)

xqecdbalmhg;



S T U D I O
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The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer 

throughout the complete surface.

The ergonomically shaped handle offers a safe grip and comfortable lifting

Lid provides efficient closure: the heat is kept inside the pan which results in 

faster heat-up and venting holes prevent spillover

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need to lift the cover 

and waste valuable energy and loss of flavour 

Pots & Pans

xqecdbakmhg;

studIO vIsIOn
12-pc cookware set
1112916

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,7 l (3.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   3 l (3,1Q)

BergHOFF’s magic for stainless steel
2001929

BergHOFF’s handy 2-in-1 remover
2001936

C O l l e C t I O n

studio vision
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studIO vIsIOn PremIum
12-pc cookware set
1112466

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,7 l (3.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   3 l (3.1 Qt)

studIO vIsIOn PremIum
6-pc cookware set
1112459

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)    1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,7 l (3.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt)

studIO vIsIOn PrIma
6-pc cookware set
1112473

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 l (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3 l (3.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   5,2 l (5.5 Qt)

ST
UD

IO

xuecdbajmhg;

xuecdbajmhg;

xuecdbaihg;



studIO vIsIOn PremIum
12-pc cookware set
1112095

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3.7 l (3.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   3 l (3.1 Qt)

xuecdbajmhg;

studio vision

The sturdy handles in stainless steel offer a secure and comfortable grip

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout 

the complete surface.

Lid provides efficient closure: the heat is kept inside the pan which results in faster 

heat-up and venting holes prevent spillover

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need to lift the cover and 

waste valuable energy and loss of flavour 

Pots & Pans

C O l l e C t I O n
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studIO vIsIOn PrIma
6-pc cookware set
1106010

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 l (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3 l (3.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   5,2 (5.5 Qt)

studIO vIsIOn PremIum
6-pc cookware set
1106000

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,9 l (2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3.7 l (3.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt)

xuecdbaihg;

xuecdbajmhg;



Studio Kasta

Made from high-quality stainless steel: hygienic and durable

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer 

throughout the complete surface.

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  

No need to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and loss of flavour

Stay-cool handles for extra comfort and safety

The stainless steel steamer turns a 16, 18 and 20 cm casserole into a 

steamer. Simply add some water to the casserole, place the steamer in 

the pot (make sure the level of water is under the steamer’s base), add 

vegetables, poultry or fish and cover. Bring to the boil. The result? 

A healthy (no fats used) and tasty dish!

This set comes with durable stainless steel bowl and plastic lid: great for 

storing foods as well as for mixing, preparing and serving. 

Pots & Pans

ïqecdbamhgOSU

Studio KaSta
9-pc cookware set
1119519

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,3 l (1.4 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   2,4 l (2.5 Qt) 

1x covered 2-handle deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   1,7 l (1.8 Qt) 

1x steamer insert   16/18/20 cm (6 1/4”/7”/8”)  

1x covered mixing bowl   16 cm ( 6 1/4”)

Studio KaSta
6-pc cookware set
1116549

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,3 l (1.4 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   2,4 l (2.5 Qt) 

1x frying pan   24 cm (10”)   1,2 l (1.3 Qt) 

1x steamer insert   16/18/20 cm (6 1/4”/7”/8”)

C o l l e C t i o n
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TIP
The 3-piece roasting pan is a real multi-purpose 

pan with a generously sized base for use in the 

oven or on a stovetop. The broiler top keeps food 

elevated, away from the bottom of the pan to 

promote even roasting. It also ensures fat drains 

away into the bottom of the pan.The steam rack 

is great for steaming vegetables or fish.
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Studio  
Roasting pan
1104324

1x roasting pan   46 x 28 cm (15 3/4” x 11”) 

1x steam rack   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x broiler top   40 cm (15 3/4”)

xqO



Studio Fera
Pots & Pans

Studio Fera
6-pc cookware set
1116532

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”) 

1x frying pan   24 cm (10”) 

1x steamer   16/18/20 cm (6 1/4”/7”/8”)

xquecdbaigO

C o l l e C t i o n
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The complete set for enjoying pasta of any length or shape. 

The 18/10 stainless steel pot is perfect for cooking pasta in 

an energy-efficient way. The perforated insert makes boiling 

pasta easy: simply lift out the insert to drain. Of course, 

you can use the pot on its own for soups. Or turn the pot 

into a steam cooker with the included steamer insert. The 

pot is suited for all types of stove top, including induction. 

Complete with easy to use serving tongs and 4 generously 

sized pasta plates which are made of high quality porcelain. 
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xquecdbaigzO

Studio  
20-pc pasta set
1100890

6x plate for pasta   27 cm (10 3/4”) 

1x salad bowl   31 cm (12 1/4”) 

1x sauce bowl   14 cm (5 1/2”) 

1x grater   15 cm (6”) 

6x pasta fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

1x pasta tong   27 cm (10 3/4”) 

1x pasta pot with steamer and lid    20 cm (8”)

Also included in the set are 4 forks. There are also 2 bowls to 

serve pasta, sauces, salads or other side dishes. A smaller 

bowl with grater is perfect for serving freshly grated cheese 

at the table. The white porcelain coordinates perfectly with 

all types of table settings and style.  All items are dishwasher 

safe; the plates can go into the microwave and oven.  



Studio Manhattan

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and hygiene

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and 

loss of flavour

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and effortless cleaning. 

Contains no lead and no cadmium.

The ergonomically shaped handle offers a safe grip and comfortable lifting 

Pots & Pans

C o l l e C t i o n
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xquecdbaiO

Studio   Manhattan
Covered saucepan
1100112 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,7 l |   1.8 QT

Studio   Manhattan
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
1100116 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

Studio   Manhattan
Covered casserole
1100113 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,4 l |   2.5 QT

1100114 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

Studio   Manhattan
Frying pan
1100118 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,1 l |   1.2 QT

Studio   Manhattan
Covered stockpot
1100115 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,9 l |   5.2 QT

1100117 28,00 cm | 11“ 8,3 l |   8.8 QT

Studio Manhattan
10-pc cookware set
1110003

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,7 l (1.8 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,4 l (2,5 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3 l (3.1 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   4,9 l (5.2Qt) 

1x covered 2-handle deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   3 l (3.1 Qt)



Made from high-quality stainless steel: hygienic and durable

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

capacity markings inside

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  

No need to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and loss of flavour

Special rim allows pouring without dripping

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and effortless cleaning. 

Contains no lead and no cadmium.

The ergonomically shaped handle offers a safe grip and comfortable lifting 

Pots & Pans

C o l l e C t i o n
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Studio   BiStro
Covered saucepan
4410029 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

Studio   BiStro
Covered stockpot
4410024 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,5 l |   4.8 QT

4410025 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,0 l |   6.3 QT

Studio   BiStro
Covered casserole
4410021 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

4410022 18,00 cm | 7“ 1,9 l |   2.0 QT

4410023 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,6 l |   2.7 QT

Studio   BiStro
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
4410027 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

Studio   BiStro
Frying pan
4410028 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,9 l |   2.0 QT

Studio   BiStro
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
4410026 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT



V I R G O 
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opt  fo r  un i ty  o r  con t ras t 
in  l i gh t  and  dark .



PFOA PTFE

Virgo  

The Virgo range is available in stylish white, vibrant orange or 

hunky brown: opt for unity in your kitchen with a set in a single 

colour or be a little daring and combine the light and dark. The 

same design characteristic is available in the stainless steel 

version.

Sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast 

and even heat distribution

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  

No need to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and loss 

of flavour

This range of pots and pans is characterised by an elegantly 

shaped body which beautifully contrasts the black stay-cool 

handles. The glass lid possesses some remarkable and well-

conceived functions. 

Pouring lips, one on each side, for dripless pouring.

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for 

easy food release and effortless cleaning. Contains no lead 

and no cadmium. 

TIP
The striking, yet ergonomic handles of the 

lid stay cool during cooking and a clever tab 

positions the lid on the body of the pan so you 

can keep one hand free for stirring and serving. 

The very same tab that keeps the lid upright on 

the pan offers extra functionality when the lid 

stays on the pan: simply place your thumbs on 

both tabs while pouring off liquids and the water 

is drained safely and conveniently.

Pots & Pans

ïqecdbamhgOSU

C o l l e C t i o n
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Virgo    
Covered casserole
2304900 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

2304901 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

Virgo    
Covered deep skillet
2304904 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2304905 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

Virgo    
Grill pan
2304911 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2304912 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

Virgo    
Covered stockpot
2304902 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,6 l |   4.9 QT

2304903 28,00 cm | 11“ 7,2 l |   7.6 QT

Virgo    
Frying pan
2304936 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

2304910 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 2,4 l |   2.5 QT

2304909 30,00 cm | 12“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

Virgo    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
2304906 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2304907 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

ïqecdbamhgOSU

Virgo  
11-pc cookware set
2304938

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 l (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   2,7 l (2.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   4,6 l (4.9 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   28 cm (11”)   7,2 l (7.6 Qt) 

1x covered 2-handle deep skillet   28 cm (11”)   4,3 l (4.5 Qt) 

1x frying pan   26 cm (10 1/4”)   2,4 l (2.5 Qt)



PFOA PTFE

Virgo  

TIP
A simple twist and a clever system to 

detach the stay-cool handle allow the 

Virgo pans to be used in the oven also! 

For instance, take the grill pan and first sear a 

steak on the stove, then detach the long handle 

and place the pan in the oven to turn out a 

perfect steak with a crispy outside and tender 

meat inside.  

Pots & Pans

Virgo    
Covered casserole
2304914 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

2304913 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

Virgo    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
2304919 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

Virgo    
Grill pan
2304923 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

Virgo    
Covered stockpot
2304915 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,6 l |   4.9 QT

2304916 28,00 cm | 11“ 7,2 l |   7.6 QT

Virgo    
Frying pan
2304920 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

2304921 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 2,4 l |   2.5 QT

2304922 30,00 cm | 12“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

Virgo    
Covered deep skillet
2304917 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2304918 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

C o l l e C t i o n
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Virgo    
Covered casserole
2304924 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

2304925 20,00 cm | 8“ 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

Virgo    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
2304928 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

Virgo    
Frying pan
2304931 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

2304932 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 2,4 l |   2.5 QT

2304933 30,00 cm | 12“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

Virgo    
Covered stockpot
2304929 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,6 l |   4.9 QT

2304930 28,00 cm | 11“ 7,2 l |   7.6 QT

Virgo    
Covered deep skillet
2304926 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2304937 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

Virgo    
Grill pan
2304934 24,00 cm | 10“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

2304935 28,00 cm | 11“ 4,3 l |   4.5 QT

ïqecdbamhgOSU



Virgo  

Revolutionary 6-layer sandwich base for fast and energy-

saving cooking 

capacity markings inside

Striking, yet ergonomic handles stay cool during cooking and 

a clever tab positions the lid on the body of the pan, keeping 

one hand free while cooking and serving.

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need 

to lift the cover and waste valuable energy and loss of flavour 

Pots & Pans

xqecdbalmhgO

Virgo StainleSS Steel
12-pc cookware set
2304143

1x saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,1 (2.2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,6 (3.8 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,6 (7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,6 (2.7 Qt) 

1x steam basket   16/18/20 cm (6 1/4”/7”/8”)

C o l l e C t i o n
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Virgo   StainleSS Steel
Covered casserole
2304181 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

2304198 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,1 l |   2.2 QT

2304204 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,6 l |   3.8 QT

Virgo   StainleSS Steel
Covered saucepan
2304174 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

Virgo   StainleSS Steel
Steamer insert
2304229 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

Virgo   StainleSS Steel
Covered stockpot
2304211 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

Virgo   StainleSS Steel
Covered deep skillet
2304228 24,00 cm | 10“ 2,6 l |   2.7 QT

Virgo StainleSS Steel
12-pc cookware set
2304143

1x saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,1 (2.2 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,6 (3.8 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,6 (7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,6 (2.7 Qt) 

1x steam basket   16/18/20 cm (6 1/4”/7”/8”)

Virgo StainleSS Steel
8-pc cookware set
2304145

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,5 (1.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)    3,6 (3.8 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,6 (7 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,6 (2.7 Qt)

16/18/20 cm | 6 1/4”/7”/8”
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hotel line  

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and 

hygiene

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even 

heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

The 18/10 stainless steel lid seals the pot, preventing 

moisture and juices from escaping.

The ergonomically shaped handle offers a safe grip and 

comfortable lifting 

Pots & Pans

hotel line  
12-pc cookware set
1112138

1x covered saucepan   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,6 l (1.7 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   16 cm (6 1/4”)   1,6 l (1.7 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)   2,5 l (2.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,6 l (3.8 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt) 

1x covered deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,5 l (2,6 Qt)

C o l l e C t i o n
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hotel line    
Covered saucepan
1102306 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,6 l |   1.7 QT

hotel line    
Covered stockpot
1102269 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,4 l |   6.8 QT

hotel line    
Covered milk warmer
1102443 14,00 cm | 5 1/2“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

hotel line    
Covered steamer
1102399 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,6 l |   3.8 QT

hotel line    
Covered casserole
1102245 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,6 l |   1.7 QT

xqecdbakmhgyO

hotel line  
12-pc cookware set
1111003

1x covered casserole   18 cm (7”)    2,5 l (2.6 Qt) 

1x covered casserole   20 cm (8”)   3,6 l (3.8 Qt) 

1x covered stockpot   24 cm (10”)   6,4 l (6.8 Qt) 

1x covered 2-handle deep skillet   24 cm (10”)   2,5 l (2.6 Qt) 

1x covered mixing bowl   20 cm (8”)   2 l (2.1 Qt) 

1x covered mixing bowl   24 cm (10”)   3,6l (3.8 Qt)
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PFOA PTFE

hotel line  

Sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast and even heat distribution

With Fernoceramic non-stick coating for a healthier way of frying: no release of PTFE, 

produced without PFOA, free from lead and cadmium

Perfect for frying with a minimum need for added fats - or even use without.

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout 

the complete surface.

Handwashing is recommended: easy to clean thanks to the non-stick coating 

Pots & Pans

ïrecdag

C o l l e C t i o n
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hotel line    
Frying pan
1104010 30,00 cm | 12“ 4,0 l |   4.2 QT

hotel line    
Pancake pan
1103884 24,00 cm | 10“ 0,70 l |   0.74 QT

1103891 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 0,90 l |   0.95 QT

1103969 30,00 cm | 12“ 1,2 l |   1.3 QT

hotel line    
Conical pan
1103846 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

1103853 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,4 l |   2.5 QT

1103860 32,00 cm | 12 1/2“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

1103877 40,00 cm | 15 3/4“ 5,5 l |   5.8 QT



E C L I P S E 
Cheer  up !
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eclipse  

The colourful nature of the Eclipse non-stick cookware range is designed to cheer up 

the kitchen in lime, red, purple and orange.

Sturdy feel but easy to handle cookware in aluminium with fast and even heat distribution

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even heat transfer throughout 

the complete surface.

Multi-layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and 

effortless cleaning. Contains no lead and no cadmium.

This non-stick coating is perfect for healthy cooking: use as little oil or butter as you like

Lid provides efficient closure: the heat is kept inside the pan which results in faster heat-

up and venting holes prevent spillover

Monitor the contents inside thanks to the glass cover.  No need to lift the cover and 

waste valuable energy and loss of flavour

Stay-cool handles for extra comfort and safety 

TIP
The roasting pans in the Eclipse line are easy-to-

clean and non-stick - perfect for roasting meats, 

poultry and vegetables. The ridges lift food away 

from the base, preventing food from simmering 

in its own fat. The folding handles make this 

roasting pan easier to use in the oven and allows 

convenient storage.
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Pots & Pans

ïrecdbahO

C o l l e C t i o n
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eCliPSe    
Covered saucepan
3700082 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered deep skillet
3700086 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Frying pan
3700089 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

3700090 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

3700091 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered casserole
3700083 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

3700084 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,7 l |   3.9 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
3700087 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Pancake pan
3700092 24,00 cm | 10“   l |     QT

eCliPSe    
Covered stockpot
3700085 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

eCliPSe    
Wok
3700088 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

C o l l e C t i o n

eCliPSe  
Roasting pan
3700093
35,00 x 24,00 x 7,00 cm (13 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/4“)

5,6 l (5.9 QT)

ïrO
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eCliPSe    
Covered saucepan
3700112 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered deep skillet
3700116 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Frying pan
3700119 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

3700120 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

3700121 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered casserole
3700113 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

3700114 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,7 l |   3.9 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
3700117 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Pancake pan
3700122 24,00 cm | 10“   l |     QT

eCliPSe    
Covered stockpot
3700115 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

eCliPSe    
Wok
3700118 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT
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eCliPSe  
Roasting pan
3700123
35,00 x 24,00 x 7,00 cm (13 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/4“)

5,6 l (5.9 QT)



eCliPSe    
Covered saucepan
3700143 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered deep skillet
3700147 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Frying pan
3700150 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

3700151 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

3700152 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered casserole
3700144 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

3700145 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,7 l |   3.9 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
3700148 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Pancake pan
3700153 24,00 cm | 10“   l |     QT

eCliPSe    
Covered stockpot
3700146 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

eCliPSe    
Wok
3700149 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

C o l l e C t i o n

eCliPSe  
Roasting pan
3700154
35,00 x 24,00 x 7,00 cm (13 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/4“)

5,6 l (5.9 QT)

ïrO
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eCliPSe    
Covered saucepan
3700155 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered deep skillet
3700160 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Frying pan
3700163 20,00 cm | 8“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

3700164 24,00 cm | 10“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT

3700165 28,00 cm | 11“ 2,3 l |   2.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered casserole
3700156 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

3700157 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,7 l |   3.9 QT

eCliPSe    
Covered 2-handle deep skillet
3700161 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT

eCliPSe    
Pancake pan
3700167 24,00 cm | 10“   l |     QT

eCliPSe    
Covered stockpot
3700158 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,6 l |   7.0 QT

eCliPSe    
Wok
3700162 28,00 cm | 11“ 3,2 l |   3.4 QT
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eCliPSe  
Roasting pan
3700168
35,00 x 24,00 x 7,00 cm (13 3/4 x 9 1/2 x 2 3/4“)

5,6 l (5.9 QT)

ïrecdbahO



eclipse  
Pots & Pans

C o l l e C t i o n
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This pressure cooker not only speeds up cooking time 

but preserves vitamins and minerals while locking in all 

flavours and aromas.

The handles seamlessly merge into the lid and are 

integrated in the design.

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel for extra durability and 

hygiene

The base is designed for energy-efficient cooking and even 

heat transfer throughout the complete surface.

Lid-lock seals lid when pressure rises and valve safety 

systems offer extra safety

Body of casserole is dishwasher safe; the cover needs to 

be cleaned by hand

capacity markings inside 

TIP
The set 3700418 comes with a glass lid 

and a typical pressure cooker lid. Both are 

interchangeable and can either be used on the 

6 liter or 3 liter pot. The 18/10 steamer turns the 

pots into a steam cooker.
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eCliPSe  
Pressure cooker
3700418

1x pressure cooker body   6 l (6.3 Qt) 

1x pressure cooker body   3 l (3.1 Qt) 

1x pressure cooker cover 

1x glass cover 

1x steam basket

eCliPSe    
Pressure cooker
3700067 22,00 cm | 8 3/4“ 4,0 l |   4.2 QT

3700074 22,00 cm | 8 3/4“ 6,0 l |   6.3 QT

ïqecdbamhgOSU

ïqecdbaihgOSU



A full range in non-stick metal, glass, ceramics and silicone for home-
baking, slow-cooking and roasting. All with helpful design features 
and perfect for serving direct from oven to table.
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EARTHCHEF   132

GEMINIS   136

HOTEL   140

STUDIO   144

ECLIPSE   150

OvenwAre 
& BAkewAre



The Earthchef bakeware line is 
made from heavy-gauge carbon 
steel to ensure even baking and 
excellent heat transfer. 

The FernoGreen non-stick 
coating releases all types of 
pastry, pies and bread intact for 
delicious presentation. 
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Lightweight carbon steel bakeware for energy-efficient and even heating to ensure uniform 

baking. wide handles for a safe grip, even when wearing oven mitts or using potholders. Multi-

layered and reinforced PFOA-free non-stick coating for easy food release and effortless clean 

up. Contains no lead, no cadmium. 

Earthchef  
Ovenware & Bakeware
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EARTHCHEF  
Pie pan
3600611
28,00 x 28,00 x 3,50 cm (11 x 11 x 1 1/2“)

EARTHCHEF  
Pie pan
3600612
21,00 x 21,00 x 3,00 cm (8 1/4 x 8 1/4 x 1 1/4“)

ïYyO

C O L L E C T I O N

EARTHCHEF  
9-pc muffin pan
3600613
outside dimension 

34,5 x 29,5 x 3,5 cm (13 1/2” x 11 1/2” x 1 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

7.5 x 7.5 x 3 cm (3” x 3” x 1 1/4”)



TIP
Baking a homemade pizza or reheating a ready-

made one in pizza pan 3600618, the crust will 

always be crispy and golden thanks to the holes 

in the surface improving the circulation of hot air 

under the bottom. 

Earthchef  
Ovenware & Bakeware

ïYyO

C O L L E C T I O N

EARTHCHEF  
Pizza pan
3600618
outside dimension 

35 x 32 x 1.1 cm (13 3/4” x 12 1/2” x 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

29.5 x 29.5 x 1 cm (11 1/2” x 11 1/2” x 1/2”)
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EARTHCHEF  
Swirl cake pan
3600625
22,00 x 22,00 x 10,00 cm (8 3/4 x 8 3/4 x 4“)

EARTHCHEF  
3-pc springform pan
3600627
26,00 x 26,00 x 7,00 cm (10 1/4 x 10 1/4 x 2 3/4“)

EARTHCHEF  
Cookie sheet
3600620
38,00 x 25,00 x 2,00 cm (15 x 9 3/4 x 3/4“)
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EARTHCHEF  
Square cake pan
3600614
outside dimension 

30 x 25 x 5 cm (11 3/4” x 9 3/4” x 2”) 

inside dimension 

22.5 x 22.5 x 4.5 cm (8 3/4” x 8 3/4” x 1 3/4”)

EARTHCHEF  
Round cakepan
3600617
outside dimension 

28.5 x 25.3 x 5.5 cm (11 1/4” x 10” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

23 x 23 x 5 cm (9” x 9” x 2”)

EARTHCHEF  
Roaster with rack
3600626
outside dimension 

37.5 x 26 x 13.5 cm (14 3/4” x 10 1/4” x 5 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

32.5 x 23.5 x 7 cm (12 3/4” x 9 1/4” x 2 3/4”)

EARTHCHEF  
Cake pan
3600619
outside dimension 

30 x 12 x 7.5 cm (11 3/4” x 4 3/4” x 3”) 

inside dimension 

25 x 10.5 x 6.7 cm (9 3/4” x 4 1/4” x 2 3/4”)

EARTHCHEF  
Loaf pan
3600615
outside dimension 

30 x 15 x 7 cm (11 3/4” x 6” x 2 3/4”) 

inside dimension 

23.5 x 12.5 x 6.5 cm (9 1/4” x 5” x 2 1/2”)

EARTHCHEF  
Oblong pan
3600616
outside dimension 

38 x 25 x 4.5 cm (15” x 9 3/4” x 1 3/4”) 

inside dimension 

31.5 x 22.5 x 4.2 cm (12 1/2” x 8 3/4” x 1 3/4”)



Heart-warming recipes 
deserve the vibrant red 
of the Geminis bakeware. 
Meats, pies, vegetables, 
layered recipes…  this 
versatile range has a dish 
for all. Much to the delight 
of family and friends they 
go directly from the oven to 
the table.

Heart-warming recipes deserve the vibrant red of the 
Geminis bakeware. Meats, pies, vegetables, layered 
recipes,…  this versatile range has a dish for all. Much to 
the delight of family and friends they go directly from the 
oven to the table.

C O L L E C T I O N
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Geminis  
Ovenware & Bakeware
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Bakeware designed for a wide variety of techniques and recipes. very durable and 

versatile choice for baking, serving and even storing.

The wide handles provide comfortable grip to safely take the dish out of the oven and 

to serve to the table using an oven mitt.

High-quality, durable stoneware with a glazed finish: easy to clean and resistant 

to scratches and stains. Stylish combination of red and cream for oven-to-table 

presentation. The material gently conducts heat for even baking and roasting.

Safe for oven and microwave. 

xyz

GEMINIS  
Rectangular baking dish
1695068
outside dimension 

29 x 16.5 x 9 cm (11 1/2” x 6 1/2” x 3 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

23 x 15 x 7,5 cm (9” x 6” x 3”)

GEMINIS  
Round baking dish
1695051
outside dimension 

28.5 x 28.5 x 5.5 cm (11 1/4” x 11 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

24 x 24 x 3,5 cm (9 1/2” x 9 1/2” x 1 1/2”)

GEMINIS  
Oval baking dish
1695006
outside dimension 

29 x 18.5 x 5.5 cm (11 1/2” x 7 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

23.5 x 17 x 4 cm (9 1/4” x 6 3/4” x 1 1/2”)

1695013
outside dimension 

40.5 x 23 x 7.5 cm (16” x 9” x 3”) 

inside dimension 

34 x 22 x 6 cm (13 1/2” x 8 3/4” x 2 1/4”)



TIP
The items with a plastic cover are great for 

ready-to-go lunches or for convenient storing 

and eating at home. Heat in the microwave or 

oven (without cover) and eat straight from the 

mug or dish.

Geminis  
Ovenware & Bakeware

xyz

C O L L E C T I O N

GEMINIS  
Round dish
1695105
outside dimension 

24 x 24 x 6 cm (9 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

21 x 21 x 4 cm (8 1/4” x 8 1/4” x 1 1/2”)

GEMINIS  
Rectangular baking dish
1695020
outside dimension 

43 x 26.5 x 8 cm (17” x 10 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

36 x 25 x 6 cm (14 1/4” x 9 3/4” x 2 1/4”)

GEMINIS  
Square baking dish
1695174
outside dimension 

24.5 x 20.5 x 7.5 cm (9 3/4” x 8” x 3”) 

inside dimension 

19 x 19 x 6 cm (7 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 2 1/4”)

1695037
outside dimension 

37.5 x 22 x 6.5 cm (14 3/4” x 8 3/4” x 2 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

33 x 21 x 5.5 cm (13” x 8 1/4” x 1 1/4”)

1695167
outside dimension 

27 x 22.5 x 7.5 cm (10 3/4” x 8 3/4” x 3”) 

inside dimension 

21 x 21 x 6 cm (8 1/4” x 8 1/4” x 2 1/4”)

1695044
outside dimension 

35 x 24 x 8 cm (13 3/4” x 9 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

30 x 22 x 6,5 cm (11 3/4” x 8 3/4” x 2 1/2”)

1695150
outside dimension 

30 x 26 x 8 cm (11 3/4” x 10 1/4” x 3 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

25 x 25 x 7 cm (9 3/4” x 9 3/4” x 2 3/4”)

1695143
outside dimension 

33.5 x 28.5 x 8 cm (13 1/4” x 11 1/4” x 3 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

27 x 27 x 7 cm (10 3/4” x 10 3/4” x 2 3/4”)
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GEMINIS  
Round covered baking dish
1695136
outside dimension 

30 x 25.5 x 16 cm (11 3/4” x 10” x 6 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

20 x 20 x 8 cm (7 3/4” x 7 3/4” x 3 1/4”)

GEMINIS  
Rectangular covered baking dish
1695198
outside dimension 

37 x 26 x 15 cm (14 1/4” x 10 1/4” x 6”) 

inside dimension 

27 x 21 x 7.5 cm (10 3/4” x 8 1/4” x 3”)

GEMINIS  
Covered round dish
1695112
outside dimension 

21 x 21 x 6.5 cm (8 1/4” x 2 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

19 x 19 x 5 cm (7 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 2”)

GEMINIS  
Oval covered baking dish
1695181
outside dimension 

36.5 x 25.5 x 15.5 cm (14 1/4” x 10” x 6”) 

inside dimension 

27 x 21 x 7,5 cm (10 3/4” x 8 1/4” x 3”)

GEMINIS  
Covered round dish set
1695099
14,50 x 14,50 x 6,50 cm (5 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 2 1/2“)

0,45 l (0.48 QT)

1695082
10,50 x 10,50 x 5,00 cm (4 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 2“)

0,10 l (0.11 QT)

1695129
14,50 x 14,50 x 6,50 cm (5 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 2 1/2“)

0,45 l (0.48 QT)

GEMINIS  
2x cup set
1695075
15,00 x 12,00 x 9,50 cm (6 x 4 3/4 x 3 3/4“)

0,50 l (0.53 QT)



Stylish, classic-looking range of oven 
dishes made from durable, chip-resistant 
porcelain.Take the Bianco range directly 
from oven to table to transform any 
mealtime into a graceful dinner setting.

Hotel line  
Ovenware & Bakeware

C O L L E C T I O N
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HOTEL LINE  
Ramekin
1691220
7,00 x 7,00 x 5,50 cm (2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 2 1/4“)

Use the ramekins to serve baked or chilled dishes directly to the table. 

The ramekins are also perfect to serve side dishes. Their straight side 

promotes rising of the dishes when baking in the oven

HOTEL LINE  
Ramekin
1691244
9,00 x 9,00 x 5,50 cm (3 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 2 1/4“)

0,20 l (0.21 QT)

HOTEL LINE  
Ramekin
1691237
9,00 x 9,00 x 4,50 cm (3 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 1 3/4“)

0,15 l (0.16 QT)

HOTEL LINE  
Ramekin
1691268
12,50 x 12,50 x 3,50 cm (5 x 5 x 1 1/2“)

0,27 l (0.29 QT)

HOTEL LINE  
Ramekin
1691220
7,00 x 7,00 x 5,50 cm (2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 2 1/4“)

0,12 l (0.13 QT)

HOTEL LINE  
Ramekin
1691251
10,50 x 10,50 x 6,50 cm (4 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 2 1/2“)

0,35 l (0.37 QT)

xyzO



Hotel line  
Ovenware & Bakeware

C O L L E C T I O N

xyz

Classic colour and shape for stylish oven-to-table 

presentation

Bakeware designed for a wide variety of techniques and 

recipes. very durable and versatile choice for baking, 

serving and even storing.

The wide handles provide comfortable grip to safely take 

the dish out of the oven and to serve to the table using an 

oven mitt.

Safe for oven and microwave.

The material gently conducts heat for even baking and 

roasting. 
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HOTEL LINE  
Square baking dish
1691060
outside dimension 

24 x 20.5 x 6 cm (9 1/2” x 8” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

19 x 19 x 5 cm (7 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 2”)

HOTEL LINE  
Rectangular baking dish
1691008
outside dimension 

29 x 18 x 5 cm (11 1/2” x 7” x 2”) 

inside dimension 

24 x 16,5 x 5 cm (9 1/2” x 6 1/2” x 2”)

HOTEL LINE  
Oval baking dish
1691039
outside dimension 

29 x 19.5 x 6.5 cm (11 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 2 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

24,5 x 18 x 5,5 cm (9 3/4” x 7” x 2 1/4”)

HOTEL LINE  
Oval covered casserole
1691145
outside dimension 

20.5 x 16 x 7.5 cm (8” x 6 1/4” x 3”) 

inside dimension 

17,5 x 12,5 x 6,5 cm (7” x 5” x 2 1/2”)

HOTEL LINE  
Round baking dish
1691091
outside dimension 

24 x 5.5 cm (10” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

22 x 22 x 4,5 cm (8 3/4” x 8 3/4” x 1 3/4”)

1691077
outside dimension 

29.5 x 26 x 7 cm (11 1/2” x 10 1/4” x 2 3/4”) 

inside dimension 

24,5 x 24,5 x 6 cm (9 3/4” x 9 3/4” x 2 1/4”)

1691015
outside dimension 

35.5 x 22.5 x 7 cm (14” x 8 3/4” x 2 3/4”) 

inside dimension 

30 x 21 x 6 cm (11 3/4” x 8 1/4” x 2 1/4”)

1691046
outside dimension 

34 x 23 x 8.5 cm (13 1/2” x 9” x 3 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

28,5 x 21,5 x 7,5 cm (11 1/4” x 8 1/2” x 3”)

1691152
outside dimension 

26.5 x 20 x 10 cm (10 1/2” x 8” x 4”) 

inside dimension 

22 x 16 x 8,5 cm (8 3/4” x 6 1/4” x 3 1/4”)

1691107
outside dimension 

31.5 x 6 cm (12 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

30 x 30 x 5,5 cm (11 3/4” x 11 3/4” x 2 1/4”)

1691121
outside dimension 

28,5 x 26 x 5 cm (11 1/4” x 10 1/4” x 2”) 

inside dimension 

23 x 23 x 4,5 cm (9” x 9” x 1 3/4”)

1691114
outside dimension 

24 x 21 x 4 cm (9 1/2” x 8 1/4” x 1 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

19 x 19 x 4 cm (7 1/2” x 7 1/2” x 1 1/2”)

1691084
outside dimension 

38 x 31,5 x 8 cm (15” x 12 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

30 x 30 x 7 cm (11 3/4” x 11 3/4” x 2 3/4”)

1691022
outside dimension 

41.5 x 25.5 x 7.5 cm (16 1/4” x 10” x 3”) 

inside dimension 

36 x 34 x 6,5 cm (14 1/4” x 13 1/2” x 2 1/2”)

1691053
outside dimension 

42 x 27 x 9 cm (16 1/2” x 10 3/4” x 3 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

30 x 26 x 8,5 cm (11 3/4” x 10 1/4” x 3 1/4”)

1691169
outside dimension 

31 x 24 x 11.5 cm (12 1/4” x 10” x 4 1/2”) 

inside dimension 

27,5 x 20 x 9,5 cm (10 3/4” x 7 3/4” x 3 3/4”)

1691138
outside dimension 

34 x 31 x 6 cm (13 1/2” x 12 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

inside dimension 

28 x 28 x 5,5 cm (11” x 11” x 2 1/4”)



Studio  
Ovenware & Bakeware

A refrigerator-to-oven-to-table classic. Versatile, all-purpose oven and bake ware in borosilicate glass: high-quality and heat-

resistant. The covered casseroles come with tight-fitting lids to lock in natural juices from the ingredients during cooking.  The 

glass distributes the heat evenly and gently for perfect results. wide grips for comfortable handling. Food containers with 

tight-scaling polypropylene lids preserve freshness of foods in freezer and refrigerator.  Safe for oven and microwave (the food 

containers without lid) 

C O L L E C T I O N
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STUDIO  
Glass baking dish
1100016
20,00 x 15,00 x 5,00 cm (7 3/4 x 6 x 2“)

0,07 l (0.07 QT)

STUDIO  
Covered casserole
1100019
19,50 x 16,00 x 8,00 cm (7 3/4 x 6 1/4 x 3 1/4“)

0,70 l (0.74 QT)

STUDIO  
Glass baking dish
1100017
30,00 x 17,50 x 5,00 cm (11 3/4 x 7 x 2“)

1,5 l (1.6 QT)

STUDIO  
Covered casserole
1100020
24,00 x 21,00 x 7,00 cm (9 1/2 x 8 1/4 x 2 3/4“)

1,5 l (1.6 QT)

STUDIO  
Glass baking dish
1100018
34,50 x 21,00 x 5,00 cm (13 1/2 x 8 1/4 x 2“)

2,2 l (2.3 QT)

STUDIO  
Covered casserole
1100021
30,00 x 26,50 x 12,00 cm (11 3/4 x 10 3/4 x 4 1/2“)

3,0 l (3.2 QT)

xyz



Studio  
Ovenware & Bakeware

TIP
These food containers are perfect for all types 

of food storage, either in the refrigerator or in 

freezer. The glass has a high resistance to heat 

for use in the oven and resists scratches. what’s 

more it can go in the microwave and can be 

cleaned in the dishwasher. In short, they are a 

multifunctional asset to any kitchen.

C O L L E C T I O N
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STUDIO  
Rectangular foodcontainer
1100022
14,50 x 11,00 x 5,50 cm (5.75 x 4.25 x 2.25“)

0,33 l (0.35 QT)

STUDIO  
Square foodcontainer
1100025
13,50 x 13,50 x 5,50 cm (5.25 x 5.25 x 2.25“)

0,33 l (0.35 QT)

STUDIO  
Square foodcontainer
1100026
16,00 x 16,00 x 7,00 cm (6.25 x 6.25 x 2.75“)

0,70 l (0.74 QT)

STUDIO  
Rectangular foodcontainer
1100028
23,50 x 17,00 x 13,50 cm (9.25 x 6.75 x 5.25“)

2,7 l (2.9 QT)

STUDIO  
Rectangular foodcontainer
1100023
20,50 x 14,50 x 6,50 cm (8 x 5.75 x 2.75“)

0,80 l (0.84 QT)

STUDIO  
Rectangular foodcontainer
1100024
26,00 x 19,00 x 8,50 cm (10.25 x 7.5 x 3.5“)

1,7 l (1.8 QT)

STUDIO  
Rectangular foodcontainer
1100027
23,50 x 17,00 x 9,50 cm (9.25 x 6.75 x 3.25“)

2,0 l (2.1 QT)



Studio  
Ovenware & Bakeware

Silicone moulds cook cakes and pastries quickly and evenly. 

Thanks to the amazing non-stick properties of silicone, even 

the most delicate creations are released with ease. what’s 

more, the material is easy to clean in the dishwasher and 

safe for use in the oven up to 230 °C/ 446 °F. And for the 

impatient ones eager for a treat: silicone cools down very 

quickly, so everyone’s happy! 

xhy

C O L L E C T I O N
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STUDIO  
Silicone rectangular cake mould
1101859
29,00 x 15,00 x 6,50 cm (11.5 x 6 x 2.5“)

STUDIO  
Silicone rose cake mould
1101862
25,00 x 25,00 x 8,00 cm (9.75 x 9.75 x 3.25“)

STUDIO  
Silicone swirl cake mould
1101869
27,00 x 23,00 x 10,00 cm (10.75 x 9 x 4“)

STUDIO  
Silicone round cake mould (lines)
1101857
27,50 x 22,50 x 6,50 cm (10.75 x 8.75 x 2.5“)

STUDIO  
Silicone 8-pc heart cake mould
1101860
30,50 x 17,50 x 3,50 cm (12 x 7 x 1.5“)

STUDIO  
Silicone round cake mould 
(waffle pattern)
1101863
25,00 x 25,00 x 8,00 cm (9.75 x 9.75 x 3.25“)

STUDIO  
Silicone square cake mould
1101856
28,50 x 22,50 x 4,00 cm (11.25 x 8.75 x 1.5“)

STUDIO  
Silicone 6-pc cake mould
1101858
32,50 x 19,00 x 4,00 cm (12.75 x 7.5 x 1.5“)

STUDIO  
Silicone 9-pc shell cake mould
1101861
29,50 x 17,50 x 1,50 cm (11.5 x 7 x 1/2“)
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Eclipse  
Ovenware & Bakeware

Classy oven-to-table baking dishes and casseroles (body and cover) in glazed, chip-resistant stoneware

Beautifully fits any type of table setting and style

The handles offer a comfortable grip, even when wearing oven mitts.

The material gently conducts heat for even baking and cooking 

C O L L E C T I O N
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ECLIPSE  
Square baking dish
3700462
25,00 x 21,00 x 6,00 cm (9 3/4 x 8 1/4 x 2 1/4“)

ECLIPSE  
Oval baking dish
3700463
30,00 x 19,50 x 7,00 cm (11 3/4 x 7 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

ECLIPSE  
Rectangular baking dish
3700469
35,00 x 21,00 x 6,00 cm (13 3/4 x 8 1/4 x 2 1/4“)

ECLIPSE  
Round baking dish
3700461
28,00 x 24,00 x 5,50 cm (11 x 9 1/2 x 2 1/4“)

ECLIPSE  
Rectangular baking
3700464
30,00 x 18,00 x 5,00 cm (11 3/4 x 7 x 2“)

ECLIPSE  
Covered casserole
3700465
21,50 x 17,00 x 8,30 cm (8 1/2 x 6 3/4 x 3 1/4“)

1,4 l (1.5 QT)

ECLIPSE  
Covered stockpot
3700468
30,00 x 25,00 x 11,50 cm (11 3/4 x 9 3/4 x 4 1/2“)

4,7 l (5.0 QT)

ECLIPSE  
Covered casserole
3700467
26,00 x 21,00 x 10,00 cm (10 1/4 x 8 1/4 x 4“)

2,8 l (3.0 QT)

ECLIPSE  
Covered oval casserole
3700466
29,00 x 20,00 x 11,00 cm (11 1/2 x 7 3/4 x 4 1/2“)

4,0 l (4.2 QT)

xyzO



From everyday cooks’ accessories to specialty tools, 
our ranges cater for everyone.
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Tools & 
Accessories
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K n o c k  o n  w o o d , 
c u t  o n  b a m b o o

Cutting boards



Earthchef, Neo, Studio 
Cutting boards

We use natural bamboo for our cutting boards. it’s a renewable 

resource so it’s a perfect replacement for wood and it’s kinder to 

knives too as it doesn’t blunt their blades. Bamboo is naturally 

antibacterial and absorbs very little moisture, making it more 

hygienic than some other types of wood. supplied pre-seasoned 

with vegetable oil.

C O L L E C T I O N
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EARThChEF ACADIAN
2-pc bamboo prepping board
3600282
1x small board 20,5 x 15,3 x 0,85 (8” x 6” x 1/3”) 

1x medium board 28 x 23 x 0,85 cm (11” x 9” x 1/3”)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Medium bamboo chopping board
3600268
35,50 x 28,00 x 3,20 cm (14 x 11 x 1 1/4“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Small bamboo chopping board
3600275
28,00 x 23,00 x 3,20 cm (11 x 9 x 1 1/4“)

NEO  
chopping board bamboo
3501978
45,00 x 30,00 x 4,00 cm (17 3/4 x 11 3/4 x 1 1/2“)

The clever design of this board with conical 

edges allows hassle-free transfer of the cut or 

chopped ingredients on to a plate or tray. The 

double-sided board offers safe and good grip 

on your table or counter top for secure cutting, 

slicing, dicing and other cutting tasks.

ïORà

ïORà

Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - This 

bamboo item is treated with vegetable oil - Vertical 

grain: the softer part of the bamboo. Boards made 

from the vertical grain are more suitable for light 

chopping and cutting.

Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - This 

bamboo item is treated with vegetable oil - This 

product is not dishwasher safe

Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - This bamboo item is treated with vegetable oil - end grain: the 

hardest and strongest section of the bamboo. suitable for heavy chopping and cutting.



Studio 

tIP
The food-safe silicone edges add extra stability 

and will hold the board firmly to the counter 

These cutting boards are designed to 

double as a serving tray or protective trivet 

The channels are designed to collect juices 

whilst carving.

STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board with open 
groove
1101705
38,00 x 27,00 x 2,00 cm (15 x 10 3/4 x 3/4“)

Cutting boards

C O L L E C T I O N

STUDIO  
Grooved bamboo chopping board
1101729
40,00 x 22,00 x 3,00 cm (15 3/4 x 8 3/4 x 1 1/4“)
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STUDIO  
rectangular bamboo chopping board
1101590
40,00 x 30,00 x 1,50 cm (15 3/4 x 11 3/4 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
rounded bamboo chopping board
1101637
40,00 x 28,00 x 1,50 cm (15 3/4 x 11 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
round bamboo chopping board
1101675
25,00 x 25,00 x 1,50 cm (9 3/4 x 9 3/4 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
rectangular bamboo chopping board
1101606
35,00 x 25,00 x 1,50 cm (13 3/4 x 9 3/4 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
rounded bamboo chopping board
1101644
35,00 x 23,00 x 1,50 cm (13 3/4 x 9 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Square bamboo chopping board
1101682
25,00 x 25,00 x 1,50 cm (9 3/4 x 9 3/4 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Professional bamboo chopping board
1101712
38,00 x 28,00 x 3,00 cm (15 x 11 x 1 1/4“)

STUDIO  
rectangular bamboo chopping board
1101613
27,00 x 20,00 x 1,50 cm (10 3/4 x 7 3/4 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
rounded bamboo chopping board
1101651
27,00 x 18,00 x 1,50 cm (10 3/4 x 7 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Paddle shaped bamboo chopping board
1101620
35,50 x 18,00 x 1,00 cm (14 x 7 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Long paddle shape bamboo chopping 
board
1101699
43,00 x 10,00 x 1,50 cm (14 x 4 x 1/2“)

STUDIO  
round bamboo chopping board with 
cover
1101743
33,50 x 33,50 x 14,00 cm (13 1/4 x 13 1/4 x 5 1/2“)
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ïà Material: bamboo and silicone - silicone colour: lime green



Studio 

tIP
Avoid cross-contamination with colour-coded 

cutting boards: the 4 coloured boards in PP 

help you to keep track of which cutting board 

is reserved for a certain type of food, so for 

instance, you’ll avoid cutting vegetables on the 

same board you just used for raw poultry. This 

way you’ll avoid transferring bacteria from one 

STUDIO  
5-pc cutting board
1101736

1x bamboo board   40 x 34 x 4,5 cm (15 3/4” x 13 1/2” x 1 3/4”) 

4x pp cutting board   37 x 39 cm (14 1/2” x 11 1/2”)

food product to another. The bamboo board 

conveniently stores the 4 other boards and can 

be used for common cutting tasks.

ïà

Cutting boards

C O L L E C T I O N

Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - red, 

green, yellow and blue colour coded PP 

(polypropylene) chopping boards with tabs. 

The tabs are staggered for visual ease.
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STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board small
1101804
23,00 x 15,00 x 1,50 cm (9 x 6 x 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board large
1101767
36,00 x 25,00 x 1,50 cm (14 1/4 x 9 3/4 x 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board medium
1101798
30,00 x 20,00 x 1,50 cm (11 3/4 x 7 3/4 x 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board large
1101781
40,00 x 30,00 x 1,50 cm (15 3/4 x 11 3/4 x 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board small
1101774
28,00 x 20,00 x 1,50 cm (11 x 7 3/4 x 3/4“)

xO ïà

ïà

STUDIO  
Bamboo chopping board with tray
1101750
1x bamboo chopping board   32 x 24 x 3,5 cm (12 1/2” x 9 1/2” x 3 1/2”) 

1x melamine tray with kiwi print
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STUDIO  
chopping board
1107011
40,00 x 30,00 cm (16 x 12“)

1107028
30,00 x 20,00 cm (12 x 8“)

Material: bamboo (ecologically sound) - 

Melamine tray with kiwi print - melamine tray 

is Dishwasher safe

Material: tempered glass - scratch-resistant - 

Dishwasher safe - Heat-resistant - Wear-proof 

- Body thickness: 0.5 cm

Material: bamboo (ecologically sound)
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tools & 
gadgets



Earthchef
Tools & gadgets

Lightweight and 
hard-wearing for 
years of service, 
bamboo is the 
ideal material for 
utensils in the 
kitchen 

C O L L E C T I O N
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EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo spoon
3600299
30,50 x 6,50 x 1,40 cm (12 x 2 1/2 x 1/2“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo angled spoon
3600510
30,50 x 6,50 x 1,40 cm (12 x 2 1/2 x 1/2“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo turner
3600329
30,50 x 6,30 x 1,30 cm (12 x 2 1/2 x 1/2“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo angled spoon
3600305
30,50 x 6,00 x 1,30 cm (12 x 2 1/4 x 1/2“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo turner
3600527
30,50 x 6,20 x 1,40 cm (12 x 2 1/2 x 1/2“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
2x bamboo salad hands
3600336
17,00 x 9,80 x 7,20 cm (6 3/4 x 4 x 1/2“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo tongs
3600343
30,60 x 4,50 x 0,90 cm (12 x 1 3/4 x 1/4“)

EARThChEF ACADIAN
Bamboo fork
3600312
30,50 x 5,50 x 1,40 cm (12 x 2 1/4 x 1/2“)
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tIP
Burnt fingertips when retrieving toasts from the 
toaster? For a safer way, use earthchef tongs!

ïORà
Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) 
- This bamboo item is treated with 
vegetable oil - Vertical grain: the softer 
part of the bamboo



Neo
Tools & gadgets

The cast iron pot can be heated on a stovetop 

first, then transferred to the stand ready for 

serving. The burner keeps the contents warm 

and because it’s cast iron, heat is retained for 

longer. The cream-coloured enamel prevents 

scorching and is easy to clean. 6 stainless steel 

forks with coloured tips are included.

NEO  
13-pc food ring set
3501725

1x round food ring   7,5 x 6 cm (3” x 2 1/4”) 

1x round food ring   5,5 x 6 cm (2 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

2x square food ring   3,5 x 3,5 x 6 cm (1 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

1x rectangular food ring   7,5 x 3,5 x 6 cm (3” x 1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

2x traingle food ring   7,5 x 7,5 x 6 cm (3” x 3” x 2 1/4”) 

1x round press   7 cm ( 2 3/4”) 

1x round press   5 cm (5”) 

1x square press   3 cm x 3 cm (1 1/4” x 1 1/4”) 

1x triangle press   7 x 7 cm (2 3/4” x 2 3/4”) 

1x presstab   16 cm (6 1/4”)

NEO  
fondue set
3502636

1x cast iron body   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x cast iron cover   17,5 cm (7”) 

1x cast iron stand   14,5 (5 3/4”) 

1x birch wood baseplate   20 cm (8”) 

8x forks   15 cm (6”) 

1x burner with cover

xqyO

ïXuecdbaO

C O L L E C T I O N

18/10 stainless steel - Dishwasher safe - Finish: satin

cast iron pot and cover: cream colour enamel; 

outside cover: high gloss brown enamel  - stand: 

seasoned black -  baseplate: varnished birchwood 

- stainless steel forks with birchwood cover and 

PP  (Polypropylene) end caps in 6 different colours - 

Handwash recommended
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NEO  
Slotted turner nylon
3500858
34,50 x 8,00 x 2,00 cm (13 1/2 x 3 1/4 x 3/4“)

NEO  
Skimmer nylon
3501442
34,50 x 11,00 x 2,00 cm (13 1/2 x 4 1/4 x 3/4“)

NEO  
Pallette knife nylon
3501466
41,50 x 4,00 x 2,00 cm (16 1/4 x 1 1/2 x 3/4“)

NEO  
13-pc food ring set
3501725

1x round food ring   7,5 x 6 cm (3” x 2 1/4”) 

1x round food ring   5,5 x 6 cm (2 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

2x square food ring   3,5 x 3,5 x 6 cm (1 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

1x rectangular food ring   7,5 x 3,5 x 6 cm (3” x 1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

2x traingle food ring   7,5 x 7,5 x 6 cm (3” x 3” x 2 1/4”) 

1x round press   7 cm ( 2 3/4”) 

1x round press   5 cm (5”) 

1x square press   3 cm x 3 cm (1 1/4” x 1 1/4”) 

1x triangle press   7 x 7 cm (2 3/4” x 2 3/4”) 

1x presstab   16 cm (6 1/4”)

NEO  
7-pc prep chef pro set
3500414

1x rubber placemat   22 x 14,5 cm (8 3/4” x 5 3/4”) 

1x cutter cone (slice)   9,5 x 10,5 cm (3 3/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x cutter cone (french fries)   9,5 x 10,5 cm (3 3/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x cutter cone (julienne)   9,5 x 10,5 cm (3 3/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x cutter cone (shred)   9,5 x 10,5 cm (3 3/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x cutter cone (waffle cut)   9,5 x 10,5 cm (3 3/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x body   34 x 21,5 x 28 cm (13 1/2” x 8 1/2” x 11”)

NEO  
6-pc kitchen utensil set
3501275

1x wall rack   21x 2 x 7 cm (12 1/4” x 3/4” x 2 3/4”) 

1x soup ladle   33,5 x 23 cm (13 1/4” x 9”) 

1x skimmer   36 x 11 (14 1/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x meat fork   35 x 3 cm (13 3/4” x 1 3/4”) 

1x spoon   35,5 x 6,5 cm (14” x 2 1/2”) 

1x slotted turner   36 x 8 cm (14 1/4” x 3 1/4”)

xrO

xuO

ïqoO

knives not included

NEO  
2x pot holder set
3500100
12,00 cm (4 3/4“)

Material body: black nylon - Finish: matt - Material handle: sand-blasted / anodised aluminium - Dishwasher safe

Material: stainless steel - Finish: mirror - stylish hollow handle - Material rack: 

aluminium matt anodised and PP (Polypropylene) - black matt - Tools are 

Dishwasher safe

Material: silicone - colour: black translucent

Body: zinc alloy - Finish: chrome plated - Material parts: 18/10 stainless steel 

- cones are dishwasher safe; we recommend handwash for the other parts.

xO



Neo
Tools & gadgets

The contrasting black and white design is a 

typical feature of the Neo range. it’s not just a 

design extra but also a well-thought-of feature: 

the parts that are in direct contact with the foods 

are made from white ABs: smooth and easy to 

clean for optimum hygiene. The black ergonomic 

soft-touch grip has anti-skid qualities maximizing 

comfort and safety. The blades are made from 

stainless steel sliding through vegetables and 

fruits with ease and precision.

C O L L E C T I O N
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NEO  
6x horizontal peeler
3501817
18,00 x 7,00 cm (7 x 2 3/4“)

NEO  
6x zester-channel knife combo
3501855
21,00 x 2,00 cm (8 1/4 x 3/4“)

NEO  
Silicone brush
3501909
21,50 x 2,00 cm (8 1/2 x 3/4“)

NEO  
6x vertical peeler
3501824
17,00 x 2,00 cm (6 3/4 x 3/4“)

NEO  
6x apple corer
3501879
18,50 x 2,00 cm (7 1/4 x 3/4“)

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x30cr13) - 

Material body: ABs white, TPr black

Material: ABs white, TPr black + high quality 

stainless steel (x30cr13)

Material: ABs white, TPr black + high quality 

stainless steel (x30cr13)

Material : ABs white + TPr black + silicone

Material: ABs white, TPr black + high quality 

stainless steel (x30cr13)



Orion, Straight, Geminis
Tools & gadgets

ORION  
2x trivet set
1108599
17,50 x 17,50 x 1,00 cm (7 x 7 x 1/2“)

GEmINIS  
Kitchen timer
1108926
7,00 x 7,00 x 8,00 cm (2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 3 1/4“)

xO

ïuO

STRAIGhT  
7-pc kitchen utensil set
1110752

1x soup ladle   34,5 cm (13 1/2”) 

1x serving spoon   33,5 cm (13 1/4”) 

1x potato masher   28 cm (11”) 

1x spatula   34,5 cm (13 1/2”) 

1x meat fork   32 cm (12 1/2”) 

1x skimmer   34,5 cm (13 1/2”) 

1x revolving rack   16 x 41 cm (6 1/4” x 16”)

xqO

C O L L E C T I O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - stylish hollow handle

(heat-resistant up to 130 °c / 266 °F)

A rubber underside serving as an anti-skid layer (more stability) 

- All items are packed in a box with plastic cover - Packed in a 

coloured gift box
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xqO

GEmINIS  
round mesh colander
1109473
19,50 x 8,00 cm (7 3/4 x 3 1/4“)

GEmINIS  
round mesh colander
1109480
22,50 x 9,00 cm (8 3/4 x 3 1/2“)

GEmINIS  
round mesh colander
1109503
28,50 x 8,50 cm (11 1/4 x 3 1/4“)

GEmINIS  
round mesh colander
1109497
25,50 x 10,50 cm (10 x 4“)

(heat-resistant up to 130 °c / 266 °F)

sturdy welded cross-feet - Material: 18/10 stainless steel - TPr covered handles for a sure and safe grip - Dishwasher safe



Straight
Tools & gadgets

STRAIGhT    
Butter curler
1105260 21,00 cm | 8 1/4“

STRAIGhT    
chinese turner
1105420 33,00 cm | 13“

STRAIGhT    
corkscrew
1105369 21,00 cm | 8 1/4“

STRAIGhT    
Nutcracker
1105376 21,00 cm | 8 1/4“

STRAIGhT    
Slotted turner
1105291 23,50 cm | 9 1/4“

STRAIGhT    
tin opener
1105314 21,50 cm | 8 1/2“

STRAIGhT    
Slotted serving spoon nylon
1105710 34,50 cm | 13 1/2“

xq

tIP
if you have once used a pizza wheel, you’ll never 

use a knife again to slice your pizza. The article 

1105222 cuts through the thickest crust with 

ease while the finger guards keeps your fingers 

away from the blade.

C O L L E C T I O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - stylish hollow handle - Dishwasher safe
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STRAIGhT    
Garlic press
1105321 19,00 cm | 7 1/2“

STRAIGhT    
cheese slicer (round)
1105246 23,00 cm | 9“

STRAIGhT    
Serving spoon
1105475 34,00 cm | 13 1/4“

STRAIGhT    
cheese knife with holes
1105345 27,00 cm | 10 1/2“

STRAIGhT    
Slotted turner
1105444 34,50 cm | 13 1/2“

STRAIGhT    
Pizza cutter
1105222 20,00 cm | 8“



Geminis
Tools & gadgets

x

tIP
These colourful tools are made from heat-

resistant silicone which makes them very durable 

and versatile. Also, they won’t absorb flavours or 

odours. The all-purpose whisk allows mixing and 

whipping even in non-stick cookware, great for 

beating eggs, deglazing pans, preparing sauces 

etc.  The heads of the 3 scrapers were specifically 

designed to scrape and spoon even the last 

C O L L E C T I O N

Glossy polysterene handle with matt silicone 

head - Dishwasher safe - easy to handle, safe and 

durable - easy to clean

GEmINIS  
12x silicone salad spoon with slot
1100891
4x silicone orange spoon 

4x silicone limegreen spoon 

4x silicone purple spoon

GEmINIS  
12x silicone salad spoon
1100892
4x silicone orange spoon 

4x silicone limegreen spoon 

4x silicone purple spoon

bit of food from containers, jars and blenders. 

All items are dishwasher safe
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narrow head to reach tight spaces in jars, 

food processors, …

GEmINIS  
12x silicone kitchen scraper
1100893
4x silicone orange small scraper/spatula 

4x silicone limegreen small scraper/spatula 

4x silicone purple small scraper/spatula

GEmINIS  
12x silicone kitchen brush
1100897
4x silicone orange large kitchen brush 

4x silicone limegreen large kitchen brush 

4x silicone purple large kitchen brush

GEmINIS  
12x silicone kitchen brush
1100896
4x silicone orange small kitchen brush 

4x silicone limegreen small kitchen brush 

4x silicone purple small kitchen brush

GEmINIS  
12x silicone whisk
1100898
4x silicone orange whisk 

4x silicone limegreen whisk 

4x silicone purple whisk

GEmINIS  
12x silicone kitchen scraper
1100895
4x silicone orange large scraper/spatula 

4x silicone limegreen large scraper/spatula 

4x silicone purple large scraper/spatula

GEmINIS  
12x silicone kitchen scraper
1100894
4x silicone orange medium scraper/spatula 

4x silicone limegreen medium scraper/spatula 

4x silicone purple medium scraper/spatula

Multi-layered bristles

Multi-layered bristles

multi-purpose whisk made from silicone so 

it won’t scratch non-stick pans or ceramic 

bowls.



Cubo
Tools & gadgets

xqcdbahO

tIP
This meat hammer comes with 2 different sides: 

a rather smooth end for flattening meats and 

poultry, the other end with “teeth” is used for 

tenderising meats. Also great to crush garlic and 

nuts.

CUBO    
Meat hammer
1109459 24,00 cm | 10“

CUBO    
Mocha
1110035 8,50 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

CUBO    
Mocha
1110042 10,50 cm | 4“ 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

xqoO

C O L L E C T I O N

Material handle: zinc alloy + 18/10 stainless steel - 

shape handle: oval - This meat hammer is perfect for 

flattening and tenderizing meat - Finish: matt

Body: 18/10 stainless steel, 0,6 mm of wall thickness 

- Dishwasher-proof - Finish: matt
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CUBO    
Slotted turner
1109510 40,50 cm | 16“

CUBO    
angled turner
1104812 34,50 cm | 13 1/2“

CUBO    
Soup ladle
1104850 32,50 cm | 12 3/4“

CUBO    
Skimmer
1109527 35,00 cm | 13 3/4“

CUBO    
Serving spoon
1109534 35,00 cm | 13 3/4“

CUBO    
angled slotted turner
1104829 34,50 cm | 13 1/2“

CUBO    
turner
1104836 40,50 cm | 16“

These tools are perfect for use with non-

stick cookware and bakeware. They combine 

stainless steel handles with heads in heat-

resistant nylon. The handles are comfortable to 

use during food preparation or cooking.
xuO
Material: stainless steel + nylon - Finish: matt - 

Provided with an original little cube pattern



Studio
Tools & gadgets

STUDIO  
Multi-blade scissors with brush
2003010

1x multi-blade scissors   20,50 cm (8”) 

1x cleaning brush   7,5 x 2,5 cm (3” x 1”) 

STUDIO    
2-pc scissors set
2003039 25,50 cm | 10“

ïu

ïu

C O L L E C T I O N

Body: stainless steel - Handle: white PP (Polypropylene) 

and black TPr - White PP (Polypropylene) sheath with 

magnet

Five blades to simplify chopping and for 

keeping delicate herbs intact. The brush not 

only efficiently cleans the blades, it’s also useful 

for gathering the very last pieces of herbs. 

The non-slip handles offer extra safety. Great 

for chopping all types of herbs. - stainless 

steel blades - PP (polypropylene) and TPr 

handles, PP (polypropylene) brush - Handwash 

recommended
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STUDIO    
16x kitchen scissors
2003040 21,00 cm | 8 1/4“

STUDIO    
Kitchen scissors
2003053 22,50 cm | 8 3/4“

STUDIO    
Scissors small
2003000 10,00 cm | 4“

STUDIO    
Scissors medium
2003003 15,50 cm | 6“

STUDIO    
Scissors large
2003002 20,50 cm | 8“

STUDIO    
Sartorial scissors
2003001 21,50 cm | 8 1/2“

STUDIO    
Sartorial scissors
2003060 25,00 cm | 10“

STUDIO  
3-pc scissors set
2003046

1x sartorial scissors   25 cm (9 3/4”) 

1x stationary scissors   14 cm (5 1/2”) 

1x kitchen scissors   22,5 cm (8 3/4”)

ïu

ïu

ïu

ïu

ïu

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20cr13) - Finish blade: satin - Handle Green PP 

(Polypropylene) and gray TPr - green PP (Polypropylene) cap with 2 magnets

Material: X20cr13 - Handle: black PP 

(Polypropylene) - grey TPr - Finish: satin 

- ergonomically designed handles for safe 

handling
Material: X20cr13 - Handle: black PP (Polypropylene) - grey TPr 

- Finish: satin - ergonomically designed handles for safe handling

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20cr13) 

- Finish blade: satin - Handle Green PP 

(Polypropylene) and gray TPr - green PP 

(Polypropylene) cap with 2 magnets

material: stainless steel



Studio
Tools & gadgets

xu

STUDIO    
Sink strainer
1105148 34,00 cm | 13 1/2“

STUDIO    
colander
1106878 20,00 cm | 8“

1106854 24,00 cm | 10“

xq

Very fine mesh to wash and drain even the finest of foods: not even rice 

will slip through. The expandable handle allows this tool fit over most sinks, 

making it a great tool to use directly under running water. or to drain cooked 

food with both hands free. Anti-slip on the expandable handle prevents 

slipping. A base directly under the mesh filter offers great stability and lifts 

the strainer when it’s placed on a surface. Made from heavy-duty stainless 

steel for durable use - even in the busiest of kitchens. 

C O L L E C T I O N

Material: stainless steel

Material: stainless steel - with flexible bar  - Dishwasher safe
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STUDIO    
4-side grater
1108650 24,50 cm | 9 3/4“

STUDIO    
4-side grater with handle
1100001 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“

STUDIO    
Grater
1108384 10,00 cm | 4“

STUDIO    
4-side pyramid grater
1100002 12,00 cm | 4 3/4“

STUDIO    
4-side square grater
1100000 12,00 cm | 4 3/4“

STUDIO    
4-side oval grater
1100003 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“

xu

tIP
With a content of 0,2 l, these coccottes are great 

to serve individual portions of soup, appetizers 

or desserts at walking dinners and many other 

occassions.

STUDIO    
4x cocotte
1000004 7,50 cm | 3“ 0,16 l |   0.17 QT

xqy

Body: stainless steel - safe and robust in use - The 

grater slices or grates your fresh ingredients instead 

of ripping and shredding them

Material: stainless steel - Handle: ABs with black 

rubber coating - Black rubber base - Dishwasher 

safe

Body: stainless steel 

Material: stainless steel - Handle: ABs with black 

rubber coating - Black rubber base - Dishwasher 

safe

Material: stainless steel - Handle: ABs with black 

rubber coating - Black rubber base - Dishwasher 

safe

Material: stainless steel - Handle: ABs with black 

rubber coating - Black rubber base - Dishwasher 

safe

18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mirror - oven-proof 

- Dishwasher safe



Studio
Tools & gadgets

tIP
When an electric beater is overkill, this whisk 

comes in handy: a simple push-down action will 

cause the head to turn making effortless work 

of beating eggs and smooth batters. Use it to 

rapidly whip volume into egg whites or cream.

The durable, hygienic stainless steel wires are 

easy to clean.

STUDIO    
egg whisk
1108340 38,00 cm | 15“

1108341 32,50 cm | 13“

STUDIO    
Silicone whisk
1105505 23,00 cm | 9“

ïu

STUDIO  
3-pc whisk set
1105512

1x whisk small   21,5 cm (8 1/2”) 

1x whisk medium   26,5 cm (10 1/2”) 

1x whisk large   31,5 cm (12 1/2”)

xqu
xq

C O L L E C T I O N

Body: stainless steel 

Heat-resistant up to 400 °c (750 °F) - 

Won’t scratch your cookware
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STUDIO    
Lemon squeezer
1106168 13,00 cm | 5“

STUDIO  
8-pc garnishing set in folding bag
1108476

1x lemon zester   13,5 cm (5 1/4”) 

1x melon baller (double)   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x melon baller   13,5 cm (5 1/4”) 

1x channel knife   14 cm (5 1/2”) 

1x butter curler   16,5 cm (6 1/2”) 

1x peeler   16,5 (6 1/2”) 

1x apple corer   18 cm (7”) 

1x folding bag   37 x 20 cm (14 1/2” x 7 3/4”)

xu

ïuO

xq
Body: stainless steel 

Material: stainless steel - Finish body: mirror - Finish cover: 

satin inside, mirror outside - stainless steel forks with 

coloured plastic caps - Dishwasher safe

Material: stainless steel - Handles: PP (Polypropylene) - easy to clean with a damp cloth or a special 

detergent for stainless steel - Packed in a nylon folding bag

STUDIO  
11-pc fondue set
1111000
1x fondue pot   18 cm (7”) 

1x fork guard  

1x ceramic pot insert   13 cm (5”) 

1x burner  

6 x forks    24 cm (10”)



Studio
Tools & gadgets

STUDIO  
Silicone whisk
1101868
31,00 x 7,00 x 7,00 cm (12 1/4 x 2 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Silicone strainer
1101867
38,00 x 20,50 x 7,00 cm (15 x 8 x 2 3/4“)

STUDIO  
2x potholder set
1101866
9,50 x 8,00 x 5,50 cm (3 3/4 x 3 1/4 x 2 1/4“)

ïu ïu

xhxh xh

tIP
Use these protective tools on pots or pans and to 

safely transport ovenware from the oven to table 

or worktop. The heat-resistant sillicone offers a 

secure and nonslip grip. The glove has a lining 

made of polyester and cotton for extra comfort. 

easy to clean.

STUDIO  
Silicone oven glove
1101865
30,00 x 19,00 cm (11 3/4 x 7 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Silicone trivet
1101864
17,00 x 17,00 cm (6 3/4 x 6 3/4“)

C O L L E C T I O N
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STUDIO  
Slotted fish turner
1101850
32,50 x 14,00 x 3,50 cm (12 3/4 x 5 1/2 x 1 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Slotted turner
1101851
32,50 x 14,00 x 3,50 cm (12 3/4 x 5 1/2 x 1 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Slotted ladle
1101852
32,00 x 9,00 x 4,00 cm (12 1/2 x 3 1/2 x 1 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Spoon
1101853
32,00 x 7,00 x 3,50 cm (12 1/2 x 2 3/4 x 1 1/2“)

STUDIO  
Spatula
1101854
32,00 x 7,00 x 2,00 cm (12 1/2 x 2 3/4 x 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Brush
1101855
25,00 x 3,50 x 3,50 cm (9 3/4 x 1 1/2 x 1 1/2“)

ïu

indispensable tools made of durable heat-

resistant silicone 

Perfect for use with non-stick cookware 

Won’t absorb flavours or odours 

stainless steel handles for comfortable grip 

Hanging loop for convenient storage 



hotel
Tools & gadgets

xqO

xqO

A food ring is a kind of bottomless mould to 

make towers of food. our food rings are made 

of 18/10 stainless steel without any seams in 

which food can get trapped. A set consists of 

several rings in which food can be arranged 

and a disc with a stick. The disc has the same 

diameter as the tube and is used to tamp down 

the ingredients. After lifting the mould a firm 

food tower with delicious ingredients is created.  

Use food rings to give your entrées, main 

courses or desserts a professional look. Most 

foodrings have a traditional circular shape. 

Want to be even more creative? check out 

the Neo foodrings for something special! 

C O L L E C T I O N

18/10 stainless steel

18/10 stainless steel

hOTEL LINE  
15-pc food ring set
1109107
6x round food ring   7,5 x 6 cm (3” x 2 1/4”) 

6x round food ring   5,5 x 6 cm (2 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

1x round press   7 cm ( 2 3/4”) 

1x round press   5 cm (5”) 

1x presstab   16 cm (6 1/4”)

hOTEL LINE  
2-pc food ring set
1109114
1x round food ring   7,5 x 6 cm (3” x 2 1/4”) 

1x round food ring   5,5 x 6 cm (2 1/4” x 2 1/4”)
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hOTEL LINE  
4-pc batter bowl set
1109398

1x batter bowl   18 x 9 cm (7” x 3 1/2”) 

1x cover   18 cm (7”) 

1x proctection ring   18 cm (7”) 

1x whisk   20 cm (8”)

hOTEL LINE  
4-pc batter bowl set
1109404

1x batter bowl   24 x 12 cm (9 1/2” x 4 3/4”) 

1x cover   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

1x protection ring   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

1x whisk   25,5 cm (10”)

xqecdbaihgO

The sturdy 18/10 stainless steel bowl in this 4 piece set can actually go 

on the stovetop (suitable for all types, including induction) thanks to its 

3 layer base; great for melting chocolate or butter and for warming batter. 

The bowl is designed with a rounded bottom to promote thorough mixing. 

For extra firm whisking and mixing tasks, the bowl has a sturdy handle 

while the cleverly designed protection ring helps to prevent splatters.  

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Batter bowl fitted with a 3-layer 

capsule base can be used on the stove to warm up your batter - 

Finish: matt on the inside; mirror on the outside - cover: rim with 

rubber ring - pouring holes on 1 side - Finish: matt on the inside; 

mirror on the outside



E s s e n t i a l s 
f o r  t h e 
w e l l - a p p o i n t e d 
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a n d  s o m e  i t e m s 
t h a t  f i t 
a n y  k i t c h e n .

Bar
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Neo, Orion 
Bar NEO    

7-pc coaster set
3501886 12,50 cm | 5“

OriON    
Tin opener
1105499 17,50 cm | 7“

OriON    
Nutcracker
1104997 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“

OriON    
Garlic press/slicer
1104973 18,00 cm | 7“

OriON    
Corkscrew
1105000 18,50 cm | 7 1/4“

OriON    
Peeler
1104980 12,00 cm | 4 3/4“

xrO

OriON  
6-pc kitchen and bar items set
1104966

1x stand   22 x 7 x 5 cm (8 3/4” x 2 3/4” x 2”) 

1x tin opener   17,5 cm (7”) 

1x nutcracker   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x garlic press/ slicer   18 cm (7”) 

1x corkscrew   18,5 (7 1/4”) 

1x peeler   12 cm (4 3/4”)

Body: zinc alloy + rubber finish - Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - We recommend handwash

Material stand: sand blasted/anodised aluminium 

- The inside is made of PP (Polypropylene) - 

Colour: black - Finish: satin - Material coaster: 

silicone FDA standard - Colour: black translucent 

- Coasters are Dishwasher safe

ïoORà

C O l l E C t i O N
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OriON    
Corkscrew
1108230 17,00 cm | 6 3/4“

OriON    
Garlic press
1109374 19,00 cm | 7 1/2“

OriON    
Tin opener
1108698 19,00 cm | 7 1/2“

OriON    
Nutcracker
1109381 17,00 cm | 6 3/4“

OriON    
Peeler
1107899 17,00 cm | 6 3/4“

ïoO

OriON  
6-pc kitchen and bar items set
1107769

1x stand   17 x 17 x 7 (6 3/4” x 6 3/4” x 2 3/4”) 

1x tin opener   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x nutcracker   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x garlic press/ slicer   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x corkscrew   17 (6 3/4”) 

1x peeler   17 cm (6 3/4”)

Polished surface - The holder is made of a synthetic fibre (acrylic) - We recommend handwash



straight
Bar

C O l l E C t i O N
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ïoO

ïqoO

xqO

strAight  
3-pc wine opener set
1107547

1x corkscrew   15 cm (6”) 

1x stand   15,5 x 6,5 cm (6” x 2 1/2”) 

1x worm spiral screw   8,5 cm (3 1/4”)

strAight  
7-pc kitchen and bar items set
1107738

1x bottle opener   11 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x peeler   16,5 cm (6 1/2”) 

1x tin opener   19.5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x nutcracker   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x garlic press   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x corkscrew   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x stylish wooden stand

strAight    
squeezer
1106120 11,00 cm | 4 1/4“ 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

Body: zinc alloy

Made of nylon, zinc alloy and a hardened carbon steel non-stick 

coated screw - High-tech design prevents cork breakage

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Inside and 

outside finish: matt - Packed in a coloured 

gift box



geminis, studio, hotel

gEmiNis    
6x coaster set
1109145 9,00 cm | 3 1/2“

hOtEl liNE    
Wine opener
1101552 11,00 cm | 4 1/2“

xqO

ïOSU

ïu

ïu

gEmiNis  
electric wine opener
1101460

1x wine opener 

1x foil cutter 

1x stand

studiO  
8-pc wine gift set
2002210

1x wine opener   5,5 x 5 x 27,5 cm (2 1/4” x 2” x 10 3/4”) 

1x adaptor   7,5 x 4,5 x 8 cm (2 3/4” x 1 3/4” x 3 1/4”) 

1x charging station   11 x 10 x 4,5 cm (4 1/4” x 4” x 1 3/4”) 

1x wine vacuum pump   4,5 x 4,5 x 7 cm (1 3/4” x 1 3/4” x 2 3/4”) 

1x foil cutter   6 x 4 x 1 cm (2 1/4” x 1 1/2” x 1/2”) 

1x wine pourer   2,5 x 1,5 x 8 cm (1” x 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

1x wine thermometer   7,5 x 7,5 x 4 cm (3” x 3” x 1 1/2”) 

1x wine collar   4 x 4 x 2 cm (1 1/2” x 1 1/2” x 3/4”)

The 8 piece wine set comes with a complete range of 

tools to allow you to fully enjoy drinking a selected bottle 

of wine  

There’s a thermometer to indicate when your wine

has reached the ideal temperature for drinking  

Use the cutter to remove any foil from the bottle before 

uncorking  

Then uncork the bottle in a blink of an eye.  The 

cordless and rechargeable corkscrew is faster and 

easier than a manual version: simply position the 

opener over the bottle and with the effortless pressing 

of a button the bottle is uncorked. The set includes an 

electric charger.  

The wine pourer is designed to ensure every drop of 

wine is destined for the glass and not the tablecloth! 

The vacuum pump preserves flavour and aroma in an 

opened bottle  

Bar

C O l l E C t i O N

Material: synthetic fibre (ABS) - Plug: European 

standard - Charging time: 8 hours

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: matt - A 

rubber underside serving as an anti-skid layer 

(more stability) - Perfectly stackable - Packed in a 

coloured gift box

Wine opener uses rechargeable battery (included) - 

don’t submerge in water - Packed in a coloured gift box
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gEmiNis squAlO
Nutcracker
1107356

gEmiNis squAlO
Pizza cutter
1107349

gEmiNis squAlO
Garlic press
1107332

gEmiNis squAlO
Bottle opener
1107325

gEmiNis squAlO
Tin opener
1107318

gEmiNis squAlO
Corkscrew
1107301

gEmiNis squAlO
Nutcracker
1107356

gEmiNis squAlO
7-pc kitchen and bar items set
1107363

1x nutcracker 

1x pizza cutter 

1x garlic press 

1x bottle opener 

1x corkscrew 

1x tin opener 

1x wooden stand
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Body: zinc alloy + rubber finish - Finish: matt - Packed in a 

coloured gift box - Also available individually



TiP
The Zeno ice bucket’s 18/10 stainless steel body 

holds an extra ABS inner container to keep ice 

cubes frosty and at consistent temperature. The 

tong is always at hand thanks to the integrated 

storage in the ice bucket’s cover.

Zeno, Cubo

ZENO  
3-pc ice bucket
1104232

1x ice bucket   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x tongs   13,5 cm (5 1/4”) 

1x cover

ZENO  
Juicer
1105451

1x body   12 x 10 cm (4 3/4” x 4”) 

1x juicer cone   11x 5 cm (4 1/4” x 2”)

ZENO    
Champagne cooler
1110608 22,00 cm | 8 3/4“

ïqO

ïqO ïqO

Bar

C O l l E C t i O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel, 1 mm of wall thickness - Finish: satin on the inside; mirror on the outside - Finish handle: 

black matt - Material handle: ABS - Suitable for wine bottles as well as champagne - Easy to clean and hygienic

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish cover: 

mirror - Material inside: ABS - black matt

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish cover: mirror - PP 

(Polypropylene) ring - black matt  - Juicer cone is 

dishwasher safe - Bowl handwash recommended
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ZENO  
Juicer
1105451

1x body   12 x 10 cm (4 3/4” x 4”) 

1x juicer cone   11x 5 cm (4 1/4” x 2”)

ïqO

CuBO    
Bottle opener
1107851 15,00 cm | 6“

CuBO    
Corkscrew
1107844 17,50 cm | 7“

CuBO    
Tin opener
1107837 17,50 cm | 7“

CuBO    
Garlic press
1107868 17,50 cm | 7“

CuBO    
Nutcracker
1107882 17,50 cm | 7“

CuBO    
Peeler
1107875 17,50 cm | 7“

ïoO

CuBO  
7-pc kitchen and bar items set
1107783

1x bottle opener   15 cm (6”) 

1x tin opener   17,5 cm (7”) 

1x corkscrew   17,5 cm (7”) 

1x garlic press   17,5 cm (7”) 

1x peeler   17,5 cm (7”) 

1x nutcracker   17,5 cm (7”)

Soft grip handle - Finish: matt - Provided with an 

original little cube pattern - Body: zinc alloy + rubber 

finish - Also available individually



W h e n  w a t e r 
c o m e s  t o  t h e 
b o i l ,  i t ’ s  j u s t  a 
s m a l l  s t e p  a w a y 
f r o m  a  w a r m i n g 
c u p  o f  c o f f e e 
o r  t e a . 

Coffee & tea
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Zeno, Neo, geminis
Coffee & tea

The concept of this tea set is based on a 

traditional way of making tea where the bottom 

kettle is filled with water and the top one with 

tea and covered with water. They both go on the 

hob till the water in the lower part is boiled. The 

tea in the top kettle now is ready too and can be 

poured into a teacup or mug. The boiled water 

can be used to dilute the strong tea to taste.  

 

The two elements of this tea set -a whistling 

kettle and a teapot- elegantly convert into 

each other making one forget that these are 

actually separate units. The removable strainer 

in the top kettle keeps drinks free of tealeaves. 

ZENO  
Tea set
1100814

1x whistling tea kettle   17 x 25,5 x 13,5 cm (6 3/4” x 10” x 5 1/4”) 

1x teapot   13 x 18,5 x 11 cm (5” x 7 1/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x strainer   6,5 x 8,5 cm (2 1/2” 3 1/4”)

xqecdbahgO

C O l l E C t i O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Inside finish: satin polish - Outside finish: mirror 

- Black stay-cool handles & knob - Black satin PP (Polypropylene) whistle - 

Silicone ring
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NEO  
Coffee plunger
3501695
14,50 x 9,50 x 17,50 cm (5 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 7“)

0,80 l (0.84 QT)

3501701
14,50 x 9,50 x 20,00 cm (5 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 7 3/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

NEO  
Teapot
3502637
17,50 x 15,50 x 12,00 cm (7 x 6 x 4 3/4“)

1,2 l (1.3 QT)

NEO  
Teapot
3502634
17,00 x 14,50 x 9,00 cm (6 3/4 x 5 3/4 x 3 1/2“)

0,80 l (0.84 QT)

NEO  
Teapot
3502633
18,50 x 14,50 x 12,00 cm (7 1/4 x 5 3/4 x 4 3/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

gEmiNis  
electric stirrer
1108988
3,00 x 3,00 x 23,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 9“)

xqO

ïqO ïqXecdbaO

ZENO  
Tea set
1100814

1x whistling tea kettle   17 x 25,5 x 13,5 cm (6 3/4” x 10” x 5 1/4”) 

1x teapot   13 x 18,5 x 11 cm (5” x 7 1/4” x 4 1/4”) 

1x strainer   6,5 x 8,5 cm (2 1/2” 3 1/4”) 18/10 stainless steel - Black ABS (synthetic fibre) cover and spoon - Satin finish - 

The spoon can be attached to the cover

Material body: cast iron - Inside body: black enamel - Seasoned on the outside - 

Material handle: oak - black stay-cool knob - material insert: 18/10 stainless steel - 

Suitable for all heat sources - Handwash recommended

Battery powered (2x AAA) - Batteries not included 

- 18/10 stainless steel



studio
Coffee & tea

As with the Neo teapots, the Studio teapot range is made 

from cast iron. This material keeps tea hotter for longer. 

Also, thanks to the even heat distribution of cast iron, the 

natural flavour of tea leaves is enhanced. The fine mesh 

filter means tea can be enjoyed without unwanted leaves 

in your cup. The inside is coated with durable enamel 

offering protection from corrossion.

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107050 Red 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107048 Black 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107047 Lemon 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107049 Purple 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

ïXuY

C O l l E C t i O N
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studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107053 Red 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107044 Red 1,1 l |   1.2 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107051 Lemon 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107052 Blue 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107045 Lemon 1,1 l |   1.2 QT

studiO    
Cast iron teapot
1107046 Blue 1,1 l |   1.2 QT

studiO    
2x cast iron tea bowl
1107054 Red 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

studiO    
2x cast iron tea bowl
1107057 Blue 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

studiO    
2x cast iron tea bowl
1107055 Lemon 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

studiO    
2x cast iron tea bowl
1107058 Purple 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

studiO    
2x cast iron tea bowl
1107056 Black 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

The bowls are made from cast iron, the best choice for slowly enjoying a warming cup of tea. 

Enameled inside for extra durability. Designed to nicely fit in the hands



studiO  
Tea stick with handle
1107040
2,00 x 2,00 x 16,00 cm (3/4 x 3/4 x 6 1/4“)

studiO  
Tea infuser
1107039
5,00 x 5,00 x 18,00 cm (2 x 2 x 7“)

studiO  
Tea stick tubular
1107041
1,50 x 1,50 x 16,50 cm (1/2 x 1/2 x 6 1/2“)

studio
Coffee & tea

xq

3 ways to prepare tea directly in the cup

Each item is easy to fill with loose tea leaves and the fine mesh 

filter prevents tea leaves from floating in the cup.

C O l l E C t i O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: 

matt - Dishwasher safe

Body: 18/10 stainless steel + silicone 

- Colour: black - Finish: electrolysis - 

Dishwasher safe

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: 

matt - Dishwasher safe
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studiO    
Teapot
1107036 12,00 cm | 4 3/4“ 0,60 l |   0.63 QT

1107037 13,00 cm | 5“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

studiO  
 Teapot
1107035
13,00 x 19,50 x 13,00 cm (5 x 7 3/4 x 5“)

1,3 l (1.4 QT)

xqO

xz

xz

studiO  
Teapot
1107038

1 x teapot 

1 x metal infuser 8 cm (3 1/4”)

Material: 18/10 stainless steel for the stand, strainer and lid. The 

teapot is made of glass - Heat-resistant up to 180°c (356F) - 

Finish: matt

Heat resistant glass - Dishwasher safe - Microwave-proof

Heat resistant glass - Polished surface - 18/10 

stainless steel infuser - PP (Polypropylene) knob - 

Material cover: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish cover: 

polished - Dishwasher safe



As the name already suggests, this tool has a 

double function. It’s a clip and a scoop. The clip 

is designed to keep a bag of coffee tightly sealed 

till the very last. The scoop perfectly measures 

the amount, scoop after scoop while the handle 

is long enough to reach the bottom of the bag. 

And even though it’s called “the clipping coffee 

scoop”, the tool has many other uses including 

sugar, flour and tea - to name but a few.

hOtEl liNE    
Clipping coffee scoop
1207285 17,00 cm | 6 3/4“

studio
Coffee & tea

studiO    
Coffee/tea plunger
1106810 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

1106811 0,60 l |   0.63 QT

1106812 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

studiO    
Coffee/tea plunger
1106800 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

1106801 0,60 l |   0.63 QT

1106802 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

studiO    
Coffee/tea plunger
1106804 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

1106805 0,60 l |   0.63 QT

1106806 0,80 l |   0.84 QT

studiO    
2x coffee/tea cup
1106803 0,20 l |   0.21 QT

studiO    
2x coffee/tea cup
1106807 0,20 l |   0.21 QT

xqO

xu

C O l l E C t i O N

Material: stainless steel - Heat resistant 

glass -  Stainless steel outer lid with PP 

(Polypropylene) plastic liner - Dishwasher 

safe

Material: stainless steel - Heat resistant glass 

- Dishwasher safe

Material: stainless steel - Heat resistant glass 

- Dishwasher safe

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Polished surface - Material 

logo plate: black ABS with rubber coating - Dishwasher 

safe
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studiO  
Coffee/tea plunger
1106834
10,00 x 15,00 x 20,00 cm (3 3/4 x 6 x 7 3/4“)

0,80 l (0.84 QT)

1106835
10,00 x 15,00 x 23,50 cm (3 3/4 x 6 x 9 1/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

1106836
12,00 x 18,00 x 24,00 cm (4 3/4 x 7 x 9 1/2“)

1,5 l (1.6 QT)

studiO  
Coffee/tea plunger
1106843
10,00 x 15,00 x 20,00 cm (3 3/4 x 6 x 7 3/4“)

0,80 l (0.84 QT)

1106844
10,00 x 15,00 x 23,50 cm (3 3/4 x 6 x 9 1/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

1106845
12,00 x 18,00 x 24,00 cm (4 3/4 x 7 x 9 1/2“)

1,5 l (1.6 QT)

studiO  
Tea maker
1106832
10,00 x 16,00 x 16,00 cm (3 3/4 x 6 1/4 x 6 1/4“)

0,60 l (0.63 QT)

1106833
11,50 x 18,00 x 17,00 cm (4 1/2 x 7 x 6 3/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

studiO  
Tea maker
1106841
10,00 x 16,00 x 16,00 cm (3 3/4 x 6 1/4 x 6 1/4“)

0,60 l (0.63 QT)

1106842
11,50 x 18,00 x 17,00 cm (4 1/2 x 7 x 6 3/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

studiO  
2x coffee/tea cup
1106831
7,00 x 10,50 x 10,50 cm (2 3/4 x 4 x 4“)

0,20 l (0.21 QT)

studiO  
2x coffee/tea cup
1106840
7,00 x 10,50 x 10,50 cm (2 3/4 x 4 x 4“)

0,20 l (0.21 QT)

ïq ïq ïq
Material: Heat-resistant borosilicate glass - Stay-

cool handle and knob from high-quality synthetic 

material for comfortable pouring and handling - Fine 

mesh filter keeps grounds inside the press and out of 

your cup - Easy to clean, simple to use - Hand-wash 

recommended

Brew the perfect tea and profit from its flavour and 

typical benefits: the leaves are extracted more 

efficiently thanks to the even heat distribution of the 

glass body

Material: Body from heat-resistant borosilicate glass 

- stainless steel fine mesh filter allows you to enjoy a 

tea without leaves in your cup - Control the brewing 

process thanks to the clear glass always tea at the 

preferred strength - Stay-cool handle and knob made 

from high-quality material offers comfortable pouring - 

Easy to clean, simple to use 

Material: Heat-resistant borosilicate glass - Stay-cool 

handle and knob from high-quality synthetic material 

for comfortable handling - Easy to clean, simple to use 

- Hand-wash recommended



studio, straight, hotel line
Coffee & tea

studiO  
double wall coffee/tea plunger
1106900
9,50 x 14,00 x 16,00 cm (3 3/4 x 5 1/2 x 6 1/2“)

0,36 l (0.38 QT)

1106901
12,00 x 16,00 x 19,50 cm (4 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 7 3/4“)

0,75 l (0.79 QT)

1106902
13,50 x 18,50 x 21,50 cm (5 1/4 x 7 1/4 x 8 1/2“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

studiO  
Coffee/espresso maker
1106916
9,50 x 13,00 x 17,50 cm (3 3/4 x 5 x 7“)

0,24 l (0.25 QT)

1106917
10,50 x 14,50 x 20,50 cm (4 1/4 x 5 3/4 x 8“)

0,45 l (0.48 QT)

1106918
12,50 x 16,50 x 24,00 cm (5 x 6 1/2 x 9 1/2“)

0,60 l (0.63 QT)

xqw xquecdba

The best way to make a rich espresso in just a couple of minutes. Easy to 

use stainless steel coffee maker for any type of stovetop. Works according 

to the principle of passing hot water that’s pressurized by steam through 

ground coffee. The stainless steel body keeps the coffee warm for a long 

time. 

C O l l E C t i O N

An insulating layer is created by two walls of stainless 

steel, this way coffee or tea stay hot for longer. The 

outside remains cool to the touch. Simple pouring with 

drip-free spout. Fine mesh filter - also in stainless steel- 

keeps grounds or tea leaves inside the press and out of 

your cup. Easy to clean, simple to use.
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xqO

strAight    
Cappuccino cup
1107080 0,15 l |   0.16 QT

strAight    
Creamer
1106021 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

strAight    
Coffee cup
1107073 0,15 l |   0.16 QT

strAight    
Covered sugar bowl
1106014 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

strAight    
Coffee mug
1110622 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

hOtEl liNE    
Teapot
1106717 0,60 l |   0.63 QT

Body: 18/10 stainless steel



Auriga, Cubo, studio
Coffee & tea

AurigA  
Whistling kettle
2303191
21,00 x 24,50 cm (8 1/4 x 10“)

2,5 l (2.6 QT)

xqecdbaihgO

xqecdbaihgO

CuBO  
Whistling kettle
1100135
15,00 x 19,00 cm (6 x 7 1/2“)

2,0 l (2.1 QT)

C O l l E C t i O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Wall thickness: 0.8 mm for body & lid 

- Finish: mirror - Black PP (Polypropylene) handle - 3-layer capsule 

base - Suitable for all heat sources - Dishwasher safe

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel - Finish lid: mirror - Straight shape 

- Folding stay-cool handle - Finish handle: satin - Colour: black - 

Whistles when water boils - The practical lid simplifies filling and 

inside cleaning
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studiO   hArmONy
Whistling kettle
1104126 2,6 l |   2.7 QT

studiO   mElOdy
Whistling kettle
1104133 2,6 l |   2.7 QT

studiO   luCiA
Whistling kettle
1104171 2,5 l |   2.6 QT

studiO    
Whistling kettle
1104287 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

xqecdbaihgO

xqecdbahgO xqecdbahgO

xqecdbahgOxqecdbaihgO

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel - Heat-resistant up to 150 °C 

(302°F) - Whistles when water boils - The practical lid simplifies 

filling and inside cleaning

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Material handle: stainless steel wire 

- Material lid: 18/10 stainless steel - 3-layer capsule base - Finish: 

matt on the inside; polished on the outside - Suitable for all heat 

sources - Dishwasher safe

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel - Safe grip handle - Heat-resistant 

up to 150 °C (302 °F) - Whistles when water boils - The practical lid 

simplifies filling and inside cleaning

High-quality 18/10 stainless steel - Safe grip handle - Heat-resistant 

up to 150 °C (302 °F) - Whistles when water boils - The practical lid 

simplifies filling and inside cleaning



Orion, Virgo
Coffee & tea

A striking appearance in any kitchen: body in 18/10 

stainless steel, glass lid with stainless steel rim and 

outside silicone coating in white, orange or dark

This high-performance kettle conducts heat efficiently 

to quickly reach the boiling point

The whistle signals when water is boiling

Handle and whistle are designed to stay cool

With fold-down handle for convenient storage

glass lid, stainless steel, 
a touch of black and 
then the choice:  
white, orange or dark? 

C O l l E C t i O N
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OriON    
Whistling kettle
1104683 2,7 l |   2.9 QT

OriON    
Whistling kettle
1104720 0,70 l |   0.74 QT

1104737 1,2 l |   1.3 QT

xqecdbah;

xqecdbah;

ïqecdbaihgO

VirgO  
Whistling kettle
2304168
20,00 x 11,00 cm (8 x 4 1/4“)

2,5 l (2.6 QT)

VirgO  
Whistling kettle
2304167
20,00 x 11,00 cm (8 x 4 1/4“)

2,5 l (2.6 QT)

VirgO  
Whistling kettle
2304169
20,00 x 11,00 cm (8 x 4 1/4“)

2,5 l (2.6 QT)

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - 3-layer capsule base - Silicone handles 

- Whistles when water boils

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Silicone handle and knob - With 

18/10 strainer inside the kettle - Whistles when water boils
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storage
Neo

NEO  
Canisters
3501084
10,00 x 12,00 cm (4 x 4 3/4“)

1,0 l (1.1 QT)

NEO  
Canisters
3501091
8,50 x 16,50 cm (3 1/4 x 6 1/2“)

0,75 l (0.79 QT)

NEO  
Canisters
3501107
8,50 x 11,00 cm (3 1/4 x 4 1/4“)

0,50 l (0.53 QT)

ïrO

NEO  
Kitchen paper holder
3501404
15,00 x 15,00 x 28,00 cm (6 x 6 x 11“)

C O l l E C t i O N

Aluminium - Inside body: PP (Polypropylene) - Colour 

inside: black, Finish: matt

ïrO
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At first sight, the Neo tub for tools looks like the typical container for storing kitchen utensils: 

a cylinder in sandblasted aluminium with some black matted accents in polypropylene.  

But this container has a clever addition: the base houses two built-in trays

Simply give them a push and they cleverly revolve from under the cylinder to serve as 

spoon rests. When not in use, the utensils go into their tub and the spoon rests swivel 

back in to the base, taking up no extra space.

NEO  
Table rubbish bin
3500438
15,00 x 12,00 cm (6 x 4 3/4“)

1,5 l (1.6 QT)

ïrO ïrO

NEO  
Coffee pad canister
3500421
1x canister   8,5 x 16,5 cm (3 1/4” x 6 1/2”) 

5x flavour indicator   2,5 x 0,6 cm ( 1” x 1/4”) 

1x pad slide   7 cm (2 3/4”)

Ne
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NEO  
Tub of tools with spoonrest
3500834
14,00 x 12,00 cm (5 1/2 x 4 3/2“)

Material inside : PP (Polypropylene) - black matt - 

Material outside: sand-blasted/anodised aluminium

Aluminium - Cover: PP (Polypropylene) - Inside body: 

ABS, black translucent - Finish: matt

Inside: PC (Polycarbonate) black translucent - 

Aluminium - Lid: PP (Polypropylene) - Inside slide: PP 

(Polypropylene) - Finish: matt - Holds 18 pads

ïrO



storage
Orion, geminis

gEmiNis  
8 piece set mixing bowls
1106328

1x mixing bowl with lid   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x mixing bowl with lid   18 cm (7”) 

1x mixing bowl with lid   20 cm (8”) 

1x mixing bowl with lid   24cm (10”)

ïqO

C O l l E C t i O N

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Anti-skid base - 

Freezer safe - Dishwasher safe (mixing bowl) -  Cover 

handwash recommended
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OriON    
Covered mixing bowl
1109275 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,5 l |   1.6 QT
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OriON    
Travel mug
1107172 8,50 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,50 l |   0.53 QT

OriON    
Travel thermos
1107141 7,00 cm | 2 3/4“ 0,50 l |   0.53 QT

1107158 8,50 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,75 l |   0.79 QT

1107165 8,50 cm | 3 1/4“ 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

OriON    
Covered mixing bowl
1109305 24,00 cm | 10“ 4,5 l |   4.8 QT

OriON    
Covered mixing bowl
1109282 18,00 cm | 7“ 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

OriON    
Covered mixing bowl
1109299 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,0 l |   3.2 QT

ïqwgO

ïqO

ïqwO

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - White rubber anti-skid layer that will not scratch 

worktop surfaces - Lid: light blue PVC - Finish: matt - Fridge safe - Dishwasher-

safe (mixing bowl) -  Cover handwash recommended

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - The inside is made 

of PP (Polypropylene) - Double-walled - A rubber 

underside serving as an anti-skid layer (more 

stability) - Extremely light - Fits almost every car cup 

holder

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Stainless steel inside (so 

the bottle won’t break when it falls) - Double-walled - 

Rubber accents - Locks well, reducing the chance of 

leaking - Handy drinking cup with rubber underside 

serving as an anti-skid layer. - Packed in a coloured 

gift box



storage
Zeno

TiP
The Zeno fruit bowl’s combination of bowl and 

plate allows hard and soft fruits to be displayed 

together. For instance simply place apples and 

oranges in the bowl and grapes and peaches 

on the plate. Decorative and convenient.  

But there’s more to this Zeno fruit bowl: use the 

two parts separately and new possibilities open 

up. The bowl is designed to be used stand-alone 

and the plate can serve as a vegetable tray. 

The dip sauce goes in the middle, the bite-sized 

pieces of vegetables can be arranged around the 

outside of the plate. And if it’s allowed to be less 

healthy: it also works for nachos and other snacks. 

ZENO  
2-pc fruit bowl
1100982

1x bowl   24 cm (8”) 

1x plate   30 cm (11 3/4”)

xqO

C O l l E C t i O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - the bowl 

can be positioned in any desired 

angle without turning over - black PP 

(Polypropylene) plate - Finish: satin 

- the plate doubles as a presentation 

platter for snacks
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ZENO    
mixing bowl
1105192 16,00 cm | 6 1/4“ 1,7 l |   1.8 QT

1105185 20,00 cm | 8“ 3,5 l |   3.7 QT

1105178 24,00 cm | 10“ 6,1 l |   6.4 QT

ïqO

Zeno mixing bowls combine bowl and lid for a plethora of uses. First, the lid does what it is designed for: 

covering the bowl and protecting its content, in the refrigerator or elsewhere. The clever part is what’s inside 

the lid: a raised edge. When the lid is placed upside down – so with the raised edge pointing up - it turns into 

a holder for the bowl.The combination of the sturdy holder and the Zeno mixing bowl makes easy work of 

stirring, whipping and mixing. Both lid and bowl are designed in such a way that the bowl can be positioned 

at any desired angle without turning over. And that way, the Zeno mixing bowl shows a third aspect of its 

use: as a salad bowl or fruit basket, to present snacks, for serving food, … . 

ZENO  
5-pc gratertop set
1100807

1x gratertop   20 x 2 xm (7 3/4” x 3/4”) 

1x grater   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x fine grater   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x coarse grater   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x slicer   16 cm (6 1/4”)

A 4th function:

With the separately available 5-piece grater top set (1100807), 

the Zeno mixing bowl’s functionality is expanded to an even 

wider range of applications. The set includes 3 different grating 

blades (very fine, fine and coarse) and a slicer, all made from 

heavy gauge stainless steel. They fit the 16 cm / 6 ¼” version 

thanks to the polypropylene ring.

Durable 18/10 stainless steel, 0.8 mm of wall thickness - Cover: PP (Polypropylene) 

- Finish: mirror - Dishwasher safe (mixing bowl) -  Cover: handwash recommended

Material gratertop: PP (Polypropylene), Colour: black,  Finish satin - Material 

graters: SS 409 - Body thickness: 0,6 mm - Finish cover: mirror - Dishwasher 

safe

xO



storage
Cubo, studio,

CuBO  
Butter dish
1106274
18,50 x 12,50 x 7,50 cm (8 1/4 x 5 x 3“)

studiO  
rectangular bamboo chopping board with 
cover
1101811
39,00 x 24,00 x 7,50 cm (15 1/4 x 9 1/2 x 3“)

studiO  
rounded bamboo chopping board with 
cover
1101828
18,50 x 13,00 x 7,00 cm (7 1/4 x 5 x 2 3/4“)

studiO  
Butter dish with acrylic cover
1106280
18,50 x 12,00 x 7,00 cm (7 1/4 x 4 3/4 x 2 3/4“)

CuBO  
Bread bin
1108681
28,00 x 39,00 x 16,50 cm (11 x 15 1/3 x 6 1/2“)

ïà ïà xqo

ïqO ïu

C O l l E C t i O N

Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - Acrylic cover Material: Bamboo (ecologically sound) - Acrylic cover Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Acrylic cover - Transparant 

- Knob: zinc alloy - Finish: mirror

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Dish + outside lid: 

polished finish; inside lid: matt finish - Easy to clean

Body: stainless steel - Bottom: rubber wood (colour 

wood: light) - In- and outside finish: matt - Large 

capacity - room for 2 loaves
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studiO  
Canister with lid
1106410
12,00 x 16,00 cm (4 3/4 x 6 1/4“)

1,5 l (1.6 QT)

studiO  
Canister with lid
1106366
8,00 x 12,00 cm (3 1/4 x 4 3/4“)

0,50 l (0.53 QT)

studiO  
Canister with lid
1106373
10,00 x 7,50 cm (4 x 3“)

0,40 l (0.42 QT)

studiO  
Canister with lid
1106403
12,00 x 11,00 cm (4 3/4 x 4 1/4“)

0,90 l (0.95 QT)

studiO  
Canister with lid
1106380
10,00 x 11,00 cm (4 x 4 1/4“)

0,60 l (0.63 QT)

studiO  
Canister with lid
1106342
6,00 x 5,00 cm (2 1/4 x 2“)

0,06 l (0.06 QT)

ïu
Material: stainless steel - 

We recommend handwash



storage
Cubo, studio,

ïqwh

studiO    
double wall drinking bottle
1106995 0,50 l |   0.53 QT

studiO    
double wall drinking bottle
1106996 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

C O l l E C t i O N
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studiO    
Travel thermos
1107110 0,50 l |   0.53 QT

1107127 0,60 l |   0.63 QT

1107134 1,0 l |   1.1 QT

studiO  
4-in-1 vacuum sports flask
1106946

1x travel thermos   28 cm (11”)    0,45 l (0,48 qt) 

1x drinking cap 

1x normal stopper 

1x nylon grab bag with shoulder strap 

1x bike rack

ïqO

ïqwh

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - 18/10 stainless steel thermal insert - Easy to 

clean - Perfect for hot and cold beverages (24h cold - 8h hot)

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - 18/10 stainless steel thermal insert - Perfectly suitable for hot and 

cold beverages (24h cold - 8h hot) - Multifunctional: 4 in 1!(thermos flask, bicycle flask, sports flask 

and tracking flask) - Extremely light 



Salt, pepper 
and SpiceS
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Neo, Straight, Geminis
Salt, pepper and spices

C O L L E C T I O N

STraIGhT    
Salt & pepper set
1106182 18,50 cm | 7 1/4“

ïqO
Body: 18/10 stainless steel
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NEO  
6-pc condiment set
3500063

5x shaker   9 x 4 cm ( 31/2” x 1 1/2”) 

1x stand   18 x 11 cm (7” x 4 1/4”)

GEmINIS    
electric salt & pepper mill
1108971 4,70 cm | 1 3/4“

GEmINIS    
Salt & pepper mill
1108810 5,00 cm | 2“

ïuO ïuO

ïrO

ïqO

GEmINIS  
Salt cellar
1100821
4,00 x 4,00 x 10,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 4“)

GEmINIS  
Dispenser fine
1100852
4,00 x 4,00 x 10,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 4“)

GEmINIS  
Pepper pot
1100838
4,00 x 4,00 x 10,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 4“)

GEmINIS  
Dispenser coarse
1100869
4,00 x 4,00 x 10,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 4“)

GEmINIS  
Dispenser icing sugar
1100845
4,00 x 4,00 x 10,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 4“)

GEmINIS  
Pepper mill
1100876
4,00 x 4,00 x 10,00 cm (1 1/2 x 1 1/2 x 4“)

Material stand: ABS - Material shakers: ABS + 

aluminium - Finish: matt

Material: 18/10 stainless steel + acrylic - Finish: satin

Clean the mechanism of the salt & pepper mill, once 

in a while, with a small stiff brush - A rubber underside 

serving as an anti-skid layer (more stability) - Packed 

in a coloured gift box

All items can easily be cleaned with a moist cloth or 

a special cleansing detergent for stainless steel and 

don’t require additional care - A rubber underside 

serving as an anti-skid layer (more stability) - Packed 

in a coloured gift box - Material: stainless steel



ïuO

Zeno, Studio
Salt, pepper and spices

With two condiments in one mill, our Duo mill is the 

simple solution for spicing dishes. Turn clockwise 

to grind one spice and counterclockwise to grind 

the other. It’s convenient and space-saving. The 

mill comes with an adjustable ceramic grinding 

mechanism 

STudIO  
Salt and pepper mill
1106237
6,50 x 6,50 x 19,00 cm (2 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 7 1/2“)

Material: stainless steel - Finish: satin - The holder is 

made of a synthetic fibre (acrylic) -  Finish: glossy - 

Transparant - Ceramic mill

C O L L E C T I O N
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ZENO  
5-pc condiment set
1110073

4 x shaker   7 x 5 cm (2 3/4” x 2”) 

1x stand   24 x 6 x 2,5 cm (10” x 2 1/3” x 1”)
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STudIO  
Salt & pepper set
1106243

1x salt cellar   18 cm (7”) 

1x pepper mill   18 cm (7”)

STudIO  
Salt & pepper set
1106236

1x salt cellar   18 cm (7”) 

1x pepper mill   18 cm (7”)

ïu ïu
Body: stainless steel Body: stainless steel

18/10 stainless steel - Material: synthetic fibre (ABS) 

- Stylish wooden base



o v e n  g l o v e s 
a n d  a p r o n s

textileS
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Orion
textiles

Made from 100% cotton, the apron looks good 

on male as well as on female chefs to keep their  

clothes free from splashes and stains. 

The gloves’ outer is made from 100% 

heavyweight cotton with a 100% polyester lining 

on the inside to protect the hand, wrist and 

forearm from heat.

OrION  
apron
2002445
65,00 x 75,00 cm (25 1/2 x 29 1/2“)

OrION  
oven mitt
2002415
18,00 x 33,00 cm (7 x 13“)

OrION  
oven mitt
2002421
18,00 x 33,00 cm (7 x 13“)

Fabric: 100% cotton - Colour: 

orion stripes  - Size: unisex

Fabric: 100% cotton on the 

outside, 100% polyester on the 

inside - Size: unisex - Right 

handed

Fabric: 100% cotton on the 

outside, 100% polyester on the 

inside - Size: unisex - Right 

handed - Colour: orion stripes

C O L L E C T I O N
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knives

individual knives, complete sets in a block or a folding 
bag, a specialty knife or a straightforward peeling knife, 
they’re all on the next pages. 



Neo  
Knives

This stainless steel herb cutter (3500612) has twin 

rounded blades which are designed to simply roll back and 

forth to mince all kinds of herbs. Also suitable for chopping 

garlic, nuts and ginger. 

These knives are made from high quality steel and 

look as if they’re cut from one single block of steel. The 

handles received a finish of black TPR contributing to 

the safety in use. 

A satin metal finish in combination with the black handle 

adds a refined look to the knives.

C O L L E C T I O N
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NEO    
Herb cutter
3500612 8,00 cm | 3 1/4 inch

NEO    
Cheese knife
3502524 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

NEO    
Utility knife
3500728 15,00 cm | 6 inch

NEO    
Santoku knife
3502500 18,00 cm | 7 inch

NEO    
Peeling knife
3502531 7,00 cm | 2 3/4 inch

NEO    
Boning knife
3502449 13,00 cm | 5 inch

NEO    
Carving knife
3500711 18,00 cm | 7 inch

NEO    
Spanish ham knife ‘flexible’
3502548 25,00 cm | 10 inch

NEO    
Paring knife
3500735 9,00 cm | 3 1/2 inch

NEO    
Tomato knife
3502517 13,00 cm | 5 inch

NEO    
Chef’s knife
3500704 20,00 cm | 8 inch

NEO    
Bread knife
3500698 23,00 cm | 9 inch

ïuO



Auriga  
Knives

AURIGA  
11-pc knife block
2303320

1x peeling knife   7 cm (2 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x flexible boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x carving fork   15 cm (6”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x utility shears   23,5 cm (9 1/4”) 

1x chopping board   29 x 18 cm (11 1/2” x 7”) 

1x block   29 x 18 x 7 cm (11 1/2” x 7” x 6 1/2”)

This Auriga knife set has a knife for each cooking job. The knives are forged from high-quality 

stainless steel and thanks to the ergonomic design they are well-balanced. The matted handle in 

POM is shaped for a comfortable grip. A cutting board that’s conveniently stored on the block itself 

and a sharpener complete the set.  

ïuBO

C O L L E C T I O N
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Orion  
Knives

TIP
What to do when a cleaver, slicer or shears don’t fit a knifeblock or a drawer? 

simple, mount the magnetic rack (1301808) to the wall and store them safely 

within reach. And there’s enough space for the regular knives too. Two 

magnetic strips ensure the knives are held securely

ORION    
Peeling knife
1301754 8,00 cm | 3 1/4 inch

ORION    
Carving knife
1301686 20,00 cm | 8 inch

ORION    
Bread knife
1301709 20,00 cm | 8 inch

ORION    
Chef’s knife
1301525 18,50 cm | 7 1/4 inch

ORION    
Chef’s knife
1301716 20,00 cm | 8 inch

versatile set with a knife for each 

cooking task.

A top-quality tool in stainless 

steel with long lasting sharpness 

and easy to maintain.

Heavy bolster provides perfect 

balance for increased control.

The handle is triple riveted and 

contoured for enhanced comfort 

and secure grip.

Precision forged from high-quality 

stainless steel that resists stains 

and corrosion.

Hand-sharpened. 

ïuAB

C O L L E C T I O N
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ORION    
Salmon/ham slicer
1301693 24,00 cm | 10 inch

ORION    
Sharpening steel
1301785 30,50 cm | 12 inch

ORION    
A pair of poultry shears
1301648 25,00 cm | 9 3/4 inch

ORION    
Sharpening steel
1301792 25,50 cm | 10 inch

ORION    
Cleaver
1301761 16,50 cm | 6 1/2 inch

ORION    
Magnetic display bar
1301808 30,00 cm | 12 inch

ORION    
Boning knife
1301723 15,00 cm | 6 inch

ORION    
Utility knife
1301747 12,50 cm | 5 inch

ORION    
Paring knife
1301815 9,00 cm | 3 1/2 inch

ORION  
7-pc knife block
1306193

1x peeling knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears 

1x block

KN
Iv

ES

ïuABOR



Geminis  

GEMINIS  
10-pc knife block
1309040

1x paring knife   9 cm (3 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x sharpener   20,5 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block high 

1x wooden block low

Knives

C O L L E C T I O N

ïuAO

versatile set with a knife for each cooking task.

A top-quality tool in stainless steel with long lasting sharpness 

and easy to maintain.

Heavy bolster provides perfect balance for increased control.

Hand-sharpened.

The knife block conveniently stores all the knives in a safe way. 

An anti-skid base offers extra stability. 
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GEMINIS  
7-pc knife block
1307138

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 (5”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears 

1x wooden block

GEMINIS  
8-pc knife block
1308029

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 (5”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block with detachable knife sharpener

ïuAO ïuAO ïuAO



Cubo  

The Cubo line offers  a range of versatile knives for the most common cutting jobs 

without having a whole arsenal piled up in the kitchen

The play of satin finished stainless steel blades and black matted handles and 

block make the Cubo a subtle yet attractive asset for every style-conscious cook

The 5 knives are robust and durable. 

each knife is well balanced and meets a cook’s ergonomic needs. The block is 

designed to hold knives using minimal space.

Knives

C O L L E C T I O N
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CUBO  
7-pc knife block
1309156

1x paring knife   9 cm (3 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x santoku knife   16,5 cm (6 1/2”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x knife block   14 x 8 x 22 cm (5 1/2” x 3 1/4” x 8 3/4”)

CUBO  
6-pc knife block forged
1309187

1x chef’s knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x bread knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x paring knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x knife block   25,5 x 27 x 12 cm (10” x 10 3/4” x 4 3/4”)

ïuO ïuBO



Tastes differ, but from the catering student to the home 
cook and straight up to the chef, anyone involved in 
the preparation of food agrees that it’s an essential 
in every kitchen to have good, sharp and balanced 
knives. With the studio line, all tastes and demands 
are met. 

Studio line
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Studio line



Studio  
Knives

STUDIO DOLCE
8-pc knife block
1308050

1x peeling knife   6,5 cm (2 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x chef’s knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x bread knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block   26 x 8,5 x 8,5 cm (10 1/4” x 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”)

STUDIO DOLCE
11-pc knife block
1311036

1x peeling knife   6,5 cm (2 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x tomato knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x utility knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x carving fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

1x chef’s knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x bread knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x wooden block

ïuAB

ïuABO

C O L L E C T I O N

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x30Cr14) - Finish blade: satin - stylish handles in stainless 

steel and TPR - Finish: mirror - stainless steel L-shaped rack - Handwash recommended

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr14, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles for safe handling 

- The blade is hand-sharpened and provided with a quality label - Extremely sharp ! - Material handles: stainless 

steel and TPR - Finish handle: mirror - Stylish wooden block - stainless steel L-shaped rack - Handwash 

recommended
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STUDIO NUANCE
7-pc knife block
1307152

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears   25,5 cm (10”) 

1x wooden block
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STUDIO  
7-pc knife block
1307169

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x bread knife   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears   25 cm (10”) 

1x wooden block

STUDIO  
7-pc knife block
1307145

1x peeling knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears   25 cm (10”) 

1x wooden block

ïuBO

ïuA

ïuA

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr14, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles for safe handling 

- The hand-finished knives are extremely sharp so handle with care! - Stylish wooden block (no tropical wood) 

with stable anti-skid base - Handle: stainless steel + black POM (Polyoxymethylene) - Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x30Cr14) - Finish: satin - Material handle: ABS - Finish: black mirror - Stylish 

wooden block - Handwash recommended

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr14, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles for safe handling 

- The blade is hand-sharpened and provided with a quality label - extremely sharp ! - stylish wooden block (no 

tropical wood) with stable anti-skid base - Handwash recommended



STUDIO PAKKA
7-pc knife block
1307114

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears   25,5 cm (10”) 

1x wooden block

STUDIO  
6-pc knife block
1306001

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   10,5 cm (4 1/4”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block

Studio  
Knives

ïuABO

ïuA

C O L L E C T I O N

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 

52 HRC) - The block offers the best way to store 

and display your entire set, safely - The triple-riveted 

wood handles are made for the perfect balance and 

grip - Forged and ice-hardened steel blade promoting 

hygienic knife handling - BergHOFF knives are made 

of high-quality stainless steel, corrosion resistant 

and easy to sharpen - The hand finished knives are 

extremely sharp so handle with care! - stored in a 

beautiful solid dark wood counter display block, with 

stable anti-skid feet that will not scratch counter top 

surfaces

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 

HRC) - The blade is hand-sharpened and provided 

with a quality label - easy to sharpen - stylish wooden 

block (no tropical wood) with stable anti-skid base - 

Packed in a coloured gift box - Ergonomic handles for 

a firm and safe grip - Handwash recommended
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STUDIO  
6-pc knife block
1306285

1x paring knife   10 cm (4”) 

1x santoku knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x kitchen scissors   20 cm (8”) 

1x block   11,5 x 6,5 x 21,5 cm (4 1/2” x 2 1/2” 8 1/2”)

STUDIO LAGOS
15-pc knife block
1315034

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

6 x steak knives   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x carving fork   15,5 cm (6”) 

1x carving knife   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x butcher knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x utility shear   25,5 cm (10”) 

1x wooden block

STUDIO LAGOS
7-pc knife block
1307077

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x carving knife   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x utility shear   25,5 cm (10”) 

1x wooden block

ST
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ïuA

ïuB

ïuA

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Finish: satin - Forged stainless steel and black 

POM (Polyoxymethylene) handle with 3 rivets - Stylish wooden block - Handwash recommended

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 HRC) - The black, riveted handles with a 

safe, comfortable grip and anti-skid effect are very ergonomical - The blade is hand-sharpened and 

provided with a quality label - extremely sharp ! - stylish wooden block (no tropical wood) with stable 

anti-skid base - Handwash recommended

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles for 

safe handling - Hand-sharpened - stylish wooden block (no tropical wood) with stable anti-skid base



STUDIO CONCAvO
8-pc knife block
1308036

1x peeling knife   6,5 cm (2 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x chef’s knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x bread knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x sharpener   23 cm (9”) 

1x wooden block

STUDIO  
7-pc knife block
1307008

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x carving knife   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x utility shears   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block

Studio  
Knives

ïuA

ïuAO

C O L L E C T I O N

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles 

for safe handling - Hand-sharpened in a time honored tradition - stylish wooden block (no tropical 

wood) with stable anti-skid base - Handwash recommended

High-quality Chrome-Molybdenum-Vanadium (X50CrMoV15) steel - The blade is hand-sharpened 

and provided with a quality label - Handles: hollow, made of stainless steel - ergonomic handles 

for a firm and safe grip - Extremely sharp ! - Easy to sharpen - Stylish wooden block (grey colour) 

with an anti-skid base - Packed in a coloured gift box
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STUDIO  
15-pc knife block
1315058

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

6 x steak knives   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x multi purpose knife   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears   24,5 cm (9 3/4”) 

1x wooden block

STUDIO  
20-pc knife block
1320014

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

8 x steak knives   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x santoku knife   12,5 (5”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x breadknife   20 cm (8”)”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears   24,5 cm (9 3/4”) 

1x bamboo cutting board 

1x PP cutting board black 

1x PP cutting board white 

1x wooden block

ST
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ïuB

ïuB

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Finish: satin - Forged stainless steel and ABs 

(synthetic fibre) handle with 3 rivets - Stylish wooden block - Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Finish: satin - Forged stainless steel and ABs 

(synthetic fibre) handle with 3 rivets - Stylish wooden block - Handwash recommended



Studio  
Knives

STUDIO  
9-pc knife set in folding bag
1309057

1x paring knife   9 cm (3 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x cleaver   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x knife sharpener   20,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x chef’s knife   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

1x utility shear   20 cm (8”) 

1x folding bag

STUDIO    
6x steak knife
1306124 12,00 cm | 4 3/4 inch

ïuA

ïuBO

C O L L E C T I O N

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles 

for safe handling - The hand finished knives are extremely sharp so handle with care!

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles 

for safe handling - The blade is hand-sharpened and provided with a quality label - Packed in a 

nylon folding bag - Handwash recommended
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STUDIO  
5-pc knife set with ceramic coating
1304002

1x paring knife 9 cm (3 1/2”) 

1x utility knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”)

STUDIO BISTRO
6-pc knife block
4410007

1x peeling knife   7 cm (2 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x scalloped santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block

STUDIO BISTRO
8-pc knife block
4410020

1x peeling knife   7 cm (2 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x flexible boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block

KN
Iv

ES

ïuO

ïuO

ïu

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Handle: stainless steel + black POM 

(Polyoxymethylene) - Block in black rubber wood - Handwash recommended

Complete set of the most commonly used knives - Great balance and control thanks to heavy 

bolster - secure grip - durable construction - All knives conveniently stored in the knifeblok. Blade: 

high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Handle: stainless steel + black POM (Polyoxymethylene) 

- Block in black rubber wood - Handwash recommended

Material: High-quality stainless steel and handles made from durable synthetic material. Light 

and with great balance for ease of use. The colours make it easy to choose the right knife for a 

specific job. The ceramic nonstick coating allows for smooth cutting without sticking of the cut 

food to the blade.



Studio  
Knives

STUDIO  
4-pc knife set
1304000

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”)

ïu

C O L L E C T I O N

The high-quality stainless steel blade comes with a ceramic non-stick coating, allowing for 

smooth cutting without food sticking to the blade. The black polypropylene handles offer a 

secure grip while cutting. 
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STUDIO  
4-pc knife set
1304001

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”)

STUDIO  
4-pc cheese knife set
1304014

1x cheese cleaver   10 cm (4”) 

1x cheese spreader   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x cheese knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x round chopping board

STUDIO  
4-pc knife set
1304000

1x paring knife   8,5 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”)

STUDIO NUANCE
2-pc cake set
1206028

1x cake knife   34 cm (13 1/2”) 

1x cake server   27 cm (10 3/4”)

A set consisting of 3 typical knives with a high-quality stainless steel blade and 

a cheese cutting board which also doubles as an elegant display board. Use the 

spreader for soft cheese and the small cleaver for hard cheese. The larger knife is 

great for semi-soft cheeses. ïuA

ïu

ïu etui - The handle is marked by a stylish copper brushing - Handwash recommended

High-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13, hardness ca 52 HRC) - Ergonomically designed handles 

for safe handling - The black, riveted handles with a safe, comfortable grip and anti-skid effect 

are very ergonomical - The blade is hand-sharpened and provided with a quality label - extremely 

sharp ! - Chopping board (no tropical wood) - Handwash recommended
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Hotel line



Hotel line Gourmet

High quality stainless steel blade. each 

knife is precision forged from one piece of 

no-stain high carbon steel. 

Hand sharpened. 

A forged bolster is an added feature to 

ensure perfect balance and increased 

safety. 

seamless construction. The handles 

are state of the art nick-resistant, 

ergonomically moulded Poly-oxy-

methylene (POM) a material commonly 

used as a direct replacement for metals; 

due to its stiffness, dimensional stability, 

and corrosion resistance, which covers the 

full tang safely.

  

Knives

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Peeling knife
1399508 7,00 cm | 2 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Utility knife flexible
1399775 15,00 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Carving knife flexible
1399607 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Flexible boning knife
1399829 15,00 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Paring knife flexible
1399614 9,00 cm | 3 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Paring knife
1399515 9,00 cm | 3 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Utility knife
1399782 15,00 cm | 6 inch

1399751 18,00 cm | 7 inch

1399621 10,00 cm | 4 inch

1399799 12,00 cm | 4 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Carving knife
1399553 18,00 cm | 7 inch

1399560 20,00 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Boning knife
1399638 10,00 cm | 4 inch

1399737 12,00 cm | 4 3/4 inch

1399812 15,00 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Salmon/ham slicer with scalloped blade
1399843 15,00 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE    
Meat hammer
1101477 28,00 cm | 11 inch

ïuAB

C O L L E C T I O N

xuO Material: CromoTanium® steel - Finish: mirror - This 

meat hammer is perfect for flattening and tenderizing 

meat.
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HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Tomato knife
1399713 13,00 cm | 5 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Cheese knife
1399706 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Chef’s knife
1399768 15,00 cm | 6 inch

1399522 20,00 cm | 8 inch

1399539 23,00 cm | 9 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Sharpening steel
1399874 20,00 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Steak knife
1399744 12,00 cm | 4 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Bread knife
1399720 13,00 cm | 5 inch

1399645 23,00 cm | 9 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Santoku knife
1399485 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   GOURMET
Santoku knife with scalloped blade
1399690 28,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   vERSy
Diamond sharpener steel
1350028 25,50 cm | 10 inch

HOTEL LINE   PRO
Diamond sharpener steel
1350035 30,50 cm | 12 inch

HOTEL LINE   SPORTy
Diamond sharpener steel
1350011 20,50 cm | 8 inch

ïOMade with micro-interlock diamonds electro-bonded 

to create a lightweight but strong shaft that sharpens 

and realigns, producing a professional edge every 

time - easy to handle, safe and durable - extremely 

light - Handwash recommended

extremely light - easy to handle, safe and durable - 

Made with micro-interlock diamonds electro-bonded 

to create a lightweight but strong shaft that sharpens 

and realigns, producing a professional edge every 

time - Handwash recommended

Made with micro-interlock diamonds electro-bonded 

to create a lightweight but strong shaft that sharpens 

and realigns, producing a professional edge every 

time - easy to handle, safe and durable - extremely 

light - Handwash recommended



Hotel line Gourmet

TIP
For the chef on the go, this universal bag with a 

magnetic strip and velcro secured flaps keeps 

knives safely in place while travelling. net 

pockets for holding extra tools. Fold the bag to a 

perfect angle to display and use the knives. The 

magnetic strip holds them in place, ready to use. 

HOTEL LINE    
Universal etui for knives
1110387 45,00 cm | 17 3/4 inch

Knives

knives not included

C O L L E C T I O N

O
Material: PVC - 2x magnetic strips - Finish: matt 

- The knives displayed in the picture are not 

included.
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HOTEL LINE GOURMET
8-pc knife block
1395081

1x peeling knife   7 cm (2 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x flexible boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x knife sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x bread knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x wooden block

HOTEL LINE GOURMET
11-pc knife block
1395111

1x peeling knife   7 cm (2 3/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x tomato knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x utility knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x flexible boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x carving fork   15 cm (6”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (7”) 

1x knife sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x bread knife   23 cm (9”) 

1x wooden block

ïuABO
High-quality Chrome-Molybdenum-Vanadium (X50CrMoV15) steel - A forged bolster is featured for added weight, perfect 

balance and increased safety  - Handle: ergonomically molded for a safe, comfortable grip - stylish wooden block (no 

tropical wood) with anti-skid base and stainless steel finish on top and base - Handwash recommended
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Eclipse  
Knives

TIP
A covered slot in knifeblock 3700173 offers the 

option of storing poultry shears in the block too.

With their organic design, block and knives seem to fade into 

each other. The fluent shape of the handles flows into the design 

of the block too, resulting in perfectly balanced symmetry. The 

unmistakable twist in the eclipse knife’s grip makes the knives not 

only very attractive but also adds an extra ergonomic dimension to 

the well-balanced design.

A top-quality tool in stainless steel with long lasting sharpness and 

easy to maintain.

The handles come in either satin finished stainless steel or in black 

polypropylene.  

ECLIPSE  
6-pc knife block
3700173

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block   22 x 15 x 16 cm (8 3/4” x 6” x 6 1/4”)

ECLIPSE    
A pair of poultry shears
3700180 24,59 cm | 9 3/4 inch

ïuO

ïuO

C O L L E C T I O N

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Material handle: 

stainless steel - stylish hollow handle - Handwash recommended

Block in rubber wood - Block in natural colour, with black PP cover 

on the block for the slot of poultry shears - Blade: high-quality 

stainless steel (x30Cr13) - stylish hollow handles - Body: stainless 

steel - Handwash recommended
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ECLIPSE    
6x steak knife
3700265 11,50 cm | 4 1/2 inch

ECLIPSE  
4-pc santoku knife set
3700357

1x santoku knife   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x santoku knife grooved   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x santoku knife with holes   18 cm (7”) 

1x cleaver   18 x 9 cm (7” x 3 1/2”)

ECLIPSE  
2-pc carving set
3700241

1x carving fork   15 cm (6”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”)

KN
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ES

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Finish: satin - 

Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - stylish hollow 

handles - Finish: satin - Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - Finish: satin - stylish 

hollow handle
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ECLIPSE  
9-pc knife set in folding bag
3700227

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x cleaver   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   23,5 cm (9 1/4”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x utility scissors   20,5 cm (8”) 

1x folding bag

ECLIPSE  
9-pc knife set in folding bag
3700258

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x boning knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x cleaver   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   23,5 cm (9 1/4”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of poultry shears 

1x folding bag

Eclipse  
Knives

All essential knives with blades in high 

quality stainless steel, safely stored in 

a portable nylon bag. Whether taking 

to a cooking class or to work at a 

restaurant, this set is the versatile 

choice. net pockets and velcro strips 

keep every item in place. A sharpener, 

poultry shears and a cleaver make this 

set extra versatile.  

ïuO

ïuO

C O L L E C T I O N

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (X30Cr13) - stylish hollow 

handles - Finish: satin - Black nylon folding bag - Carbon steel 

sharpener - Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Black PP 

(Polypropylene) handle - Finish: satin - Black nylon folding bag - 

Handwash recommended
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ECLIPSE  
7-pc knife block
3700210

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x cleaver   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife serrated   20 cm (8”) 

1x sharpener   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block   14 x 10 x 21 cm (5 1/2” x 4” x 8 1/4”)

ECLIPSE  
7-pc knife block
3700197

1x paring knife   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

1x utility knife   12 cm (4 3/4”) 

1x bread knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x chef’s knife   20 cm (8”) 

1x scissors   20 cm (8”) 

1x wooden block   12 x 21x 11 cm (4 3/4” x 8 1/4” x 4 1/4”)

KN
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ECLIPSE    
6x steak knife
3700203 11,50 cm | 4 1/2 inch

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

stylish wooden block with anti-skid layer - Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Finish blade: satin 

- Black PP (Polypropylene) handle - Finish: satin - Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Black PP (Polypropylene) handle - Carbon steel sharpener - 

Finish: satin - Pine wooden block in natural colour - Handwash recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Finish: satin - Black PP (Polypropylene) handle - 

Handwash recommended



Eclipse  
Knives

ECLIPSE    
Santoku knife grooved
3700302 12,50 cm | 5 inch

ECLIPSE    
Santoku knife with holes
3700296 12,50 cm | 5 inch

ECLIPSE    
Santoku knife grooved
3700289 18,00 cm | 7 inch

ECLIPSE    
Santoku knife with holes
3700272 18,00 cm | 7 inch

ECLIPSE    
Santoku knife
3700319 11,50 cm | 4 1/2 inch

ïuO

C O L L E C T I O N

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Black 

PP (Polypropylene) handle - Finish: matt - Handwash 

recommended

ECLIPSE  
Cleaver
3700326
18,00 x 9,00 cm (7 x 3 1/2“)

ECLIPSE  
Cleaver
3700333
18,00 x 6,50 cm (7 x 2 1/2“)
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ECLIPSE  
4-pc cheese knife set
3700234

1x cheese knife   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x cheese knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x cheese knife   15 cm (6”) 

1x chopping board   38 x 38 x 2 cm ( 15” x 11” x 1”)

ECLIPSE  
3-pc knife set
3700000

1x santoku knife   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x santoku knife   18 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x carving knife   20 cm (8”)

ECLIPSE  
4-pc santoku knife set
3700340

1x santoku knife   11,5 cm (4 1/2”) 

1x santoku knife grooved   12,5 cm (5”) 

1x santoku knife with holes   18 cm (7”) 

1x cleaver   18 x 9 cm (7” x 3 1/2”)

KN
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A paring knife is a small, lightweight knife with a straight cutting 

edge. it’s a real all-purpose knife, ideal for peeling and other small 

work. Often used to peel fruits or vegetables that are held in the 

hand.

The blade with a ceramic non-stick coating allows for smooth cutting 

without food sticking to the blade.

Use the protective sheath for safe storing.

Packed per 24. 

ECLIPSE    
Paring knife with coated blade in display 
box (24 pieces)
3700004 10,00 cm | 4 inch

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO

ïuO
Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Black 

PP (Polypropylene) handle - Finish: matt - Handwash 

recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - Finish: 

satin - Black PP (Polypropylene) handle - Handwash 

recommended

Blade: high-quality stainless steel (x20Cr13) - 

Black PP (Polypropylene) handle - Finish: satin - 

Rubberwood cutting board - Handwash recommended



Ceramic knives are incredibly light but exceptionally sharp. They stay sharper for longer than other 

types of blades. The material is neutral to taste and smell, meaning there’s no transfer of odours or 

flavours from one cut food item to another. Very light and well-balanced. Typical for the Eclipse line is 

the twist in the handle,which makes these knives not only attractive but also adds an extra ergonomic 

dimension. With extra protective sheath for convenient storage and added safety. 

ECLIPSE  
3-pc ceramic knife set
3700419

1x ceramic paring knife   10 cm (4”) 

1x ceramic chef’s knife   13 cm (5”) 

1x ceramic santoku knife   14 cm (5 1/2”)

ïO

Eclipse  
Knives

C O L L E C T I O N

Material blade: ceramic - Colour: black 

- Finish: satin - Handle: ABs(synthetic 

fibre) +  TPR coating - Material sleeve: PP 

(Polypropylene) - Colour: beige - Handwash 

recommended
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ECLIPSE    
Ceramic bread knife
3700007 15,00 cm | 6 inch

ECLIPSE    
Ceramic cheese knife
3700009 9,00 cm | 3 1/2 inch

ECLIPSE    
Ceramic cheese knife
3700010 10,00 cm | 4 inch

ECLIPSE    
Ceramic paring knife
3700102 10,00 cm | 4 inch

ECLIPSE    
Ceramic tomato knife
3700011 12,00 cm | 4 3/4 inch

ECLIPSE    
Ceramic santoku knife
3700100 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

ECLIPSE    
Ceramic chef’s knife
3700101 13,00 cm | 5 inch

KN
Iv

ES



Perfectly balanced with practicality and style, our cutlery lines are 
designed to suit any occasion. Durable for everyday use but also 
possessing all the elegance you’d expect for a more formal setting. 
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Flatware



Neo  
Flatware

this set includes six 4-piece place settings: a fork, a knife, a soup spoon and coffee/tea spoon

Crafted from 18/10 stainless steel with a mirrored finish all items fit comfortably in the hand

Sophisticated design demanding its own spot on the table with a powerful combination of straight and curved lines 

NEO  
24-pc flatware set
3501213

6x knife   23 cm (9”) 

6x fork   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

6x spoon   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14 cm (5 1/2”)

xqO
18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mirror

C O L L E C T I O N
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Auriga  
Flatware
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this set includes six 4-piece place settings: a fork, a knife, a soup spoon and coffee/tea spoon

Crafted from 18/10 stainless steel with a mirrored finish all items fit comfortably in the hand

this solid set combines polished 18/10 stainless steel with an elegant silhouette. all items pair 

beautifully with all types of dinnerware and the charming ornaments on set 2303627 make each setting 

even more special. 

NEO  
24-pc flatware set
3501213

6x knife   23 cm (9”) 

6x fork   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

6x spoon   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14 cm (5 1/2”)

AURIGA  
24-pc flatware set
2303627

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   23,5 cm (9 1/4”) 

6x coffee/tea spoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

AURIGA  
24-pc flatware set
2303610

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   23,5 cm (9 1/4”) 

6x coffee/tea spoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

xqOxqO
Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mirror Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mirror



Orion  
Flatware

ORION  
2-pc salad set
1206035/0

1x salad spoon   24 cm (10”) 

1x salad fork   24 cm (10”)

xuO

these two spoons can be used as a versatile 

set to prepare and serve not just salads, but also 

side dishes, fruit salads and desserts.

Material: stainless steel - Outside finish: 

mirror - Packed in a coloured gift box

C O L L E C T I O N
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Children’s line  
Flatware
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Sets of real cutlery for children who want to eat by themselves but whose hands are too small for the full-sized 

version. even for the little ones we still use the best 18/10 stainless steel for these sets. 

CHILDREN’S LINE  
4-pc flatware set
1100098

1x fork   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x knife   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x spoon   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x dessert spoon   13 cm (5”)

CHILDREN’S LINE  
4-pc flatware set
1204024

1x fork   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x knife   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x spoon   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x dessert spoon   13 cm (5”)

CHILDREN’S LINE  
4-pc flatware set
1204000

1x fork   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x knife   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x spoon   16 cm (6 1/4”) 

1x dessert spoon   13 cm (5”)

xqOïqOxqO
Material: 18/10 stainless steel - 

Handwash recommended

18/10 stainless steel18/10 stainless steel - Packed in a 

coloured gift box



Straight  
Flatware

Our Straight cutlery sets combine stainless steel with 

matted, polished or gold-coloured accents. 

They’re designed to fit any occasion; they’re durable for 

everyday use but elegant enough to turn any meal into a 

dinner party. the 30 piece set includes six 5-piece place 

settings, while the beautiful case that conveniently stores 

the 72-piece set contains twelve of 5-piece place settings 

completed with 12 serving tools. the matted and gold-

coloured pieces are handwash recommended.

STRAIGHT  
30-pc flatware set
1230306

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

6x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

ïuO

Material: stainless steel - 2.5 - 3 mm (1” - 1 1/4”) thick ; the knife is 7 mm (2 3/4”) 

thick - available in a mirror, matt or gold version - Matt and gold version: handwash 

recommended

C O L L E C T I O N
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STRAIGHT GOLD
30-pc flatware set
1230313

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

6x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

STRAIGHT MATT
30-pc flatware set
1230320

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

6x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

STRAIGHT GOLD
72-pc flatware set
1272597

12x knife   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

12x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

2x serving spoon   20,5 cm (8”) 

1x cream spoon   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

2x cold meat fork   16,5 cm (6 1/2”) 

1x cake server   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x sugar spoon   13,5 cm (5 1/4”) 

1x soup ladle   27 cm (10 3/4”) 

1x gravy/sauce ladle   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x salad spoon   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x salad fork   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x a pair of sugar tongs   23 cm (9”)

STRAIGHT MATT
72-pc flatware set
1272580

12x knife   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

12x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

2x serving spoon   20,5 cm (8”) 

1x cream spoon   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

2x cold meat fork   16,5 cm (6 1/2”) 

1x cake server   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x sugar spoon   13,5 cm (5 1/4”) 

1x soup ladle   27 cm (10 3/4”) 

1x gravy/sauce ladle   17 cm (6 3/4”) 

1x salad spoon   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x salad fork   19 cm (7 1/2”) 

1x a pair of sugar tongs   23 cm (9”)

ïuOïuO

STRAIGHT  
30-pc flatware set
1230306

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

6x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)



Zeno  
Flatware

the Zeno cutlery line is distinguishable by its sleek lines 

and gleaming 18/10 stainless steel. the silhouettes of the 

knives, forks and spoons are right at home with traditional 

as well as more trendy table settings. 

this set includes six 4-piece place settings: a fork, a knife, 

a soup spoon and coffee/tea spoon 

ZENO  
24-pc flatware set
1224077

6x knife   22,5 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x spoon   21,5 cm (8 1/2”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14 cm (5 1/2”)

xqO
18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mirror

C O L L E C T I O N
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ZENO COSMO
30-pc flatware set
1230351

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x knife   24 cm (10”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   15,5 cm (6”) 

6x cake fork   15,5 cm (6”)

ZENO  
24-pc flatware set
1224077

6x knife   22,5 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x spoon   21,5 cm (8 1/2”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14 cm (5 1/2”) ïuOZENO COSMO
72-pc flatware set
1272603

12x knife   24 cm (10”) 

12x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x coffee/teaspoon   15,5 cm (6”) 

12x cake fork   15,5 cm (6”) 

2x serving spoon   21,5 cm (8 1/2”) 

1x cream spoon   20 cm (8”) 

2x cold meat fork   18,5 cm (7 1/4”) 

1x cake server   23 cm (9”) 

1x sugar spoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

1x soup ladle   27,5 cm (10 3/4”) 

1x gravy/sauce ladle   18 cm (7”) 

1x salad spoon   20 cm (8”) 

1x salad fork   20 cm (8”) 

1x a pair of sugar tongs   23 cm (9”)

Material: stainless steel - 2.5 - 3 mm (1” - 1 1/4”) 

thick ; the knife is 7 mm (2 3/4”) thick - Finish: mirror 

- Dishwasher safe



Zeno  
Flatware

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x steak knife
1207278 23,50 cm | 9 1/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x fork
1207025 21,50 cm | 8 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x cake fork
1207049 15,00 cm | 6 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x fish fork
1207063 19,00 cm | 7 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x lobster fork
1207261 21,50 cm | 8 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x dessert fork
1207117 19,00 cm | 7 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x meat fork
1207094 20,00 cm | 8 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x knife
1207001 23,50 cm | 9 1/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x butter knife
1207087 18,50 cm | 7 1/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x fish knife
1207070 22,00 cm | 8 3/4 inch

Material: 18/10 stainless steel

xqO

C O L L E C T I O N
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ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x dessert knife
1207131 21,00 cm | 8 1/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x fish server knife
1207162 27,50 cm | 10 3/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x spoon
1207018 21,50 cm | 8 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x coffee/teaspoon
1207032 14,50 cm | 5 3/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x mocha spoon
1207148 11,50 cm | 4 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x dessert spoon
1207124 19,00 cm | 7 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x soup ladle
1207186 32,00 cm | 12 1/2 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x sugar spoon
1207247 14,50 cm | 5 3/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x ice-cream spoon
1207254 21,00 cm | 8 1/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x serving spoon
1207100 22,00 cm | 8 3/4 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x salad fork
1207209 24,00 cm | 10 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x salad spoon
1207216 24,00 cm | 10 inch

ZENO   SAxOpHONE
12x cake server
1207223 26,00 cm | 10 1/4 inch



Studio  
Flatware

abundant embellishments in gold, 

matted versus polished, classic or 

contemporary, the Studio flatware 

range is very diverse. But what they 

all have in common is that they’re 

made of 18/10 stainless steel. 

STUDIO  
24-pc flatware set
1224009

6x knife   23 cm (9”) 

6x fork   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x spoon   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   15 cm (6”)

STUDIO CELLO
24-pc flatware set
1224000

6x knife   23 cm (9”) 

6x fork   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x spoon   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   17 cm (6 3/4”)

xqO
18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mirror - Dishwasher safe

C O L L E C T I O N
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STUDIO  
24-pc flatware set
1224009

6x knife   23 cm (9”) 

6x fork   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x spoon   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   15 cm (6”)

STUDIO ISAbELLA
72-pc flatware set
1272610

12x fork   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

12x knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

12x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

12x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

12x cake fork   14,5 cm (5 3/4”) 

2x meat fork   16,5 cm (6 1/2”) 

1x salad fork   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x salad spoon   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

1x cream spoon   18,5 cm (7 1/4”) 

1x sugar spoon   13,5 cm (5 1/4”) 

1x gravy/sauce ladle   14 cm (5 1/2”) 

1x soup ladle   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

1x cake server   22,5 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x a pair of sugar tongs   11 cm (4 1/4”) 

2x serving spoon   20 cm (8”)

STUDIO STELLA
24-pc flatware set
1224381

6x knife   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x spoon   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

STUDIO ISAbELLA
24-pc flatware set
1224909

6x knife   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

6x fork   19,5 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x spoon   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

STUDIO AURA GOLD
24-pc flatware set
1224374

6x knife   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

6x fork   21 cm (8 1/4”) 

6x spoon   20 cm (7 3/4”) 

6x coffee/teaspoon   14,5 cm (5 3/4”)

ïqO

ïq

xqO
Body: 18/10 stainless steel - the highly polished 

surface is hard wearing, thick, easy to clean and 

hygienic - advanced manufacturing methods 

plus traditional craftsmanship guarantee flawless 

product quality - Handwash recommended

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Gold plated on 2 

sides - the highly polished surface is hard wearing, 

thick, easy to clean and hygienic - Handwash 

recommended

Made of 18/10 t304 surgical stainless steel, 

absolutely indestructible and corrosion resistant 

- the highly polished surface is hard wearing, 

thick, easy to clean and hygienic - advanced 

manufacturing methods plus traditional 

craftsmanship guarantee flawless product quality



Hotel line  
Flatware

the Bistro line combines stainless steel with a classic design resulting in durable 

flatware matching beautifully with all types of table settings. 

C O L L E C T I O N
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HOTEL LINE   bISTRO
12x fork
1236018 20,00 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   bISTRO
12x coffee/teaspoon
1236025 14,50 cm | 5 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   bISTRO
12x knife
1236001 22,50 cm | 8 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   bISTRO
12x cake fork
1236032 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   bISTRO
12x spoon
1236049 20,50 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   bISTRO
6x zakouski
1204017 12,50 cm | 5 inch

Material: stainless steel - Finish cover: mirror - Dishwasher safe



Hotel line  
Flatware

Our Cosmos and Gastronomy flatware offer the most complete 

choice for home entertaining and professionals in the trade. they 

contain all the usual place settings but with the addition of specialty 

cutlery and servers. 

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x fork
1211077 21,00 cm | 8.25 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x int. size fork
1211060 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x dessert fork
1211053 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x cake fork
1211244 14,00 cm | 5.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x fish serving fork
1211374 25,50 cm | 10 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x long meat fork
1211299 20,00 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x knife
1211183 24,50 cm | 9.75 inch

C O L L E C T I O N
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HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x int. size knife
1211190 24,00 cm | 9.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x spoon
1211091 21,00 cm | 8.25 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x sugar spoonset
1211138 13,50 cm | 5.25 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x dessert knife
1211206 21,50 cm | 8.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x int. size spoon
1211107 20,50 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x ice-cream spoon
1211121 19,50 cm | 7.75 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x butter knife
1211015 18,50 cm | 7.25 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x dessert spoon
1211114 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x serving spoon
1211350 22,00 cm | 8.75 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x butter knife
1211022 19,00 cm | 7.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x round spoon
1211084 17,00 cm | 6 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x soup ladle
1211343 28,50 cm | 11.25 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x fish knife
1211039 19,00 cm | 7.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x mocha spoon
1211152 11,50 cm | 4.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x sauce ladle
1211381 17,00 cm | 6.75 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x fish knife
1211046 21,50 cm | 8.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x tea spoon
1211169 15,00 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x salad serving spoon
1211312 24,00 cm | 9.5 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x fish serving knife
1211435 27,00 cm | 10.75 inch

HOTEL LINE   COSMOS
12x coffee spoon
1211176 15,00 cm | 6 inch

xqO
Made of 18/10 t304 surgical stainless steel, absolutely indestructible and 

corrosion resistant - the highly polished surface is hard wearing, thick, easy 

to clean and hygienic - advanced manufacturing methods plus traditional 

craftsmanship guarantee flawless product quality 



Hotel line  
Flatware

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x meat fork
1210285 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x fork
1210070 20,50 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x knife
1210186 25,00 cm | 10 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x int. size fork
1210063 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x int. size knife
1210193 23,50 cm | 9 1/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x dessert fork
1210056 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x dessert knife
1210209 20,00 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x snail fork
1210278 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x steak knife
1210216 22,50 cm | 8 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x salad fork
1210261 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x cheese knife
1210223 21,50 cm | 8 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x cake fork
1210247 14,50 cm | 5 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x butter knife
1210018 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x long meat fork
1210292 20,00 cm | 8 inch

Our Cosmos and Gastronomy flatware 

offer the most complete choice for 

home entertaining and professionals 

in the trade. they contain all the usual 

place settings but with the addition of 

specialty cutlery and servers. 

C O L L E C T I O N
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HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x butter knife
1210025 16,50 cm | 6 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x dessert spoon
1210117 18,00 cm | 7 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x ice-cream spoon
1210124 19,80 cm | 7 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x butter knife
1210001 15,50 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x round spoon
1210087 18,50 cm | 7 1/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x sauce ladle
1210384 21,00 cm | 8 1/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x fish knife
1210032 19,00 cm | 7 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x mocha spoon
1210155 11,50 cm | 4 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x potato spoon
1210339 19,50 cm | 7 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x fish serving knife
1210438 27,00 cm | 10 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x tea spoon
1210162 15,50 cm | 6 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x salad serving fork
1210322 25,50 cm | 10 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x carving knife
1210407 29,50 cm | 11 1/2 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x coffee spoon
1210179 14,50 cm | 5 3/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x salad serving spoon
1210315 25,00 cm | 10 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x spoon
1210094 20,50 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x sugar spoon
1210131 15,35 cm | 5 1/4 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x spoon with holes
1210000 20,50 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x int. size spoon
1210100 20,00 cm | 8 inch

HOTEL LINE   GASTRONOMIE
12x round dessert spoon
1210148 14,00 cm | 5 1/2 inch

ïuO
the highly polished surface is hard wearing, thick, easy to clean and 

hygienic - advanced manufacturing methods plus traditional craftsmanship 

guarantee flawless product quality - Absolutely indestructible and thanks to 

the density and strength of the material, stability is guaranteed - Material: 

stainless steel



Wonderfully versatile, 
from casual dining to 
special occasions.
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NEO  296

ORION  298

STRAIGHT  298

GEMINIS  298

CUBO  298

HOTEL LINE  300

ECLIPSE  304

Tableware



Neo  
Tableware

a contemporary silhouette in vitreous porcelain with a surprisingly positioned 

handle which also acts as a support for the spoon (or is it a stirrer?).  

xyzO

C O L L E C T I O N

Material: Vitreous porcelain - Finish: transparant glaze 

- Suitable for oven and microwave - Dishwasher safe
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NEO    
a pair of sugar tongs
3500391 9,00 cm | 3 1/2“

NEO    
Coffee/espresso saucer
3500315 15,50 cm | 6“

NEO    
Espresso spoon
3500384 7,50 cm | 3“

NEO    
Coffee/espresso saucer
3500315 15,50 cm | 6“

NEO    
Coffee spoon
3500377 11,00 cm | 4 1/4“

NEO  
Espresso cup
3500339
4,50 x 7,50 cm (1 3/4 x 3 1/4“)

0,06 l (0.06 QT)

NEO  
Coffee cup
3500322
6,50 x 10,00 cm (2 1/2 x 4“)

0,19 l (0.20 QT)

NEO  
3-pc cream and sugar set
3500407
9,00 x 7,00 cm (3 1/2 x 2 3/4“)

0,13 l (0.14 QT)
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Geminis, Cubo
Tableware
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STUdIO  
Napkin holder
1108421
10,50 x 7,00 x 10,00 cm (4 1/4 x 2 3/4 x 4“)

STUdIO    
Olive dish
1108582 15,00 cm | 6“

xq

ïu

ORION    
toothpick holder
1109787 4,50 cm | 3 3/4“

GEMINIS  
mini salt cellar & pepper pot
1108803

1x mini salt mill   6 x 2,5 cm (2 1/2” x 1”) 

1x mini pepper mill   6 x 2,5 cm (2 1/2” x 1”)

CUBO  
3-pc salt and pepper set
1109329

1x salt cellar   3,5 x 5,5 cm (1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

1x pepper pot   3,5 x 5,5 cm (1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

1x stand   11x 4,5 x 2,5 (4 1/4” x 1 3/4” x 1”)

STUdIO  
Salt & pepper set
1106298

1x salt cellar   5 cm (2”) 

1x pepper mill   5 cm (2”) 

1x stand   9 cm (3 1/2”)

C O L L E C T I O N

Body: 18/10 stainless steel - Inside finish: matt - 

Outside finish: mirror - Dishwasher safe

body: stainless steel

Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mat

body: 18/10 stainless steel

ïq

ïqO

ïqO
Material: 18/10 stainless steel - Finish: mat - 

rubber accents

a rubber underside serving as an anti-skid layer (more 

stability) - Packed in a coloured gift box - material: 

stainless steel

ïuO



Hotel line  
Tableware

Timeless in design, the Hotel line dinnerware transforms every 

table in a graceful setting. The high-quality porcelain is sturdy 

enough for everyday dining, resisting scratches from knives 

and forks. 

xyzO

C O L L E C T I O N

Made of the highest quality porcelain with an elegant styling - Designed for daily use 

- Protected against scratching from knives and forks - Dishwasher safe - Suitable for 

oven and microwave - Pattern continuity is guaranteed
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HOTEL LINE    
Salad plate
1690032L 21,50 cm | 8.5“

HOTEL LINE    
round plate
1690018L 31,00 cm | 12 1/4“

HOTEL LINE    
bread plate
1690049L 18,00 cm | 7“

HOTEL LINE    
Soup plate
1690056L 21,50 cm | 8.5“

HOTEL LINE    
round plate
1690025L 26,00 cm | 10 1/4“

HOTEL LINE    
Oval plate
1690353L 25,00 cm | 10“

HOTEL LINE    
Salad bowl
1690315L 25,50 cm | 10“ 2,4 l |   2.5 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Serving bowl
1690117L   20,00 cm | 8“ 2,1 l |   2.2 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Cereal bowl
1690322L  15,00 cm | 5 3/4“ 0,70 l |   0.74 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Fruit dish
1690339L 15,00 cm | 5 3/4“

HOTEL LINE    
herb oil dish
1690223L 10,50 cm | 4 1/4“



Hotel line  
Tableware

HOTEL LINE    
milk jug
1690094L 0,65 l |   0.69 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Creamer
1690087L 0,26 l |   0.27 QT

HOTEL LINE    
breakfast cup and saucer
1690209L 0,38 l |   0.40 QT

HOTEL LINE    
teacup and saucer
1690100L 0,26 l |   0.27 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Espresso cup and saucer
1690193L 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Coffee cup and saucer
1690346L 0,18 l |   0.19 QT

HOTEL LINE    
teapot with lid
1690179L 1,1 l |   1.2 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Sugar bowl with lid
1690070L 0,29 l |   0.31 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Coffee mug
1690186L 0,38 l |   0.40 QT

HOTEL LINE    
medium coffee cup and saucer
1690216L 0,12 l |   0.13 QT

C O L L E C T I O N

xyzO
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HOTEL LINE    
Vinegar bottle
1690230L 0,37 l |   0.39 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Oil bottle
1690247L 0,38 l |   0.40 QT

HOTEL LINE    
Jar with lid
1690254L 2,0 l |   2.1 QT

HOTEL LINE  
Salt cellar
1690124L

HOTEL LINE  
Pepper pot
1690131L



EclipsE
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Eclipse  
Tableware

an elegant wavy rim combined with smooth circles 

and ellipses add an element of creativity to any table 

setting. Made of high-fired porcelain for exceptional 

durability, this collection offers a little sophistication for 

a stunning and inviting table setting for years to come. 

The porcelain is resistant to scratches from knives and 

forks. It’s also oven, microwave and dishwasher safe. 

xyzO

C O L L E C T I O N
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ECLIPSE    
4x pasta plate
3700423 24,50 cm | 9 1/2“

ECLIPSE    
4x round plate
3700429 28,00 cm | 11“

ECLIPSE    
4x round plate
3700427 22,50 cm | 8 3/4“

ECLIPSE    
4x soup plate
3700430 20,00 cm | 8“

ECLIPSE    
4x round plate
3700428 25,00 cm | 10“

ECLIPSE    
Pasta bowl
3700431 28,00 cm | 11“

ECLIPSE    
2x coffee mug
3700435 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,37 l |   0.39 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x coffee cup set
3700432 0,18 l |   0.19 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x espresso cup set
3700024 0,08 l |   0.08 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x tea cup set
3700433 0,24 l |   0.25 QT

ECLIPSE    
breakfast cup set
3700434 0,40 l |   0.42 QT

ECLIPSE    
teapot
3700437 1,3 l |   1.4 QT



Eclipse  
Tableware

ECLIPSE    
Pepper cellar
3700447 4,50 cm | 1 3/4“

ECLIPSE    
2x candle holder set
3700444 10,00 cm | 4“

ECLIPSE    
Sugar bowl
3700436 10,00 cm | 4“ 0,30 l |   0.32 QT

ECLIPSE    
Vase
3700442 16,50 cm | 6 1/2“ 0,85 l |   0.90 QT

C O L L E C T I O N
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ECLIPSE    
48x tea light holder
3700448 7,00 cm | 2 3/4“

ECLIPSE    
24x placemat
3700449 44,00 cm | 17 1/4“

ECLIPSE    
Salt cellar
3700446 4,50 cm | 1 3/4“

ECLIPSE    
Covered butter dish
3700445 18,00 cm | 7“

ECLIPSE    
2x cereal bowl
3700438 15,00 cm | 5 3/4“ 0,65 l |   0.69 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x vase set
3700443 12,50 cm | 5“ 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x rice bowl set (with chopstick)
3700439 21,00 cm | 7 3/4“ 0,30 l |   0.32 QT

ECLIPSE    
milk jug
3700025 10,00 cm | 4“ 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

ECLIPSE    
Vase
3700441 19,50 cm | 7 3/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

ECLIPSE  
4-pc snackbowls set
3700440
3x snack bowls        11cm x 10,5 x 4 cm (4 1/4” x 4” x 1 1/2”) 

1x cork tray              39 x 13,5 x 2,5 cm (15 1/4” x 5 1/4” x 1”)
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EclipsE Art 
of thE tAblE
and if there’s an appetite for even more art on the table, we’ve introduced our limited edition eclipse 

porcelain, adorned with art from the internally acclaimed artist Codriez. The set comes alive with 

playful drawings in vivide colours and was developed as a tribute to the joy of dining with family and 

friends. light is a returning theme across Codriez’ work. each drawing begins its life with light (either 

a lamp or the sun) and from there he uses his collection of memories and connects them line by line, 

creating a collection of unmistakable colourful drawings.

Codriez draws, paints composes and plays music as a way of expression and to connect with people. 

He creates a joyful, unique universe, inhabited with colourful characters who reach out to all who see 

them. but more than that, Codriez’ intention is to give people a reason to connect with each other, 

especially when dining together. His collection is designed to encourage people to talk about the 

unusual items on the table, to chat about each other’s dreams, and ocasionally to look in to each 

other’s eyes. For Codriez you see, looking in to someone’s eyes is ‘seeing the light of that person’ 

because light is connected with life, sincerity, openness and happiness. and things have come full 

circle where light is the beginning and the end of Codriez’ artistic quest.  



Eclipse  
Tableware

xyzO

C O L L E C T I O N
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ECLIPSE    
4x pasta plate
3705000 24,50 cm | 9 1/2“

ECLIPSE    
4x round plate
3705003 28,00 cm | 11“

ECLIPSE    
4x round plate
3705001 22,50 cm | 8 3/4“

ECLIPSE    
4x soup plate
3705004 20,00 cm | 8“

ECLIPSE    
4x round plate
3705002 25,00 cm | 10“

ECLIPSE    
2x coffee mug
3705009 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,37 l |   0.39 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x coffee cup set
3705006 0,18 l |   0.19 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x espresso cup set
3705022 0,08 l |   0.08 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x breakfast cup set
3705008 0,40 l |   0.42 QT
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ECLIPSE    
2x tea cup set
3705007 0,24 l |   0.25 QT



ECLIPSE    
2x cereal bowl
3705012 15,00 cm | 5 3/4“ 0,65 l |   0.69 QT

ECLIPSE    
2x rice bowl set (with chopstick)
3705013 21,00 cm | 7 3/4“ 0,30 l |   0.32 QT

ECLIPSE    
Vase
3705014 19,50 cm | 7 3/4“ 1,3 l |   1.4 QT

Eclipse  
Tableware

C O L L E C T I O N
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ECLIPSE  
3-pc condiment set
3705102
1x salt shaker   4,5 x 8 cm (1 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

1x pepper shaker   4,5 x 8 cm (1 1/2” x 3 1/4”) 

1x covered butter dish   18 x 12,5 x 7,5 cm (7” x 5” x 3”) 

ECLIPSE  
6-pc coffee / tea serving set
3705100
1x sugar bowl with lid   0,30 l (0.32 Qt) 

1x milk jug with lid   0,35 l (0.37 Qt) 

1x tea pot with lid   1,3 l (1.4 Qt)

ECLIPSE  
2-pc table decoration set
3705101
1x vase    8,5 x 12 cm (3 1/4” x 4 3/4”) 

1x candle holder   6 x 10 cm (2 1/4” x 4”) 
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HOTEL   318

STUDIO   321

Glassware

a complete collection of glasses: for any occassion, 
for every kind of drink. “Here’s to you” will never 
sound better.
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Hotel line  
Glassware The stems are comfortable to hold and the bowls in clear crystalline are designed 

to highlight the characteristics of specific wines or spirits. 

ï

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x cordial glass
1701605 5,00 cm | 2“ 0,10 l |   0.11 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x bordeaux glass
1701603 10,00 cm | 4“ 0,65 l |   0.69 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x (white) wine glass
1701601 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x burgundy glass
1701604 13,00 cm | 5“ 0,72 l |   0.76 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x champagne flute
1701606 5,00 cm | 2“ 0,19 l |   0.20 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x red wine glass
1701602 8,50 cm | 3 1/2“ 0,45 l |   0.48 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x (white) wine glass
1701600 7,00 cm | 2 3/4“ 0,25 l |   0.26 QT

C O L L E C T I O n



Hotel line   Studio
Glassware

These glasses are great to be used at the bar for a casual drink but they’re also perfect 

for a wide range of everyday beverages. Made from durable crystalline glass.  

x

C O L L E C T I O n
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HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x long drink glass
1701611 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,49 l |   0.52 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x whiskey glass
1701612 9,00 cm | 3 1/2“ 0,46 l |   0.49 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x cocktail glass
1701608 8,00 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,25 l |   0.26 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x shot glass
1701607 5,00 cm | 2“ 0,07 l |   0.07 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x mix drink glass
1701610 7,50 cm | 3“ 0,35 l |   0.37 QT

HOTEL LInE   CHaTEaU
6x whiskey glass
1701609 8,50 cm | 3 1/4“ 0,36 l |   0.38 QT

ï
Material: frosted glass - Body: soda lime glass - 

colour: white

STUDIO  
8-pc cup set
1110175
4 x cup 7 x 4 x 9 cm (2 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 3 1/2”) 0,2 l (0,3 Qt) 

4 x saucer 13,5 cm (5 1/4”)

HO
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A relaxed barbecue with family and friends, the 
heartiest way to spend a warm summer evening. 
But your barbecue doesn’t need to go into a winter 
hibernation just because it’s snowy and cold out-
side - fire up that grill in winter also!
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GEMINIS  327

CUBO  328

STUDIO  330

ECLIPSE  332

OutdOOr



S o  m a n y  t o o l s  f o r 
g r i l l i n g  y o u ’ l l 
w a n t  t o  c o o k 
o u t s i d e  e v e r y 
d a y . . .
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Skewers are essential when you want to cook 

kebabs. the handles stay cool and the blades 

are flat. A flat blade has the advantage that the 

food doesn’t twist when you turn the skewers. 

Since the metal conducts the heat through 

the center, the result will be evenly cooked 

kebabs.

Extend the use of your barbecue grill with 

this heavy-duty teppanyaki / grill plate. the 

heavyweight cast iron distributes the heat 

across the complete surface and eliminates 

hot spots. the surface prevents food from 

sticking and makes cleaning simple.

the 6 smaller forks and knives are of course 

for eating the tasty results of your grilling 

efforts.

A wire brush makes cleaning your grill 

afterwards much easier.

the long, wide blade of the slotted turner will 

let you get under the food to lift more delicate 

items, like fish, which would break if you’d use 

the tongs. Again, the handle is long to keep 

your hands away from the hot surface.

A meat fork and knife are also in our 

outdoor range. these tools particularly 

come in handy when carving a roast or 

to turn and cut vegetables on the grill. 

to turn your food we’d recommend using a 

turner instead of a fork, to reduce the risk of 

meat drying out when the juices escape.

thanks to a case or a folding bag, you’ll never 

lose track of your tools again.

the small soft brush is perfect for 

basting and applying marinades. 

the tongs are one of the most essential tools 

for outdoor grilling: the serrated edge ensures 

a secure grip to turn and flip all the foods 

you’re grilling while the long stay-cool handle 

keeps your hands safely away from the heat.

Is it an apron or a bag? the answer 

is...both! use it as an apron while 

grilling to have all the tools at hand and 

when you’re done, conveniently store all the 

tools in it.

Corn cobs on the grill? thrust the holders into 

the ends of the cob and you can elegantly 

eat the hot and sticky kernels without actually 

having to touch them.

skewers

teppanyaki / grill plate steak fork and knife

wired brush

slotted turner

meat fork and knife

case or folding bag

basting brush

tongs

apron

corncobholder

OU
TD

OO
r
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Outdoor
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GEMINIS  
6-pc barbecue set in etui
1108537

1x barbecue knife   37,5 cm (14 3/4”) 

1x small brush   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x slotted turner   41,5 cm (16 1/4”) 

1x meat fork   42,5 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x tongs   44 cm (17 1/4”) 

1x etui

GEMINIS  
33-pc barbecue set in case
1108315

1x salt cellar   6,4 x 4,2 cm (2 1/2” x 1 1/2”) 

1x pepper pot   6,4 x 4,2 cm (2 1/2” x 1 1/2”) 

6x corncob holder   8 cm (3 1/4”) 

6x steak fork   20 cm (8”) 

6x steak knife   22,5 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x barbecue knife   37,5 cm (14 3/4”) 

1x grill scraper   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x small brush   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x slotted turner   41,5 cm (16 1/4”) 

1x meat fork   42,5 cm (16 1/2”) 

6x skewers   43 cm (16 3/4”) 

1x tongs   44 cm (17 1/4”) 

1x caseïuO ïuO

C O L L E C T I O N

Material head part: X30Cr13 - finish: matt - Handle: made of a synthetic 

fibre (ABS) - Black soft grip - Perfect for hobby and professional cooking 

- Etui

Material head part: X30Cr13 - finish: matt - Handle: made of a synthetic fibre (ABS) - 

Black soft grip - Perfect for hobby and professional cooking - Packed in a elegant case



Cubo  
Outdoor

CUBO  
33-pc barbecue set in case
1108322

1x salt cellar   6 cm (2 1/4”) 

1x pepper pot   6 cm (2 1/4”) 

6x corncob holder   6 cm (2 1/2”) 

6x steak fork   25 cm (10”) 

6x steak knife   25 cm (10”) 

1x barbecue knife   42,5 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x grill scraper   45,5 cm (18”) 

1x slotted turner   45,5 cm (18”) 

1x small brush   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x meat fork   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

6x skewers   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x tongs   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x case

ïuO

C O L L E C T I O N

Material head part: X30Cr13 - finish: matt - 

Handle: hollow, made of stainless steel - Perfect 

for hobby and professional cooking - Packed in 

a elegant case
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CUBO  
33-pc barbecue set in case
1108322

1x salt cellar   6 cm (2 1/4”) 

1x pepper pot   6 cm (2 1/4”) 

6x corncob holder   6 cm (2 1/2”) 

6x steak fork   25 cm (10”) 

6x steak knife   25 cm (10”) 

1x barbecue knife   42,5 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x grill scraper   45,5 cm (18”) 

1x slotted turner   45,5 cm (18”) 

1x small brush   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x meat fork   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

6x skewers   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x tongs   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x case

CUBO  
6-pc barbecue set in case
1108179

1x barbecue knife   42,5 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x slotted turner    45,5 cm (18”) 

1x small brush   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x meat fork   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x tongs   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x case

CUBO  
9-pc barbecue set in apron
1108193

1x salt cellar   6 cm (2 1/4”) 

1x pepper pot   6 cm (2 1/4”) 

1x steak fork   24 cm (9 1/2”) 

1x steak knife   25 cm (9 3/4”) 

1x slotted turner   43 cm (16 3/4”) 

1x meat fork   44 cm (17 1/4”) 

1x tongs   44 cm (17 1/4”) 

1x glove 

1x apron

CUBO  
6-pc barbecue set in case
1108186

1x knife   41 cm (16 1/4”) 

1x meat fork   44 cm (17 1/4”) 

1x tongs   46 cm (18”) 

1x brush   47,5 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x slotted turner   47 cm (8 1/2”) 

1x folding bag

ïuO

Material head part: X30Cr13 - finish: matt - Handle: 

hollow, made of stainless steel - Packed in an 

aluminium case

Material head part: X30Cr13 - finish: matt - Handle: 

hollow, made of stainless steel - apron: 100% cotton - 

oven mitt: right handed

Material head part: X30Cr13 - finish: matt - Handle: 

hollow, made of stainless steel



Studio  
Outdoor

tip
Extend the use of your barbecue grill with 

this heavy-duty teppanyaki / grill plate. the 

heavyweight cast iron distributes the heat across 

the complete surface and eliminates hot spots. 

the surface prevents food from sticking and 

makes cleaning simple.

STUDIO BrEvIO
grill plate / teppanyaki
6500049
48,00 x 30,00 x 2,00 cm (19 x 11 3/4 x 3/4“)

STUDIO BrEvIO
outdoor kitchen with 3 burners
2415238
127,00 x 57,00 x 114,00 cm (50 x 22 1/2 x 45“)

Cooking area: 59,5 x 48 cm ( 23” x 19”)

uS

Material: stainless steel + black enamel + black powder coating 

- 3 stainless steel burners with 3,5 kW (12000 btu) for each 

burner - Enamel lid - Enamel fire box and powder painted control 

panel - Enamel cooking grid - 3 enamel V-sharpe flame tamers 

-  Stainless steel warming rack - 2 stainless steel shelves - 4 

wheels - Aluminum plating steel grease tray - Powder painted 

grill cart - Designed for propane (37 mbar) and butane (28/30 

mbar – regulator included) - CE standard - For outside use only

these outdoor kitchens are more than 

just gas barbecues, they offer outdoor 

cooking enthusiasts an attractive design 

and great functionality. they combine the 

pleasure of outdoor cooking and socialising 

with the comfort of an indoor kitchen. 

C O L L E C T I O N

STUDIO  
bbQ cleanser
2001899

ïX
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STUDIO BrEvIO
outdoor kitchen with 3 burners
2415306
127,00 x 57,00 x 114,00 cm (50 x 22 1/2 x 45“)

Cooking area: 59,5 x 48 cm ( 23” x 19”)

STUDIO MaGNIO
outdoor kitchen with 5 burners and side 
burner
2415320
144,50 x 56,00 x 114,00 cm (57 x 22 x 45“)

Cooking area: 77,5 x 48,5 cm ( 30 1/2” x 19”)

uS uS

Material: stainless steel + black enamel + grey powder coating - 

3 stainless steel burners with 3,5 kW (12000btu) for each burner 

- ss lid - Enamel fire box and ss control panel - Stainless steel 

cooking grid - 3 enamel V-sharpe flame tamers -  Stainless steel 

warming rack - 2 stainless steel shelves- 4 wheels - Aluminum 

plating steel grease tray - Powder painted grill cart - PVC cover 

included - Designed for propane (37 mbar) and butane (28/30 

mbar – regulator included) - CE standard - For outside use only

Material: stainless steel + black enamel + grey powder coating 

- 5 stainless steel burners with 3,5 kW (12.000 btu) for each 

burner - stainless steel lid - Enamel fire box and stainless steel 

control panel - stainless steel cooking grid - cast iron grillplate-  

5 enamel V sharpe flame tamers - stainless steel warming rack 

- 2 stainless steel shelves - 4 wheels - Aluminum plating steel 

grease tray - Powder painted grill cart - PVC cover included 

- Designed for propane (37 mbar) and butane (28/30 mbar – 

regulator included) - CE standard - For outside use only



Eclipse  
Outdoor

ïuO

ECLIPSE  
6-pc barbecue set in folding bag
3700364

1x silicone brush   36 cm (14 1/4”) 

1x meat knife   37 cm (14 1/2”) 

1x meat fork   41 cm (16”) 

1x tongs   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x spatula   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x nylon folding bag

C O L L E C T I O N

Material: X20Cr13 - Finish: satin - Black PP 

(Polypropylene) handle - Black nylon folding bag
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ECLIPSE  
9-pc barbecue set in apron
3700371

1x salt cellar   6 x 4 cm (2 1/4” x 1 1/2”) 

1x pepper pot   6 x 4 cm (2 1/4” x 1 1/2”) 

1x steak fork   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x steak knife   25 cm (9 3/4”) 

1x tongs   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x meat fork   41 cm (16”) 

1x spatula   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x glove   32 x 6 cm (12 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

1x apron / nylon folding bag

ECLIPSE  
33-pc barbecue set in case
3700388

1x spatula   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x tongs   40 cm (15 3/4”) 

1x copper brush   45 cm (18”) 

1x silicone brush   36 cm (14 1/4”) 

1x meat fork   41 cm (16”) 

1x meat knife   37 cm (14 1/2”) 

1x steak knife   25 cm (10”) 

1x steak fork   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x skewer   47 cm (18 1/2”) 

1x corn fork   7 cm (2 3/4”) 

1x salt dispenser   4 x 6 cm (1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

1x pepper dispenser   4 x 6 cm (1 1/2” x 2 1/4”) 

1x aluminium case   52 x 31,5 x 8,5 cm (20 1/2” x 12 1/2” x 3 1/4”)

Material: X20Cr13 - Finish: satin - Black PP 

(Polypropylene) handle - Material salt and pepper 

dispenser: 18/10 stainless steel

Material: X20Cr13 - Finish: satin - Black PP 

(Polypropylene) handle - Material salt and pepper 

dispenser: 18/10 stainless steel
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ECLIPSE  
6-pc barbecue set in folding bag
3700395

1x silicone brush   36 cm (14 1/4”) 

1x meat knife   37 cm (14 1/2”) 

1x meat fork   41 cm (16”) 

1x tongs   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x spatula   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x nylon folding bag

ECLIPSE  
9-pc barbecue set in apron
3700401

1x salt cellar   6 x 4 cm (2 1/4” x 1 1/2”) 

1x pepper pot   6 x 4 cm (2 1/4” x 1 1/2”) 

1x steak fork   22 cm (8 3/4”) 

1x steak knife   25 cm (9 3/4”) 

1x meat fork   41 cm (16”) 

1x spatula   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x tongs   42 cm (16 1/2”) 

1x glove   32 x 6 cm (12 1/4” x 2 1/4”) 

1x apron / nylon folding bag
Material: X20Cr13 - Stylish hollow handles - Finish: satin - Black 

nylon folding bag

Material: X20Cr13 - Stylish hollow handles - Finish: satin - Black 

nylon folding bag
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Tronic

Weighing on batteries, 
cooking on induction

NEO   338

AURIGA   339

STUDIO   340



Neo  
Tronic

NEO  
Electric kitchen scale
3502425
27,00 x 18,00 x 2,00 cm (10 3/4 x 7 x 3/4“)

ïSZ

C O l l E C T I O N

stylish asset to a modern kitchen 

at first sight this scale looks like a futuristic mirror, but once activated the high-definition display 

shows a precision of 1 gram 

tara-function to reset the weighing result and add new ingredients 

only 2 cm high: space-saving and easy to store 

 max. 10 kg, minimum weight indicated is 20 g. Precision: 1 g from 20 g till 5000 g, from 5002 g till 

10 kg the precision is 2 g 

 weighs in g or oz 

indicates when batteries are too low to guarantee an accurate result 

with auto-off function when not in use 

power: 4x 1,5 V AAA batteries
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AURIGA  
Electric kitchen scale
2303993
20,00 x 20,00 x 12,50 cm (7 3/4 x 7 3/4 x 5“)

ïSZ

Weigh foods directly in the convenient shatterproof 

polycarbonate bowl, the bright LEDs make it easy to read 

the result up to 5 kg or 176 oz. The tare function enables 

weighing multiple ingredients in only one bowl.  The smooth 

control buttons keep the surface clean. Uses four AAA 

batteries (not included) 
High precision strain gauge sensor 

High transparent shatterproof PC container 

Red backlight LCD display 

Touch-style switch 

Tara function 

Low power and overload indication 

Power: 4 x 1,5 V AAA batteries (not included) 

Handwash recommended 

Capacity: 3kg x 1g 5kg x 1g 

This product is not dishwasher safe. 

TR
ON

IC



Studio  
Tronic

The small induction hobs are incredibly energy-efficient and 

simple to use with touch screen control, bright LEDs and a 

range of safety features. Perfect as an extra hob or they will 

come in handy in every situation with limited space as they 

take up only little space and their compact size makes it easy 

to store. 

TIP
Spray our cleanser on the surface of your stove 

top and leave it to do its magic. our cleanser 

is specially formulated to remove grease and 

stains in no time.

STUDIO  
Induction stove
1810004
28,00 x 35,00 x 4,00 cm (11 x 13 3/4 x 1 1/2“)

ïOSUZ

2000 W 

Voltage: 220-240 V/50 Hz 

Temperature: 60-240 °C (140-464F) 

Timer setting: from 0-180 minutes 

Max. current: 15 A 

Plug: European standard 

Material: Synthetic fibre with titanium coloured coating 

lED indication 

Solid ceramic plate with a black synthetic finish 

‘Touch screen’ keys 

Takes up little space, is light and can be carried easily. Ideal for students, on a holiday, 

on a terrace, while camping or as an addition to your existing hot plates 

Time-saving 

C O l l E C T I O N

   
BergHOFF’s magic care for glass cookers
2001974
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STUDIO  
Induction stove
1810126
30,00 x 38,00 x 7,00 cm (11 3/4 x 15 x 2 3/4“)

STUDIO  
Electric kitchen scale
2003275
24,00 x 19,00 x 2,50 cm (10 x 7 1/2 x 1“)

ïOSUZ

STUDIO  
Electric kitchen scale
2003251

High precision strain gauge sensor 

Max weight: 5kg/11lb (division: 2g/0,1oz) 

Power: 1x 9V battery (not included) 

LCD display 

Auto & Manual Off 

low battery indication 

Overload indication 

Alarm timer 

Tara function

xïOSUZ ïqOSUZ

Power: 2000 W 

Voltage: 220-240 V/50 Hz 

VDE standard plug 

lED indication 

9 power levels 

Soft touch sensor with knob control 

Takes up little space, is light and can be carried easily. Ideal for students, on a holiday, 

on a terrace, while camping or as an addition to your existing hot plates 

with child lock 

This product is not dishwasher safe. 

Max weight: 5kg/11lb (division: 2g/0,1oz) 

Power: 1x 9V battery (not included) 

Display: 13 mm/0.5” LED 

Auto & Manual Off 

low battery indication 

Overload indication 

Alarm timer 

Tara function

TR
ON

IC
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Below are some general care and maintenance guidelines. 
For more in-depth information, please refer to the product manual.

Cast iron should be cooled before cleaning. It should be 

washed by hand in warm, soapy water, rinsed in warm 

water then dried immediately with a soft cloth. Detergent 

which is especially made for hand washing should be 

used. Not be put in a dishwasher. Harsh cleaning products 

which are based on citric acids or those containing 

chlorine bleach should be avoided. 

Although our non-stick coated cookware is dishwasher 

safe, we don’t recommend putting it in the dishwasher. 

The high heat and harsh detergents will deteriorate 

the qualities of the coating. Also for stainless steel we 

recommend hand-washing with a detergent especially 

made for hand washing. Cookware should always be 

cleaned thoroughly otherwise, the next time it’s used, any 

food residue will cook into the surface causing food to 

stick

Caring for cast iron cookware

Caring for cookware

M a n u a l

C A R E  A N D 
M A I N T E N A N C E
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Knives should be cleaned immediately after use since fruit and vegetable juice can be acidic. Spots can be removed with a standard metal cleaner. 

Technically our knives and shears are dishwasher safe but we recommend hand-washing them because dishwasher detergents and salts can 

be too harsh. Hand-washing also avoids damage caused by the knife coming in to contact with other objects during the dishwasher cycle which 

can lead to blunting. If a dishwasher is the only option, we recommend drying each knife with a soft cloth immediately after the cycle has finished. 

When cleaning by hand, a mild detergent and a soft cloth should be used. The safest way to clean a knife is to wash it carefully under warm running 

water where you can clearly see the blade; placing the knife in a bowl could mean the blade isn’t visible and could lead to injury. The knife should 

then be dried with a soft cloth, taking extra care when drying the blade (a knife should never be dried from the handle to the tip). Shears should be 

cleaned by hand in a similar way, making sure they are cleaned thoroughly.

Caring for your knives 

1. 

The sharpener should stand at a right angle 

to a firm surface and held firmly in one hand. 

 

2.

Holding the knife in the other hand, the 

knife’s cutting edge should be held at a 

90° angle to the sharpener. The knife’s 

bolster should be close the the sharpener. 

 

3. 

Then, whilst still holding the edge to the 

sharpener, the angle should be reduced to 

a 22° angle; the easiest way to do this is 

to form a 45° angle then halve it. Keeping 

the knife in position, the knife is then drawn 

from position 1...

 

4. 

...to position 2. For best results, only light 

pressure should be used. For safety reasons 

this action should be done slowly (moving 

faster does not result in a sharper knife). 

 

5. 

Change sides and repeat procedure 1 to 5 

 

6. 

This procedure should be repeated 5 times 

per side, but not in succession (so one 

stroke per side until 5 is reached)



Stoneware should be allowed to cool before cleaning - a 

hot dish should never be submerged in cold water. Steel 

scouring pads, harsh detergents or abrasive cleaners 

should not be used. Stubborn food residues or stains can 

be removed by using a nylon scrubbing pad or sponge 

after first soaking the dish in warm, soapy water for 10 to 

20 minutes. The dishes are dishwasher safe, however to 

protect the stoneware from damage, care should be taken 

to ensure no other objects come in to contact with the 

items during the wash cycle.

Although our non-stick coated cookware is dishwasher 

safe, we don’t recommend putting it in the dishwasher. 

The high heat and harsh detergents will deteriorate 

the qualities of the coating. Also for stainless steel we 

recommend hand-washing with a detergent especially 

made for hand washing. Cookware should always be 

cleaned thoroughly otherwise, the next time it’s used, any 

food residue will cook into the surface causing food to 

stick.

Cleaning stoneware

Cleaning non-stick bakeware

M a n u a l
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Porcelain items can go in the dishwasher but to avoid 

scratches and chipping they should be given plenty 

of space. For items with decorations and patterns, we 

recommend hand-washing to prolong the visual lustre.

Cleaning porcelain items

Washing by hand is the best way to clean cutlery, but 

nowadays  there’s not always time to do so. That’s why 

cutlery is also designed to be dishwasher safe. Wiping off 

the salts  with a soft dry cloth after dishwashing will will 

help maintain the cutlery’s finish.

Cleaning cutlery

Glasses can go into the dishwasher every now and 

then but we recommend washing them by hand to help 

maintain their lustre. The dishwasher produces a very 

high temperature to dry which influences the appearance 

of the glasses: a white discoloration can be seen, they 

become dull and the glass feels somehow rough. 

For best results, we recommend washing glasses by hand 

with a gentle detergent and soft cloth. Air-drying should 

be avoided. Instead a soft, lint-free towel should be used 

to dry thoroughly. Glasses should be stored upright - the 

bowl and rim should never be placed in contact with a 

shelf or any other hard surface.

Caring for glasses

C A R E  A N D 
M A I N T E N A N C E
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Here at BergHOFF we don’t just pack our precious products to protect and secure them, 

but also to add extra value of our goods for customers. Therefore we invest our time in 

research & resourcing, concept design, creation and quality testing to come up with the most 

appealing and appropriate packaging for every product in our extensive BergHOFF range. 

Our distinctive packaging design is instantly recognisable across every range, creating a 

strong brand identity. And by making subtle changes to some of the graphics, every product 

range has its own identity.

A blister is a hard plastic packaging that on one side 

protects the product, but on the other hand, thanks to it 

transparency, enables the product to be visible.

As the name suggests, a gift box is a decorative box. 

Our gift boxes are both appealing and well designed, 

making them perfect for giving as a gift.

Some of our products are tightly packed in shrink 

plastic, containing a leaflet with additional product 

information. This packaging type is commonly used for 

solid products to protect them against scratches.

The product is fastened on a printed paperboard card 

with robust cable ties.

Our presentation cases are lightweight yet durable, 

which makes them highly portable.

Sleeves are a cover that protects the most delicate 

features of a product. It doesn’t enclose the product 

completely, so the product can still can be explored.

Blister Case

Colour sleeves

Gift box Shrink wrap

tie on card

P A C K A G I N G
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The product is placed in a transparent bag made of PE 

for complete visibility, combined with a hanging tag.

In general, tombstone packaging is used to pack 2 to 3 

pans. It covers and protects the products inside but still 

provides open spaces to explore the cookware.

For displaying our BergHOFF tools and accessories in 

stores, we developed and designed boxes that can be 

easily transformed to a display.

display box

Pe-bag

tombstone



M a n u a l

Pots & Pans

Gift box

Shrink wrap Colour sleeves

tombstone packaging
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tools & accessories

Blister packaging

display box

Gift box

Pe-bag Colour sleevestie on card
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Ovenware & Bakeware

Gift box

Colour sleeves
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Knives

Blister

Gift box



Flatware

Case Gift box

Gift box

tableware
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Gift box

Outdoor

Case Gift box

tronic
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Thanks to Arte, wallcoverings for the ultimate in refinement  – www.arte-international.com 

Concrete Wallpaper by Piet Boon for NLXL, distributed by ARTE 

Scrapwood Wallpaper by Piet Hein Eek for NLXL distributed by ARTE 

www.hookedonwalls.com 




